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Abstract
Today, personal mobile devices like smartphones and tablets are ubiquitous.
People use mobile devices for fun, for work, and for organizing and managing
their lives, including their finances. This became possible because over the last
two decades, mobile phones evolved from closed platforms intended for voice
calls and messaging to open platforms whose functionality can be extended
in myriad ways by third party developers. Such wide-ranging scope of use
also means widely different security and privacy requirements for those uses.
The mobile device ecosystem involved multiple different stakeholders such as
mobile network operators, regulators, enterprise information technology administrators, and of course ordinary users. So, as mobile platforms became
gradually open, platform security mechanisms were incorporated into their architectures so that the security and privacy requirements of all stakeholders
could be met. Platform security mechanisms help to isolate applications from
one another, protect persistent data and other on-device resources (like access
to location or peripherals), and help strengthen software against a variety of
attack vectors. All major mobile platforms incorporate comprehensive software and hardware platform security architectures, including mechanisms like
trusted execution environments (TEEs).
Over the past decade, mobile devices have been undergoing convergences
in multiple dimensions. The distinction between “mobile” and “fixed” devices
has blurred. Similar security mechanisms and concepts are being used across
different platforms, leading to similar security architectures. Hardware enablers used to support platform security have gradually matured. At the same
time, there have also been novel types of attacks, ranging from software attacks like return- and data-oriented programming to hardware attacks like side
channels that exploit micro-architectural phenomena. It is no longer tenable to
assume that the current hardware security mechanisms underpinning mobile
platform security are inviolable.
The time is therefore right to take a new look at mobile platform security,
which brings us to this book. We focus on hardware platform security. The book
is divided into four parts: we begin by looking at the why and how of mobile
platform security, followed by a discussion on vulnerabilities and attacks; we
conclude by looking forward discussing emerging research that explores ways
of dealing with hardware compromise, and building blocks for the next generation of hardware platform security.
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Our intent is to provide a broad overview of the current state of practice
and a glimpse of possible research directions that can be of use to practitioners,
decision makers, and researchers.

Part I

Mobile Platform Security:
Why?
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Chapter 1

Introduction
Today, mobile devices such as smartphones and tablets are very widely deployed. All modern mobile device platforms incorporate sophisticated software and hardware platform security mechanisms. To understand how this
came to be, we need to start in the late 1990s.

1.1

What motivated mobile platform security?

The mobile phone revolution was well under way by the mid 1990s. Initially,
mobile phones were simple embedded devices with fixed functionality: voice
calls and text messages. Early on, the mobile phone industry recognized the
power of billions of people having general-purpose computing devices in their
hands. Personal digital assistants were already available and demonstrated
the range of uses for portable, personal general-purpose computing devices.
Therefore, already by the mid 1990s, the industry was working towards opening up mobile phone platforms so that users gain the ability to extend their
functionality, by installing third-party software modules. This development
directly led to today’s smartphones and tablets with their “app” ecosystems.
The industry saw the potential for new types of applications like mobile
payments, public transport ticketing, and digital media consumption. But it
also realized that for these applications to succeed, open mobile devices needed
additional mechanisms to safeguard the security and privacy requirements of
these novel, and potentially high-value, applications.
Furthermore, the mobile phone ecosystem already had well-established stakeholders. They were sensitive to the security and privacy concern that could
arise in the transition from closed fixed-function devices to open platforms. Existing commodity general-purpose computing platforms at the time, like those
for personal computers, did not incorporate the platform security mechanisms
necessary to address these concerns. Consequently, they wanted to mediate
this transition so that their own interests were safeguarded. This, too, drove
the development of new platform security mechanisms. Mobile platform se7
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curity architectures emerged because of the need to address these stakeholder
concerns as mobile devices opened up [178].

1.2

Stakeholders

An important class of stakeholders are mobile network operators (MNOs) (also
known as “carriers”) who are motivated by business interests. An example
of a business interest of MNOs is the need to strongly authenticate their subscribers. This need led to the introduction of subscriber identity modules (SIMs)
(discussed further in Section 2.2) right from the beginning. Another example
of a business interest of MNOs is the need for robust technical mechanisms to
support the subsidy-lock business model where a MNO gives a mobile phone to
a subscriber for free or below cost, in return for a commitment to maintain the
subscription for a specified period of time. The requirement to technically enforce subsidy locks translated into each device having an unforgeable unique
identifier and the ability to run subsidy-lock enforcement software in a manner
that cannot be bypassed.
Another, equally important, class of stakeholders are regulators who safeguard the public good. An example of a regulatory need is to ensure that radiofrequency transmission parameters, which are typically calibrated for each device at the time of manufacture, cannot be tampered with. This need can be
met with secure (integrity-protected) storage for storing these parameters.
A third class of stakeholders are end-users. They were used to mobile
phones that were reliable and trustworthy. They expected the same degree
of reliability and trustworthiness to be maintained, even as mobile phone platforms were opening up.
There are other stakeholders in the ecosystem, like enterprise administrators, and of course the mobile phone manufacturers —also known as original
equipment manufacturers (OEMs)—and operating system (OS) vendors themselves. To see what kinds of mechanisms are needed to protect the interest of
different stakeholders, it is necessary to understand the threat models from the
perspectives of these stakeholders.

1.3

Threat models

A threat model involves characterizing the adversary in terms of its capabilities, and the assets that need to be protected from these adversaries. For example a software adversary is assumed to be capable of influencing one or more
software modules on the victim device. The adversary’s control may be limited to a single application (software in user space) or can extend to privileged
software like the OS itself. In contrast, a hardware adversary can directly interact
with, and possibly manipulate, the hardware components on the victim device.
Rather than presenting an exhaustive treatment of all possible threat models, we will illustrate the concept with three informal examples.
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First, consider the threat of a user’s address book being exfiltrated from the
device by a malicious third-party application that the user happened to install.
We are concerned with a software adversary (the third-party developer) and
the asset that needs protection is the address book. Standard hardware support
(for memory management and process isolation) combined with a good OS security architecture (providing access-controlled persistent storage for each application) would be sufficient to provide the required protection. In Chapter 3
we will discuss OS security architectures.
Next, consider the same setting as above, but with a different asset: credentials for accessing financial transactions like online banking. While we are
still concerned with a software adversary, the value of the asset is significantly
higher, and its compromise can result in substantial losses. Consequently, relying only on OS security is not reasonable because an OS is a complex software
component with a large threat surface for the attacker to exploit. Additional
hardware support for protecting high-value assets is justifiable. Hardwareassisted trusted execution environments (TEEs) allow small pieces of trusted
software on a general-purpose computing device to be isolated from the rest of
the software on the same device, including the OS and other applications. Today TEEs are ubiquitous. Nearly every smartphone or tablet is likely to have a
processor with TEE capabilities. Many personal computers are also equipped
with TEEs. The ubiquity of TEEs is not a recent phenomenon [93]: hardwareassisted TEEs started to appear in mobile phones from the early 2000s. For a
technology that is so widely deployed, for so long, the origins and trajectory
of TEE technologies are poorly understood. Our primary focus in this book
is to explore hardware platform security for mobile devices, with a particular
emphasis on TEEs.
Finally, consider the case of technical mechanisms for subsidy-lock enforcement. The adversary in this case is the user of the device who has physical
access to the device. The asset that the adversary wants to compromise is the
binding between the mobile device hardware and the MNO (so that a successful attack will result in breaking the binding, allowing the adversary to use
the device with a different MNO subscription). OS security alone is not sufficient. Since we now deal with a potential hardware adversary, we must use
hardware-security mechanisms that can withstand physical attack.

1.4

Chains of trust

In a given scenario, the party relying on the protection mechanism trusts the
software and hardware components used to realize the mechanism. A chain of
trust refers to the process of building up this trust, starting from one or more
roots of trust. In the first example above, while OS security is sufficient, the
relying party, the user, needs to trust that the correct OS is running on the
device. Platform integrity (Chapter 4) makes it possible to build up this trust.
Higher level platform security mechanisms like OS security rely on underlying
building blocks like platform integrity (Chapter 4), hardware-assisted isolation
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(Chapter 5), and cryptographic primitives realized in hardware (Chapter 6).
An important feature of hardware platform security mechanisms is allowing remote relying parties to build up trust in a device. In the second example
above, a bank may need to convince itself that the user is accessing her bank
account from a secure device before allowing access. This feature is called remote attestation, which is widely supported by modern TEEs. In Chapter 5 we
will discuss the chains of trust involved in remote attestation in modern TEEs.
We begin with an overview of the history of mobile hardware platform security mechanisms (Chapter 2), and provide an overview of OS security (Chapter 3) to understand how an OS can make use of these mechanisms. We will
explore the nuts and bolts of how platform security is implemented in today’s
devices, focusing on hardware platform security (Part II), and discuss attacks
against hardware platform security mechanisms (Part III). We will conclude
with a brief foray into future outlook for hardware platform security (Part IV).
Notes on the scope of this book: The focus of this book is on hardware platform security in mobile devices. We do cover OS security in Chapter 3, but
from the perspective of motivating hardware platform security. Mobile device
platforms also incorporate sophisticated software platform security mechanisms.
We refer readers interested in this topic to books dedicated to the topic such as
[35]. We also do not cover specific high-level attacks such as jail-breaking (removing manufacturer-imposed restrictions on what software can be installed
on a mobile device) or rooting (obtaining the privileges of the maximally privileged “root” user on Unix-based mobile OSs). However, the basic attacks we
describe in Part III can, and often are, used as stepping stones for these highlevel attacks.

Chapter 2

Historical Overview
The requirements we saw in Chapter 1 led to mobile device and platform vendors developing and deploying software and hardware platform security architectures. Nokia Radio Application Processors are believed to be the first
trusted execution environments (TEEs) deployed at a large scale [178]. These
were followed shortly by Texas Instruments’ M-Shield™ [248] and subsequently
by ARM’s TrustZone™[6] which represents the overwhelming share of deployed mobile TEEs today.
In the non-mobile setting, hardware security modules (HSMs) used in the
financial sector (starting with IBM’s CryptoCard1 ) are an early example of a
TEE. Trusted Computing Group’s Trusted Platform Modules (TPMs) [34] are
widely deployed in personal computers, where they are used for boot integrity
and disk encryption, but they have not found common use in the mobile space.
Recently, Intel’s Software Guard Extensions (SGX) [182] has become the most
widely studied TEE architecture, thanks to the easy availability of both the
software and hardware2 . SGX is primarily deployed in cloud settings to enable
confidential computing use cases [5, 183]. Desktop use cases for SGX include
Blu-ray digital rights management (DRM) [253]

2.1

Hardware security modules

Early examples of the inclusion of a dedicated security co-processor were motivated by the need to perform sensitive cryptographic operations isolated from
other computations in systems handling financial transactions. Transaction
processing for Europay, Mastercard and Visa (EMV) payment cards use HSMs
as the primary security device for key management [85]. An HSM is a discrete
computing device usually encapsulated in tamper-evident coating. HSMs in
backend systems typically include specialized cryptographic hardware accelerators to enable high throughput because they need to process transactions in
1 https://www.ibm.com/security/cryptocards/
2 https://software.intel.com/en-us/sgx
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real-time. An HSM can be realized as either as a stand-alone peripheral device
or as an extension board connected directly to the internal bus of the host computer. The operational keys are generated in the cryptographic co-processor
within the HSM and are then saved either in a keystore file or in application
memory, encrypted under the master key of that co-processor. Any HSM with
an identical master key can use those keys.
The first commercially available civilian HSMs were deployed already in
the 1970s, originally for IBM mainframes. The IBM 3845 and 3846 data encryption devices [140] allowed exported encryption keys to be encrypted using the
recently standardized DES algorithm. These early HSMs included secure key
entry devices (cards and PIN pads) for master key loading, random number
generation capabilities for seeding, and persistent storage for key materials.
They were instrumental in securing early electronic banking, such as automatic
teller machines (ATMs).

2.1.1

HSMs in radio communication

HSMs are also extensively deployed for modern military software-defined radio (SDR) communication. SDR refers to wireless communications where the
transmitter and receiver mixing, filtering, amplification, modulation/demodulation
etc. occur in software instead of in conventional radio electronics. With SDR,
software-based transmission algorithms can be downloaded and adapted over
the lifecycle of the hardware. While analog military radio equipment include
dedicated cryptographic chips for (proprietary) ciphers that are required for
communication with compatible equipment, SDR equipment have to support
a large number of cryptographic schemes, including legacy protocols and algorithms. Consequently military SDR equipment, such as the U.S. Joint Tactical Radio System (JTRS), employ embeddable HSMs specifically designed for
communication security. The Advanced INFOSEC Machine (AIM) [106] is one
such programmable, embeddable cryptographic unit developed by Motorola
in the late 1990s. It consists of a hardware platform with three independent
cryptographic processors, one for key management and two programmable
processors for traffic encryption/decryption. The key management cryptographic engine (KMCE) is based on a 32-bit reduced instruction set computer
(RISC) processor and includes a math co-processor designed for public key
algorithm processing. The KMCE runs a read-only memory (ROM)-based Secure Operating System (SOS). The SOS provides a multi-security level, multitasking environment for the cryptographic applications which allowed the functionality of the AIM to be extended by software. The chip contains the necessary building blocks to implement encryption algorithms such as DES, and the
classified SAVILLE and BATON cryptographic algorithms used by U.S. and
NATO. Its successor, AIM II [107] is specifically designed for JTRS. Around the
same time, a similar crypto-chip, called the General Crypto Device (GCD) [161],
was developed in Europe by Dutch electronics giant Philips.
The use of HSMs such as AIM and GCD are early examples of the use of
TEEs in telecommunications. The sensitivity of military communication jus-
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tified the inclusion of dedicated components for security into end devices.
However, for civilian telecommunication devices, the widespread use of TEEtechnology only occurred when two conditions were met: 1) economic incentives emerged to justify requiring strong, hardware-based security, and 2) lowcost technological solutions that met those requirement were developed.

2.2

SIMs, mobile handsets, and smart cards

During the early 1990s, civilian wireless communication systems also began
to employ hardware-assisted security. Mobile network operators (MNOs) required a reliable way of preventing illicit use of a subscriber identity for making phone calls from mobile phones. For this purposes, the subscriber identity
module (SIM) card [132] was developed by Munich smart-card maker Giesecke
& Devrient, who sold the first 300 SIM cards to the Finnish MNO Radiolinja in
1991. The use of SIM cards became mandatory in the Global System for Mobile
Communications (GSM) standard. Each SIM card contains an international
mobile subscriber identity (IMSI) that uniquely identifies the user of the mobile network and a unique symmetric cryptographic key (Ki ) assigned to it by
the MNO during SIM card personalization. The SIM ensures the integrity of
the IMSI and Ki , and the confidentiality of Ki . Ki allows the MNO to authenticate the SIM card when the mobile phone connects to the network. When the
mobile phone connects, it obtains the IMSI from the SIM card, and requests
network access by transmitting the IMSI to the MNO. The MNO looks up the
corresponding Ki of the IMSI from its subscriber database, and generates a random nonce as a challenge which is transmitted to the mobile phone. The mobile phone passes the challenge to the SIM card, which signs it, and returns the
signed response, which is transmitted back to the MNO by the mobile phone.
The MNO compares the signed response to the response calculated using the
MNO’s copy of the Ki . If they match, the authentication is successful.
Modern SIM cards are based on tamper-resistant universal integrated circuit card (UICC) technology [238] similar to smart cards. UICC cards can host
multiple software applications, typically developed using Java Card software
technology [98]. The applications include a SIM application for GSM, and universal subscriber identity module (USIM) for UMTS (3G), Long-Term Evolution (4G), and 5G network authentication. MNOs can also provision additional
value-add applications to UICC cards that they issue, such as mobile banking
and phone-based money transfer. UICC application can interface with mobile
phone users or initiate actions via a card application toolkit (CAT) part of the
mobile phone operating system (OS): SIM Application Toolkit (STK) for GSM
systems, and USIM Application Toolkit (USAT) for later generation networks.
UICCs can support an optional bearer independent protocol (BIP), which allows MNOs to deliver over-the-air (OTA) updates to UICC applications either
via cell broadcasts, or short message service packets.
All UICC applications are subject to authorization by the issuer security domain (ISD), namely the MNO who issued the UICC. Consequently UICCs are
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effectively closed application ecosystems; it is not possible for third-party developers to leverage UICC security without co-operating with MNOs in their
region. This puts add-on services operated by large MNOs into an advantageous position compared to third-party alternatives, as is the case with MPesa [179], a money transfer application operated by Safaricom and Vodacom,
the largest mobile MNO in Kenya and Tanzania. In developing countries, such
as Kenya, low-cost feature phones are still prevalent, and UICC applications
is the only ubiquitous application platform available to the majority of mobile
phone users. Proprietary SIM overlay technology (a.k.a. “slim SIM” or “skin
SIM”) [190] can enable third-party applications to operate independently of the
underlying UICC.
The SIM overlay is a computer chip embedded into thin plastic sheet that
can be placed on top of a standard UICC card within a mobile phone. They
were originally developed to support low-cost mobile roaming for Chinese
customers traveling outside their home province. The overlay SIM acts as an
independent security device, and allows additional functionality to be added
to any mobile phone by attaching the overlay SIM to an MNO-issued UICC.
However, an overlay SIM also has the potential to facilitate a man-in-the-middle
attack by observing sensitive data such as personal identification numbers (PINs)
being transmitted to the underlying UICC, or initiate, intercept and/or block
mobile communications or CAT instructions [130]. By obtaining unauthorized
access to the UICC SIM applications they could also change MNO configuration settings.
Embedded SIMs (eSIMs) [132] are secure elements physically integrated
into a mobile phone. eSIM chips can be directly soldered onto the device or
even embedded into the system on chip (SoC) itself. This physical integration
necessitates MNO SIM or USIM profiles to be remotely provisioned. Additionally, unlike removable SIM cards, a single eSIMs may need to store multiple
MNO profiles simultaneously.

2.3

Processor secure environments

Towards the late 1990s, mobile phones were transitioning from closed systems
to open application platforms, for which third-party applications could be developed using the Java programming language. While not yet true smartphones, the feature phones of the time were gradually starting to resemble
small, general-purpose computers. This brought with it new business opportunities, but also new challenges for device security; regulators and MNOs
needed to ensure the protection of certain pieces of information after the mobile phone had left the manufacturing line. In particular, regulators required
that the device identity, the international mobile equipment identifier (IMEI),
remain unchanged in order to act as a theft deterrent. IMEIs of stolen mobile
phones are blacklisted by network operators, thereby reducing the economic
value of stolen mobile phones and deterring theft [131].
Similarly, radio frequency parameters, which could affect the quality of ser-
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vice of other mobile phones in the area, or the safety of the user, should also
remain unchanged. MNOs, who were the primary customers of large original equipment manufacturers (OEMs) such as Nokia, were concerned with ensuring that their subscribers receiving subsidized mobile devices do not break
their contract terms. Consequently, they required a strong subsidy lock mechanism (colloquially known as SIM lock), which would tie the mobile phone to
a particular MNO for the duration of the contract. Another emerging use case
was DRM for digital content sold by the MNOs; initially ringtones, later games
and music.
Nokia was the first to pursue a hardware-enforced processor secure environment. At the time, the security of Nokia’s Digital Core Technology (DCT)
generation phones was mainly based on obfuscated software solutions and
protected by secrecy within the organization; even within the company, only
few security professionals knew the exact design and requirements of the DCT
security architecture [178]. The leading market share of Nokia made it an attractive target for hackers who, (typically for a small fee) would “unlock” or
“unbrand” subsidy-locked phones by either reverse engineering the valid unlock codes, or reflashing the phone with a different firmware version.
The fourth generation of DCT mobile phones included hardware components in the form of one-time-programmable memory to aid in the secure storage of sensitive device parameters. However, in the case of SIM locks, the
economic motives to break device security were higher than the capabilities
of the protection mechanism deployed at the time. Consequently, the revenue
losses of important MNO customers resulting from SIM unlocking, increased
the pressure to design a better security architecture for the upcoming generation of Nokia phones.
Within Nokia the idea of a coherent, hardware-enforced platform security
originated within a team of engineers working with mobile payments and security [178]. Initial designs revolved around introducing a discrete security
co-processor to ensure the physical isolation of the security-critical operations.
However, the additional hardware chip in the bill of materials was deemed
too expensive in the extremely cost-conscious organization, whose competitive advantage largely stemmed from its ability to keep manufacturing and
components costs in control. Instead, Nokia engineers opted to implement a
logically isolated secure processing mode within the main central processing
unit (CPU). This solution was not only more cost effective in terms of component costs during manufacturing, but also functioned as common hardware
platform for solutions to different use cases. This processor secure environment [94] would form the cornerstone of Nokia’s Baseband 5 (BB5) generation
mobile phone security architecture.
Initial hardware designs were based on the Nokia’s own radio application
processors (RAPs), but from very early on Nokia collaborated with the U.S.
semiconductor and Integrated Circuit (IC) manufacturer Texas Instruments
(TI) with whom they had a close partnership at the time. The first BB5 mobile
phone, the Nokia 6630 (codename “Charlie”) was based on TI’s Open Multimedia Applications Platform (OMAP) processors based on the ARM architec-
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ture. TI would brand the processor secure environment technology initially
developed jointly with Nokia as M-Shield [248]. It was however in Nokia’s
interest to ensure that it could invite bids from multiple hardware manufacturers for processors implementing a security architecture meeting Nokia’s requirements. This became possible around 2003, when ARM proposed to develop system-wide hardware isolation architecture for secure execution for the
ARMv6-A application processor architecture which included security extensions to the ARM SoC covering the processor, memory controllers and peripherals. ARM’s design would become known as TrustZone [6]. Integrating
TrustZone in ARM processor architecture would ensure that any semiconductor manufacturer that implemented the TrustZone security extensions could
supply Nokia with processor chips that met their requirements.

2.4

Trusted execution environments

In Chapter 1, we introduced the notion of TEEs – intuitively, a TEE is a computing environment on a device that a relying party trusts to a greater extent than
the rest of the software running on the same device. Consider a device running
a general-purpose operating system and applications, which, following standard practice, we will refer to as rich execution environment (REE) [119]. For
the purposes of this book we deem the device to have a TEE capable of running
trusted code, if it has the following capabilities, possibly based on hardware
support:
1. Isolation: the ability to run trusted code strongly isolated from the REE
so that the REE cannot influence or learn the computations carried out by
the trusted code,
2. Secure Storage: the ability for the trusted code to store persistent data
guaranteeing its integrity and confidentiality with respect to an adversarial REE, even across reboots, and
3. (Remote) Attestation: the ability to convince a (possibly remote) party of
the presence of the above attributes, and the characteristics of the trusted
software protected by them.
This is an intentionally broad definition. It encompasses both physically distinct components—such as HSMs and TPMs—as well as processor secure environments where the isolation is logical and is enabled by extensions to the
processor hardware3 .
TEEs have largely evolved based on business needs, a number of commercial TEEs (Table A.1) have emerged over the years. For mobile TEEs there is
a framework of applicable standards, and a core set of these has reached critical mass in industry adoption. Standardization has followed in two contexts:
3 Sometimes the term TEE is used as a synonym for the particular instance that we call "processor secure environments" in 5. The broad definition we adapt in this book is consistent with the
terminology used by GlobalPlatform [119].
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1) whenever and wherever common interfaces and application programming
interfaces (APIs) are needed for interoperability, and 2) where common agreement for the formulation of the required security level for today’s TEEs has
been required.
The main standardization organization for mobile TEEs is the GlobalPlatform (GP) consortium4 . GP provides a system architecture document [119]
that describes the main components of the standards set related to TEEs, and
how these individual standards contribute to the overall TEE system. Ostensibly the GP TEE architecture is not tied to any particular underlying hardware
mechanism for ensuring isolation, but is, in practice, heavily influenced by the
ARM TrustZone security architecture. Consequently GP standards are primarily adopted by TrustZone-based TEEs. Enclave architectures (Section 5.2), such
as Intel SGX, do not yet have well-defined interoperability specification. But
there are on-going efforts like the Linux Foundation’s Confidential Computing
Consortium which includes projects like the Open Enclave SDK5 to provide a
common development environment across different enclave architectures.
The GP TEE Client API [113] is the common operating system interface
(endpoint) to all TEE services. The specification primarily includes APIs for
installing trusted applications (TAs) within the TEE, and for allowing REE applications – also known as client applications (CAs) – to communicate with
their respective TAs, defining the data interaction model and the session management for this purpose. A separate Debug API, when available, enables a
TA developer to receive logs from his TA, and also some post-mortem data in
the case of critical crashes.
The GP TEE Internal API [114] is the specification against which TAs are
written. For the time being, it provides C-language binding. The internal API
defines the transactional model of TAs in the form of a set of standardized callback functions that are called when the TA is loaded, when it is connected to
initially, and when it receives an incoming command. The data formats are
TA-specific, but communication follows a paradigm of shared memory, allocated by the caller and accessible by the TA, when an incoming message is
received. Another aspect of the internal API is the standardized programming
framework, a “libc-like” interface that provides the TA developer with memory management, secure storage, time, peripheral access and cryptographic
primitives. Due to the emphasis on security, the coverage of the cryptographic
functionality in the internal API is extensive, and features most contemporary
algorithms for public and private key cryptography, symmetric ciphers as well
as digest and signature functions. Optional extensions (standards) to the GP
internal API includes interfaces to smart cards and embedded secure elements
(from within the TEE) [117], APIs by which trusted user interfaces can be setup
and controlled [120, 121], and a socket API for network endpoints [118].
For remote administration of TEEs, two separate specifications exist. Both
are based on the notion that security domains are established on the device in
4 https://globalplatform.org/
5 https://openenclave.io/
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a hierarchical fashion, after which the lifecycle of a security domain can be remotely managed, and secrets (data) and TA codes can be remotely provisioned
to it. The two variants are the TEE Management Framework (TMF) [115], and
the Open Trust Protocol (OTrP) [208, 116]. The latter is specified both in the
context of the GP consortium [116] and in the context of IETF [208]. Even
though both protocols accomplish the same thing, TMF is better suited to offline (or store-and-forward) provisioning, whereas OTrP is explicitly an on-line
protocol.
Another provisioning standard, used for virtually all smart cards with application update functionality (including UICC cards) is GP’s Card Specification
standards [110]. These define the card commands by which software can be
provisioned to the smart cards, and how security domains, i.e., keys identifying a certain card context, are managed. The secure communication between
the provisioning entity and the card, as used by the Card Specification standard, is defined in the GP Secure Channel Protocols [112].

Part II

Mobile Platform Security:
How?
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Chapter 3

Operating System Security
Operating system (OS) security constitutes the core of software protection in
computing platforms. In terms of security, the OS on a device guarantees code
and data integrity in the presence of potential attacks, and provides isolation
for OS services and applications as well as for system and user data residing
on the device. In this context, we use integrity to mean that the data on or
the operation of a device shall remain in accordance with the expectations of
the device platform provider and the user. As a consequence, unauthorized
or accidental modifications of data or deviation from the intended operational
flow do not happen. By isolating data and/or processing into isolated domains the OS can provide higher levels of integrity protection, in that potential
integrity violations can be contained within a single isolated domain. More
prominently, isolating processing together with its associated data is a foundation for information security. For example, such isolation is used to keep
secret keys inaccessible to all code except for the cryptographic operations that
operate on them. Additional hardware-supported mechanisms like trusted execution environments (TEEs) augment the technical means for implementing
confidentiality, access control, authentication, privacy and communication security. Such features can protect the system against attacks, but also be used
to implement vertical security services (such as payment or user identification
services) needed in computing devices. To achieve device integrity and isolation, trustworthy device boot-up is also crucial, as most isolated environments
are set up as part of it. Integrity and isolation are very much intertwined mechanisms in a typical OS.
We can identify two types of protection on a device: user (data) protection
and system protection. System protection features aim to protect the computing system against accidents or malice. A good example of this is the separation of privilege, where higher privileged components, such as the OS kernel,
are protected (e.g. via memory protection settings) from modification or data
leakage induced by software applications. The governing principle is that the
system design aims to reach a state of “least privilege”, where each active component in the system only is given the processing capability and data access
21
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that are strictly needed for its own operation. If we can reach this idealized
state then the system becomes safe (protected) by design. Data protection features, such as user file encryption, primarily aims to protect user data - while
in use, in transit or while in storage. In practice, data protection features rely
on system protection to guarantee their secure operation. But also a reverse
relationship exists: A working system relies on the existence of data such as
configuration or log files, and the data protection of these entities becomes an
inherent part of system protection.
Many of the security mechanisms related to OS protection were invented,
described and implemented in the 1960s. We will introduce them in the form
of a short historical cavalcade, covering integrity, isolation, different forms of
access control, and authentication. In the second part of the chapter we will explore hardware-assisted run-time protection for the OS kernel. Some other elements of OS hardware-assistance such as cryptographic acceleration for storage protection or key management for device authentication or secure boot are
deferred to later chapters, especially Chapter 4.

3.1
3.1.1

General concepts
Integrity

The term “bug”, dates back to the development of the Mark-II computer at
Harvard in 1947 [194], where a moth trapped in the computer resulted in incorrect computations. This was an instance of accidental integrity violation, where
the intent of the computing logic was not met. The concept of integrity was
well understood right from the beginning of computing history, starting from
the introduction of the stored-program computer [259] in which the memory
technologies used often incorporated integrity checksums in hardware simply
because the bit error rate at the time was high enough to cause real problems
without adequate mitigation. Memory integrity can be ensured either by hardware mechanisms or using software techniques like cryptographic hash functions. In the 1970s, hardware mechanisms to validate the integrity of running
programs [99] were introduced in computer systems. But only in the 1990s
did cryptographic hashes start to be deployed [17] to protect against intentional
integrity violations. Today, system integrity validation and enforcement for executing code is often divided into static (off-line) and run-time integrity. The
former guarantees integrity at system or program start-up, based on the code
stored on persistent storage. The latter provides integrity during execution,
based, for example, on measuring snapshots of memory or configuring memory properties (like making executable code memory non-writable). In practice, integrity mechanisms need to be rooted in hardware as we will discuss in
Chapter 4.
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Device Software


Application,
Process,
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Process,
Workload


Operating System
Secure Boot
(static integrity)



Run-time Integrity
(monitoring, anti-exploit)

Hardware (trusted computing base for
integrity and device secrets/trust roots)

Figure 3.1: (1) Boot time integrity of the OS is achieved statically by securely
booting the platform. Run-time integrity can be used to monitor platform state
as it executes. By leveraging hardware features like memory virtualization, the
securely booted platform can enforce (2) isolation among workload instances
(like applications and processes), as well as (3) isolation between the workloads
and the system. The latter is typically structured using hierarchical privilege
rings where the workloads are isolated from the system whereas the system
does have access to workload memory.
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Isolation

The need to isolate applications arose from the timesharing computers of the
early 1960s. At that time, applications or processes were executed on computers originating from different users and programmers with no mutual trust—
what was needed was a way to isolate the code and data from different stakeholders so that software bugs in one workload would not disturb other workloads, or that intentional data theft between computer users would not happen. Already in 1965, Jack Dennis [88] proposed a memory isolation solution
that was ahead of its time. The paper proposes a “protection sphere” for programs (which includes a piece of software, its data and its run-time state),
and achieves this isolation property using hardware-assisted memory reference protection, using what we today call a “Memory Protection Unit” (MPU).
Furthermore, the paper identifies which attributes should apply to which types
of memory (e.g., code memory should allow execute privilege, not write)—an
insight that was not realized in consumer devices until about 2015—50 years
later. For completeness, it was always known that isolation can always be
achieved by full device interpretation in software (emulation), but the performance of such solutions then (as well as now) have always been inferior to
hardware- assisted isolation.
The concept of privilege levels (also known as rings) was introduced three
years later [129]. The logical difference between memory isolation and hardwareassisted privilege levels is that operations (code) residing in a higher privileged
ring, has full (or significant) access to memory and resources in the lower privileged rings, but not vice versa. So in essence the presence of privilege rings
models isolation in one direction. This mechanism allows for an obvious solution for information flow between rings (higher privileged one copies data
from/to the lower one). This is the main protection mechanism used in operating systems today with respect to to applications running on the platform, as
visible e.g. in Figure 3.1. The integrity protection derives from a trust root, i.e.
data or components using which trust in a system can be bootstrapped. For
example, a manufacturer signature verification key can serve as a trust root for
boot-time integrity. The introduction of hardware support for virtual memory
in the 1980s (in the form of memory management units (MMUs)), in conjunction with the notion of privilege levels, brought about the main memory isolation paradigm for operating systems: The OS kernel runs at a higher privilege
level, providing isolation between the OS and applications, but allowing for
communication between them and the OS kernel. When context-switching between applications takes place, the MMU is reconfigured for each scheduled
application, in turn achieving hardware-supported isolation between applications.

3.1.3

Access control

In the presence of proper isolation mechanisms, the notion of access control is
to stipulate that only authorized entities (such as users) shall have access to

User Access Control
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Figure 3.2: System access control takes place both as user access control and
access control between system components. Users can authenticate themselves
to the system either using system I/O such as the touchscreen (PINs, patterns)
or through access-control hardware such as fingerprint readers. System access
control can be set up between workloads (to provide controlled access through
isolation boundaries) or to selected system resources (e.g. the filesystem). For
both user and system access control, the definition and enforcement of access
control policy within the system plays an important role. The integrity of the
policy itself is also crucial to system security.
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computer resources (such as files). For example, by default data from one
user should not be accessible to other users. At the same time, full isolation
is not desirable, as modular programming systems includes program modules
as well as data storage that should be shared between user workloads without sacrificing data isolation properties. The seminal reference for access control [160] puts this in context - whereas the original motivation for isolation in
a time-sharing system was “to keep one user’s malice or error from harming
other user”; today the interpretation is that all of the above reasons for protection are just as strong if the word user is replaced by the word application.
Access control mechanisms are classified into two types: discretionary and
mandatory. A mechanism is discretionary when subjects such as users, and applications operating on their behalf, can configure access control policies based
at their own discretion. On the other hand, if a central authority (administrator)
decides on a system-wide policy, typically with the intent to protect the system itself against malice or error originating from the subjects, then the access
control is mandatory. In mobile phones, mandatory policies often originate
from OS providers or original equipment manufacturers (OEMs). In most devices we also distinguish user access control, where the subject that is granted
access is the user from the case where the subject, in accordance with the insight above, is a software entity, like an application, in a local or remote device.
From a technical perspective, the main difference between the two is how the
subject is identified or authenticated – the identity of a human being is notoriously difficult to confirm with high accuracy from within a computer system, a
program subject can be labeled by some universal identifier such as the digest
of the program, the integrity of which can be using device integrity mechanisms in a straight-forward manner. For remote access, we can further rely
on remote attestation primitives to transfer the integrity knowledge between
physically separate devices or computing environments. The solution for all
of these subject identification problems, as well as maintaining the integrity of
device access control policy, often uses of hardware security assistance.
The introduction to access control would not be complete without the model
Butler Lampson defined in his 1974 paper on protection [160]. He introduces
the concept of the access matrix. This is a sparse matrix that lists what access
attributes (say read / write / execute / modify policy ) each subject (a row in
the matrix) has for each object (a column). A subject could be a process and an
object a data file. See Figure 3.3 for an illustration.
Based on the matrix, the main problem of defining access control for a computer system is a 3-dimensional:
• Decide how and where in the system is it relevant to perform an access
control check, i.e., where to place the policy enforcement point? For many
mandatory access control schemes, the system call interface (between the
application and the OS kernel) is an appropriate place. For more abstract
application permissions (say granting access to a camera), libraries or OS
daemons maybe more appropriate enforcement points. In microkernel
architectures, parsing inter-task messages for identifying system com-
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Figure 3.3: The access control matrix defines which access attributes are permitted when a subject (a user, a process, a program), at one row in the matrix
intends to access a resource (system hardware, file, a software service) defined
as one column. In this example, process 2 has only read access to memory
resource 2. The access control matrix is a theoretical construct, and actual access control enforcement mechanisms and policy descriptions are optimized
instantiations of the matrix.
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mands to be access controlled can be the right approach.
• Centralise access control decisions into one policy enforcement point, a reference monitor. Having all the policy in one place makes it easy to configure, update and enforce rules and to possibly accelerate decision making
using caching of earlier decisions. One well-known example of this is the
FLASK architecture [171], which was conceived when the Linux OS was
first equipped with the SELinux mandatory access control system.
• Abstract, minimize, and define a policy system and a language by which
the access control matrix can be configured and defined in a practical
manner. E.g., considering that a mobile phone can have thousands of
subjects accessing up to millions of objects, it is not realistic to configure policy for every pair of subject and object separately. Over the years
many systems have been deployed to implement this abstraction. Access
Control Lists define for each object which subjects can access it, with the
assumption that if a subject is not listed, access is not granted. The opposite, a permission, defines with each subject what objects (or services) it
has access to. A capability is similar to a permission, but can be passed
around (or delegated) between subjects. Different forms of level-based
architectures define security levels for subjects and objects and decide
access right based on the relative levels configured for a subject-object
pair. Domain-Type-architectures minimize the matrix by clustering subjects and objects together based on how similar their access rights are to
one another. Like these examples show, the variation in policy mechanisms is huge, and furthermore, different policy languages can then be applied for all of them to describe the policy in some, often human-readable,
form.

Access control mechanisms of contemporary mobile devices constitute a
hardware-supported set of mechanisms that integrates user access control with
the access control needed for granting permissions while isolating system- and
3rd-party workloads on the the device. Now we will look at the commonalities
of the mechanisms used in mobile OSs today, with particular emphasis how
these are supported by, or guard access to, hardware security mechanisms. An
overview of access control principles in end-user devices can be found in [226].
On Android, the highest-level access control mechanism, used primarily by
3rd-party and system applications, are the Android permissions [123]. Permissions are lists of rights associated with an application. The (requested) permissions are listed in the application package metadata, but are granted based
on a variety of rules explained below. The permissions are enforced during
run-time, and relate to service access beyond the default application sandbox.
Examples include network access, storage access and accesses to physical sensors and events such as location, acceleration or microphone / loudspeaker.
The approach to granting permissions has evolved over the lifetime of mobile OSs, starting with Symbian 9 capabilities, and today visible in Android
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and the Apple iOS operating system (iOS). Permission granting and the granularity of permissions needs to balance user understanding and ease-of use
against achieved level of security and privacy. Earlier systems distinguished
between user-granted permissions and signed system permissions. The first
set was originally presented to the user at application installation time, and
required acceptance in order for the application to be installed. The system
permissions set has always been under the control of the OEM or ecosystem
provider—these provide access to system features whose acceptance is not under the discretion of the device user, and therefore require an associated cryptographic signature by a trust root in order to be activated for the installed
application. A typical example of such a permission might include the right
for the installed application or service to function as an (extended) installer for
other applications.
User permissions in Android 10 and iOS 13 are divided into install-time
permissions and run-time permissions. While install-time permissions can
be reviewed and accepted at install-time, run-time permissions are requested
(from the user) in situ, when the application is running and attempts the operation requiring permission. This mode of operation intends to help the user
contextualize the request, as the dialog is shown specifically when it is needed.
When displayed, the user may choose to grant the permission to the application permanently, or every time the permission is needed. The user can later
change the set of permissions granted to the application via centralized application management.
The latest version of iOS can also distinguish permission usage based on
whether the application is currently used (in the foreground) or all the time.
Furthermore, to protect users’ privacy, the OS has the ability to audit and potentially raise an alarm to the user if hidden or background applications excessively exercise a permission such as location access. Today both dominant
mobile operating systems carry a total of 100–200 permissions that can be set
and operated on by the user, the application developer and the OEM. It is likely
that the current approaches strike the right balance between the complexity of
the permission granting process and the security and privacy guarantees provided by permissions.
The next level of access control in the mobile OSs happens at the level of
process interaction with the kernel, as part of kernel system calls. Some of the
permission checks discussed above may be enforced at this level, but more to
the point, this is the level where the sandboxing of 3rd-party applications takes
place – to isolate these from each other, but also to control the privileges of
such sandboxed applications with respect to system daemons, driver frontends
and other system-critical functions implemented as high-privileged user-space
programs. For iOS, the sandboxing protection is implemented on top of the
TrustedBSD framework [260]. TrustedBSD is a kernel framework that allows
for policy modules to be hooked into the kernel, i.e. kernel system calls are
augmented to accept access control decisions from the policy module, which
also can account for subject identification such as process labels (applications).
In some cases the policy framework can also invoke user daemons to collect
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extra information for access control decisions. The iOS policies [58] are written in tinyLISP: some 100+ mandatory access control enforcement points in the
iOSsystem calls make up the (container) isolation framework for the application sandbox and potential exceptions for e.g. system daemons.
Android has a similar mandatory access control enforcement mechanism.
It is built on a similar hook-based mechanism as with TrustedBSD, called Linux
Security Modules (LSM) [191]. The selected policy engine for Android is SEAndroid, a Domain-Type policy enforcement mechanism inherited from the
SELinux project [241][128]. The Android Linux kernel imports the system policy at boot—it is loaded from the system ramdisk which in turn is covered by
the secure boot of the mobile device. The policy is transcribed from a set of
M4 macros via a SELinux policy language into binary representation entered
to and used in the kernel engine. Policy can also be applied to the filesystem
metadata and to application-side callbacks, just like with iOS. In Android, part
of the policy originates from the OS provider (Google), and part from the OEM,
the latter providing policy for accessing OEM-specific hardware.

3.1.4

User authentication

User authentication refers to the process of identifying followed by verifying
the identity of the user of the system. Often, the mobile device is considered
to be personal, i.e. the identification step is implicit. Authentication traditionally consists of the users entering passwords, PINs or graphical patterns to
prove their identities. The mechanism needs to be able to securely distinguish
correct authentication attempts from wrong ones. Typically the access control
framework as a whole also incorporates related aspects like elements of inactivity control, forcing re-authentication after a period of inactivity, and managing multi-factor authentication. On the other hand, system protection, such
as extending the inter-authentication attempt interval, is also needed in the occurrence of too many failed login attempts. Depending on policy, it may also
result in wiping local data or requiring additional (more secure) authentication
in case of repeated authentication failure. In recent devices, the access control system also orchestrates file decryption ability, i.e. access to cryptographic
key material for proper device operation may be limited when a device is in a
locked state.Underlying hardware support for secure storage can facilitate the
implementation of all of these different policy variants.
Proof of identity submitted by the user can be broadly categorized as 1)
“Something the user knows” such as PINs, 2) “Something the user has” e.g
an external NFC authentication token or 3) “Something user can be characterized by”, e.g. a biometric fingerprint. Biometric authentication has become the
dominant authentication mechanism in mobile devices, driven by ease-of-use
considerations. This has resulted in changes to the hardware security mechanisms appearing in mobile devices.
Fingerprint sensing is one such biometric authentication mechanism. Three
fingerprint sensing technologies are popular: optical, capacitive and ultrasound.
An optical scanner can be considered to take picture of the fingertip, and the
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print pattern is then processed into an identification code. A capacitive scanner
measures electrical signals sent from the finger to the scanner, thereby mapping
out contact points between lines, ridges, valleys and air gaps in the fingerprint.
Today, capacitive scanning is dominant. Ultrasonic scanning sensors, deployed
in some high-end mobile phones, augments the capacitive technology by sensing the 3D profile (depth) of the print’s ridges and valleys which in in theory
should result in higher accuracy. For non-optical sensors, the accuracy of sensors deployed in phones is more than 98% per finger for a false positive rate of
0.01.
Facial recognition systems are the latest addition to user authentication
with mobile devices. Facial recognition is achieved by extracting facial features from a potentially augmented camera image. Features can include distances between eyes, lips and nose, as well as a 3D map of the face. The iPhone
FaceID unlocking mechanism uses 30,000 infrared dots [16] to create an approximate 3D map of the user’s facial features. Facial template matching is
conceptually similar to fingerprint matching, and shares similar concerns: An
important platform challenge related to all biometric authentication such as
fingerprints or facial recognition is how to keep the reference template private
(secure) and strictly local to the device. Neither Android nor iOS backs up
templates onto cloud servers. Furthermore, template matching happens inside
a TEE, equipped with secure storage where the template is stored. An important consideration is how data from the biometric sensor is channeled from the
sensor to the matching operation in the TEE, so that no obvious locations for
harvesting attacks are present on the system. Finally, life-cycle processes must
assure the deletion of old biometric templates should the device be re-sold or
scrapped.
In recent mobile devices, context-based user authentication decisions augment the above mechanisms, or potentially the selection of which authentication mechanisms are required for access in different usage scenarios. For example, Android SmartLock implements such an architecture, deployed by OEMs
such as Samsung and Sony [184]. Context used for access control decisions
can include geographical information, Bluetooth and WiFi access points in the
vicinity, temperature, light sensor readings and even weak authentication input such as user gait (measured via accelerators) and touch-screen typing patterns . Machine learning can also be leveraged: “Familiar” patterns regarding
the user’s context can be recorded and taught to the machine learning model,
which is then be used to augment access control decisions, typically allowing
for better usability in case context familiarity is high [186][146].

3.1.5

Software authentication

Although mobile devices opened up to allow third-party software in the 1990s,
installation of third party applications was initially constrained due to business
reasons as well as security reasons (protection against malware). Over time, the
secure installation of applications has come to follow a certain pattern:
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• Signed application packages: The application software is a package containing a mix of executable binary code, code for various runtimes such as
Java, libraries, graphical elements such as icons as well as program data.
The packages are put together, and typically, digitally signed by the application software developers using their signing keys. The mechanisms,
and sometimes the infrastructure, needed for application signing are defined and managed by the OS/ecosystem provider. The package also lists
the expected permissions, e.g., the access to platform services needed by
the program when it is eventually installed on a device.
• Publishing software via application stores: The developer submits the
package to a centralized store, often operated by the ecosystem provider.
The store is not only a software repository, but also an active part of securing the device platforms. On submission, the software package can be
validated for its functionality. The application can be analyzed manually
or with machine learning methods to ensure that it is benign, e.g., that it
does not over-consume resources or masquerade as some other software.
Virus scanning can be performed on it to weed out unintentional vulnerabilities or intentionally malicious behavior. The store may also contest
some of the requested permissions, if they violate some business or other
constraint, e.g., an application requesting the the following combination
of permissions—networking, microphone, and loudspeaker access—will
allow it to serve as an endpoint in a voice communication channel; historically, this has not always been allowed in all device ecosystems. When
all its checks are successfully completed, the store publishes the application for download to mobile devices.
• Restricting installation sources: The store identity is an integral trust
root assigned and configured in device software at manufacturing. By default, application download is restricted to the stores decided by the manufacturer, although some devices do allow the user to add new trusted
stores, which is a very similar or the same operation needed when configuring an enterprise device-management server in the device, or to sideload
applications by installing them locally without going via a store. When
stores do adequate checking on submitted application packages, and devices exclusively use authorized stores, the resulting security benefit has
proven to be substantial. For example, in Europe and North America the
problem of fake applications or malware in application stores is virtually
non-existent.
• On-device validation of application packages: When an application package is downloaded onto a device, over an authenticated connection to the
application store, local application installation happens. Again, a public
key infrastructure (PKI) is leveraged for package authentication, but the
root of this PKI varies among ecosystems. The application may be verified using a certificate chain up to the ecosystem provider, starting with
the developer signature, or in some cases the store may countersign the
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package. The chain may also consist of a single element, the developer
signature, e.g. Android deploys a solution called same origin policy where
the first installation of an application can be from any source (developer),
but application upgrades are then enforced to originate from the same
source. Depending on the ecosystem, the local installation is done into
some form of sandbox, i.e. by default a third-party application does not
get full system access. It should be well-isolated from other application
running on the device, but also from the system based on the permissions
applied for it by the developer, granted by the store, and potentially further approved by the device user at installation or at application usage
time. An important part of this sandboxing is the part of the filesystem
available to the application, which is often severely restricted. Also, as
part of the installation, some of the metadata related to the application
such as application name, trust roots, permissions, inter-process communication intent or the system events the application is supposed to react
to are as a rule added to some form of local registry for later application
management in the device.
• Over-the-Air Device Management: Although more prevalent in enterprise settings, the application store can also incorporate some over-the-air
device management. The store may remember downloads by individual
mobile devices, and orchestrate the updating of the software when new
versions are provided by the developer, this is especially relevant for programs that are purchased (i.e. not free of charge) Also if security problems
are later found with a program, the device management system can warn
the device and its user, or even forcibly remove the offending application.
The details available related to application installation security and the ways
e.g. the PKI is set up for specific ecosystems vary across OSs and ecosystems.
The principles above have remained constant for mobile OSs since Symbian 9,
including the currently prevalent Android and iOS. To a large extent the principles also carry over to home appliances with app support such as SmartTVs.
A common property of secure application installation is that it does require
that the trust root of the store is configured in the device at manufacture and
potentially also the PKI trust roots related to application signing.

3.1.6

Storage protection

For data-at-rest protection in mobile OSs, two requirements intersect: The first
is integrity – ensuring that modifications to applications as well as system code
and data cannot be undetectably modified, even when the device is powered
off, The second is confidentiality, especially of user data. The architectures for
file (system) protection includes Android DMVerity [124] that is applied to the
system partition since Android 7. Android boots with the Linux kernel and the
initial RAMDisk protected by secure boot integrity measurements. The data in
the kernel configuration and RAMDisk is therefore in the trusted computing
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base (TCB), and can include trust roots for further operations. The DMverity block-based file-system integrity mechanisms leverage this fact. The file
system is concatenated with a hash tree, representing the blocks in the readonly system partition. The root of the hash tree is further bound to the kernel/RAMDisk. Using a hash tree for block verification contributes to boot-up
efficiency, by allowing the filesystem integrity to be validated on individual
block loads, rather than all at once. The same principle is extended to a filebased variant called FSVerity [125], a Linux kernel file system plugin, that implements the same structure for a single file. In this case, the hash root is managed separately, e.g. by managing it within a certificate, as is done in Android
10 and later. FSVerity is a block-based mechanism to achieve integrity for a file
residing in an otherwise read/write system, and by being block-based (with
the hash tree validation) on-demand paging is trivially supported. In Android,
FSVerity can be used by system and third-party application packages alike, and
allows e.g. for application updates where a new system application overrides
the default one in the read-only filesystem (without sacrificing integrity). In
iOS, the root filesystem is also mounted read-only.
For user file-system confidentiality, potentially the most potent protection
regime is the “Data Protection” mechanism of Apple iOS [10]. This mechanism
can even protect individual parts of large files (as supported by Apple’s APFS
file system) with different keys, but even without this extension, the file protection (implemented using AES-XTS-128 encryption mode), works in a file-based
manner as follows: On read or write, the kernel identifies the file, and reports
this identity to the isolated Secure Enclave Processor. The SEP manages and
derives key material for the file in question, and configures the key material
(diversifier and key) directly to the hardware accelerator for encrypting or decrypting the data. In this operational pattern, file keys are never exposed to any
part of the OS kernel, and therefore not vulnerable to leakage [42]. Contemporary Android devices also follow a file-based encryption pattern (Android
FBE). The way to handle key management varies across OEMs. E.g. Google
pixel devices [127] manage the file-specific keys in the Linux kernel key-ring,
but leverage a hardware accelerator to encrypt/decrypt. Samsung and Huawei
devices also use hardware acceleration for encryption. Specific to Android FBE
are the two protection modes related to the status of user authentication in the
phone. Data by applications can be protected by Credential Encryption (CE),
whereby the file keys are available only on successful device unlock, i.e. access
to such files is dependent on the user authentication status (when the device
is locked, access to files is not possible). The alternative is device encrypted
(DE) data, which is available also without device lock, and allows applications
to function early at boot on in the background (when the device is locked).
Block-based filesystem encryption (protecting all reads and writes to flash, for
a filesystem, with a single key per filesystem) was used in the past in mobile
phones, but is not in widespread use any more. Samsung Knox devices [225]
include the Dual-Data-at-Rest solution, which provides double encryption for
selected files, the main use being that the OS can arrange the second level of
protection to be outsourced to a plugged-in (separate) encryption module, pro-
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viding e.g. government-certified encryption as an option.

3.2

Run-time Hardware assistance

In legacy mobile devices, additional hardware-assisted protection has been
added to protect the OS, and especially its kernel. Apple has deployed Kernel Integrity Protection from the time the Apple A11 processor was launched.
This is a hardware-assisted processor feature that protects the kernel as a combination of two separate operations. First, the memory controller is augmented
with a feature than can write-lock physical memory regions after boot, not allowing unlocking until reboot. Second, the MMU does not allow re-mapping
this memory to outside the protected region and conversely, mapping any
other writable memory into the virtual memory of the kernel memory region.
In combination, these two hardware augmentations allow the device kernel
code to be configured as immutable during run-time, effectively protecting
against rootkits at this level of operation.
In Android devices, especially those manufactured by Samsung and Huawei,
also offer similar features for kernel memory protection, although implemented
using standard privilege level isolation rather than with legacy hardware extensions. The ARMvA8 architecture supports two levels of virtual memory
page tables, and the ability to control the lower level page translation from
inside the hypervisor privilege level (the so-called EL2) allows the protection
to be constructed, such as having the Linux kernel code trap to the hypervisor code for kernel memory management. This way, some parts of the virtual
memory configuration for the kernel can be outsourced to EL2, and thereby
protected by policy. The hypervisor can enforce e.g. kernel code write-protection,
double-mapping protection, as well as some data protection for system registers contents, read-only data and security protection for critical process (credential) parameters in task structures. As outlined in Chapter 7, attack mitigations for return-oriented programming (ROP) and jump-oriented programming (JOP) such as call-flow integrity can also be further hardened with these
mechanisms. Samsung uses the brand name ‘Real-time Kernel Protection’ (RKP)
for the collection of the features [224], whereas Huawei calls its corresponding
set of features ‘Huawei Kernel Integrity Protection’ (HKIP) [139].
Both Samsung and Huawei complement kernel memory protection (and
secure boot) with run-time attestation, that extends beyond measuring kernel
data into system services, including user-mode processes. Huawei’s Extended
Integrity Measurement Architecture is a framework for measuring and reporting on code and data in a way where some of the static measurements are
stored and reported from the TEE. Samsung’s Periodic Kernel measurement
(PKM) measures kernel data like like SELinux kernel polices, and complements
its TrustZone-based Integrity Measurement Architecture (TIMA) depicted in
Figure 3.4—a framework capable of locally attesting system firmware, and furthermore based on these metrics allow or disallow e.g. user access to system
keys available in the TEE [39].
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Figure 3.4: TIMA’s kernel integrity protection mechanisms. Periodic Kernel
Measurement (PKM) periodically inspects the code and critical data of the kernel to ensure that it has not been modified. Real-time Kernel Protection (RKP)
intercepts attempts by the kernel to access sensitive data, preventing integrity
violations in the first place.

Furthermore Apple A11 and later processors contain a hardware feature by
which memory write permissions can be quickly eliminated from application
memory pages without requiring kernel-assisted MMU configuration (saving
the overhead of a system call and a page-walk). This feature is useful for selfmodifying code, e.g. for just-in-time compilers, where executable code is first
written, but then ideally executed without memory write permission.

3.3

Conclusions

In this chapter we reviewed OS security with a focus on how isolation, integrity
and access control is arranged for in mobile phones today. Figure 3.5 summarizes this in a single figure, but also indicates the presence of such hardwareassisted support that is fundamental enough to merit its own discussion in
later chapters. Beyond run-time integrity and file system protection which
was considered as part of OS security, Chapter 4 provides a separate discussion on boot integrity, which for the most part is the trust root on which OS security either stands or falls. The hardware-assisted isolation mechanisms and
co-processors discussed in Chapter 5 allow for significantly improved control
(and protection) of workloads running at different security levels. Especially
integrity validation during secure boot relies heavily on hardware-accelerated
cryptography, outlined in Chapter 6. Finally, the run-time protection mechanisms introduced in Chapter 7 are an increasingly essential element in the on-
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going fight against vulnerabilities at all levels of the software stack (including
the OS kernel).
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Figure 3.5: Platform Security in context: The OS kernel serves as an orchestrator of security mechanisms in the platform - it upholds memory isolation
barriers / boundaries between services and applications and also between
user space components and itself. The access control mechanism is in contemporary mobile OSs rooted in kernel access control, even though user space
components take part in permission control and user authentication. Filesystem and storage protection is also at large an OS kernel operated activity.
However, secure kernel operation relies on hardware support for isolation
(TEE), trust roots, accelerators for cryptographic operation and secure boot,
for rollback-protection (RPMB) and for user authentication (like finger-print
sensors). These components are presented in Chapters 4-6.

Chapter 4

Platform integrity
All of the security features that we describe rely on a correct platform configuration to achieve practically useful results. The platform must boot into the
correct operating system (OS) and execute the correct applications. Furthermore, it is not enough to configure the platform correctly. The system must be
designed to facilitate remote attestation.
In this chapter, we explore the two phases required for ensuring platform
integrity: the supply chain and the boot process.

4.1

Supply chain security

Supply chain security refers to the process of securing the integrity—and sometimes confidentiality—of the software components provisioned to a device, as
well as the device hardware itself.

4.1.1

Provisioning

Mobile devices hold various types of immutable data that correspond to device
identity, device secrets, keys, and certificates. This data plays an important role
in the platform’s security needs such as boot integrity, attestation, identityproving, and software version control. Devices can only be fully-functional
when all needed parameters are provisioned.
Provisioning is a challenging process whose design must take into account
many factors: the sensitivity of the data, secure data management over the
lifespan of the device, and the fact that multiple entities may be responsible for
different parts of the data being provisioned (e.g. system on chip (SoC) vendors, original equipment manufacturers (OEMs), and platform providers) [90].
Provisioning happens at various stages throughout the device’s life-cycle, such
as during SoC design, SoC manufacturing, device manufacturing, and when
the device is repaired or refurbished.
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Security-critical data must be provisioned in a controlled environment into
persistent storage media such as read-only memory (ROM), fuse or flash memories. Throughout the provisioning process, manufacturers must take adequate protective measures to ensure the integrity of the data being provisioned,
and to limit access to unprovisioned devices to only trusted entities. The storage type depends primarily on the device’s security profile; in mobile devices
this data can be provisioned into a read-only flash section or into an on-chip
one-time programmable (OTP) memory, but where such storage is unavailable
or must be user-replaceable, a dedicated secure element such as a subscriber
identity module (SIM) or Trusted Platform Module (TPM) may be used. [95]
The provisioning process for mobile devices starts during the SoC design
process, when the contents of ROMs are determined, and continues throughout the manufacturing process. In addition to ROMs whose data is incorporated directly into the SoC design, SoC vendors provision the chip with common configuration data such as the chip revision, model, and manufacturing
series, and characterization parameters for hardware blocks such as true random number generators (TRNGs). Commercial SoCs are further provisioned
with a security-hardened configuration that disables debug ports and or the
ability to override processes like secure boot, and enables code encryption and
rollback-protection mechanisms. SoC vendors provide their customers (normally OEMs) with a set of tools and utilities that can be used to further provision the SoC.
In some cases, such as with Apple devices, the same entity is responsible
for the SoC, the OS, and the application ecosystem, which allows for a highly
integrated provisioning process. In other cases, the SoC vendor’s provisioning
process is followed by the OEM’s provisioning of device-level configuration.
For example, an ARM-based device using ARM Trusted Firmware [33] would
be provisioned with some or all of the following:
• Hardware Unique Key (HUK) (a.k.a. Device Root Key): An immutable
key, unique to the device, acting as a root-of-trust (RoT) and the base for
other derived device-bound keys used for attestation, device encryption,
and secure storage. Access to the HUK is limited to code running in the
trusted execution environment (TEE). As the key is specific to the device and accessible only to trusted software, data encrypted with a HUKderived key is cryptographically bound to the device, in the sense that
copying the data to another device will prevent it from being decrypted.
• RoT public key: An immutable asymmetric public key, or a hash of a
public key, that is used to verify the authenticity of the first code run by
the device. The authentication key is normally either an Rivest-ShamirAdleman (RSA) or elliptic-curve cryptography (ECC) public key and is
referred to as the RoT public key. This is used to verify the first-stage
bootloader. Depending on the device security model, the OEMs may provision it with several hashes, allowing for separate RoTs where different
parts of a platform are implemented by more than one developer.
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• Attestation keys: Certified key pairs used to demonstrate that a statement or message originated from a particular device. Devices are provisioned with a set of asymmetric key pairs as part of the manufacturing
process. These keys are used for 1) platform attestation, to prove the
trustworthiness of a device to remote verifying parties, and 2) key attestation, to prove the characteristics of a TEE-generated cryptographic
key. One example of key attestation is the ability of Android devices to
make security claims about key generation and storage environments.
For example, an Android device can attest that a key was generated
inside a TEE and cannot be exported from the TEE, or that a key can
only be used after biometric authentication. These claims can be trusted,
because Google, before certifying a manufacturer’s attestation keys using the Google Hardware Attestation Root certificate1 , verifies the device’s attestation functionality as part of the compliance checks made on
devices that are to be approved for the use of Google Mobile Services
(GMS).
• Device identity information: Device specific information such as device
ID, model, international mobile equipment identifier (IMEI) etc., that is
used to provide a unique and immutable device identity.
At least some of these keys are needed for compliance with standards, such
as ARM’s Trusted Base System Architecture (TBSA) [20]. To be ARM-TBSAcompliant, ARM Cortex-M devices must be programmed with at least a HUK
for data confidentiality, and an authentication key for the firmware. Optional
platform keys such as attestation and firmware-decryption keys can be derived
from these two keys [32]. In addition to the above, OEMs program additional
keys and certificates to support third party trusted services such as digital
rights management (DRM). The service providers’ certificates are stored in non
volatile flash memory and protected using either the HUK or one of its derived
keys.

4.1.2

Roots of trust

In mobile platforms, RoT requirements are standardised by GlobalPlatform [111].
Originally standardized by the Trusted Computing Group (TCG) in the context of TPM-based systems, the root of trust for measurement (RTM) is an immutable piece of code that runs before anything else on the device, ensuring
that the correct code is subsequently loaded and executed.
Since then, a well-established taxonomy [78, 111] has been developed around
RoTs to describe the system properties ensured by the RoT on which the security of a TEE is built, and to allow the relative levels of security of RoTs to be
evaluated during security certification.
1 https://developer.android.com/training/articles/security-key-attestation#root
_certificate
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4.1.3

Signing infrastructure

Software updates are digitally signed before they are packaged by the OEM to
be installed on a device in the field. Device security hinges on the secrecy of
the signing keys used to sign the device images. OEMs must take adequate
measures to control access to signing keys corresponding to the device roots of
trust, as the RoT is kept in devices’ immutable storage and cannot be revoked.
Software updates are accompanied by a chain of X.509 certificates, digital
signatures, and a manifest containing package metadata. Rather than including this data in a separate manifest, this metadata can be included in each program binary as an Executable Linkable Format (ELF) segment [89].
Depending on the OEM’s software update process and device security model,
this metadata can include any or all of the following: 1) cryptographic hashes
of independently updateable images, 2) software version numbers, 3) the devices (hardware IDs) for which the images are targeted, and 4) version numbers used to prevent software version rollback. A digital signature may be
computed over the contents of just the image metadata rather than the entire
image, to facilitate verification in memory-constrained environments. OEMs
can also encrypt the manifest with a pre-shared encryption key in order to preserve the confidentiality of their software updates.
The manifest, in whatever form, must contain the following elements for
each image contained in the update package:
• Image metadata: Image version number, rollback protection information,
image size, hash values, and cryptographic parameters used for verification [33].
• Target device information: Device, batch or product information for
which the software update is targeted. If manifest files are used, this
can also contain versioning information of the manifest file.
A manifest might include other parameters in order to aid update selection,
so that a single package can be used to place devices into a wide variety of
configurations.
The software update mechanism verifies the authenticity of the package by
using the supplied certificate chain to ensure that the public key used to verify
the package signatures can be linked back to the RoT, which is often a hash of
the public key contained in the root of the certificate chain. Having securely
identified the public key needed to verify the authenticity of the package, the
update mechanism must ensure that a signature covers the entire contents of
the package, including any configuration data, version information, software,
firmware, and initialization scripts. OEMs often use multiple signing keys,
each of which is used to sign data used in a different stage of boot process. It
is common practice to use different signing keys to sign normal and securitycritical software, with the highest-security and least-convenient processes being reserved for the most critical software. This is particularly useful when
software components originate from different vendors, each of which can only
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sign the component for which they are responsible. Security-sensitive modules
such as secure OSs and critical firmware may be required to be signed by both
the software vendor and the OEM itself to ensure the updates are approved by
both.

4.1.4

Software updates

The two dominant platforms in the mobile ecosystem, iOS and Android, differ significantly in the way their devices are updated. Apple has a vertically
integrated ecosystem, giving them full control of the software update process
for the entire device. Android devices, on the other hand, have multiple software providers, each with their own testing infrastructure and quality norms:
Google provides the Android platform, OEMs and carriers customize the platform with their own software, and other developers provide applications. Apple’s tight control on the update process provides an advantage when responding to zero-day attacks, as they can immediately deploy patched software to all
devices. In comparison, the number of developers responsible for Android devices means that the software update process for Android devices is relatively
slow and requires significant coordination amongst the developers involved.
This dependence on OEMs to re-customize and deploy updates has led to
longer response times to security issues, resulting in a greater number of vulnerable devices. In order to mitigate this, newer versions of Android decouple
the base Android system from OEM customizations, reducing the time and
effort needed for OEMs to roll out updates2 .
Software updates for mobile devices are rolled out through an over-the-air
(OTA) update process involving client and server infrastructure. The software
update procedure is initiated by the device and may consist of the following
stages:
• Downloading: Devices regularly poll the OTA update servers, and when
a new update is available, the device downloads a signed update package.
• Verification: The integrity of the update package is verified using the
mechanisms discussed in Section 4.1.3.
• Installation: The new software is installed to the device.
• Postprocessing: After successful installation, the update is configured.
In the case of Android devices, OEMs can use either Google’s OTA update
infrastructure or their own servers to distribute system updates. As well as
avoiding the need to run their own update servers, OEMs using Google’s OTA
update infrastructure avoid the need to provide their own update client3 .
2 https://www.androidauthority.com/project-treble-818225/
3 https://source.android.com/devices/tech/ota/ab
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To facilitate the installation of system updates, most mobile devices include
two separate partitions. At any time, one is marked as active and one as idle.
The active partition holds the currently-running software, and updates are installed to the idle partition. Then, the idle partition is marked as active, and
the active partition as idle. This ensures that a working copy is available as
a fallback if the software update fails or the device fails to complete the boot
process after an update. In the event of boot failure, the device can instead boot
from the old known-good partition.

4.2

Boot integrity

It is not enough to download and install only valid updates to a device: the
device must ensure the authenticity of the software being executed, so that an
attacker cannot execute malicious code by bypassing the update mechanism
using a software vulnerability or physical access.
Secure boot and authenticated boot [207] mechanisms ensure the integrity of
the boot process, detecting attempts to boot an altered system image. Secure
boot and authenticated boot are standard features in modern PCs [205] and
mobile platforms [35], although their architectural realizations can differ significantly.

4.2.1

Secure boot

In secure boot, each step in the boot process verifies the authenticity of the next
software component in the boot chain, before it is launched. The system RoT is
used to verify the authenticity of the first software component. Consequently,
software images must be signed by the manufacturer before being deployed
on the device.

4.2.2

Authenticated boot

In authenticated boot, each step of the boot process is measured, e.g., by computing a cryptographic hash over the platform configuration information and
the subsequently-executed software component. Unlike with secure boot, the
resulting measurement is not used to decide whether the component can be
executed, but only stored securely for later retrieval.
Authenticated boot permits any software to run on the device. This means
that any software may attempt to access secret keys or other sensitive resources,
but the securely stored measurements can be used for access control, so that access to sensitive resources is only possible after an appropriate boot sequence.
Moreover, the measurements can be used for other purposes than access control, such as producing a signed statement of the system’s state that can be used
to attest the state of the system to a remote verifier.
Authenticated boot provides greater flexibility for multi-function devices,
since users can execute arbitrary code, so long as it does not perform sensitive
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operations. This flexibility comes at the cost of additional complexity, since
access control checks must be added to all sensitive operations.

4.2.3

Rollback Protection

Signing of software prevents unauthorized software from being installed onto
a device. But once software has been signed, it cannot be “un-signed”, and
some other mechanism is needed to prevent legitimate but vulnerable software
from being installed and exploited by an attacker. Since mobile devices need to
verify the authenticity of software without access to the internet or correct time,
solutions developed for web cryptography, such as Online Certificate Status
Protocol (OCSP) [227], cannot solve the problem. Instead, mobile devices use
rollback protection to ensure that old, vulnerable versions of their software
cannot be reinstalled by an attacker4 .
Rollback-protection counters
Rollback protection is implemented by using a designated region of secure
storage to keep track of the minimum software version that the device is permitted to boot.
Updating the version information for device bootloaders, firmware and the
OS is done as part of secure boot process, often by the bootloader. Rollback
counters are incremented when the device boots a version of the software is
with a higher version number than the current value of the counter, after the
software has already been used successfully. In practice, this means that the
first time a new software version is used, it will mark the image as ‘successfully used’, but not update the counter. The second time the updated image
is been booted, the rollback counter will be updated with the version number of the new image. This is needed so that if a new version of the software
does not work then it will not update the rollback counter and thereby render
the device unusable. OEMs can increase the version number whenever they
release a software update addressing a security vulnerability. As each component is loaded, the rollback-protection counter is checked against the version
to be executed; if the component is older than the current value of the rollbackprotection counter then its validation fails. The result is that once a vulnerability has been patched, an attacker cannot reintroduce it by reinstalling vulnerable software.
Modern day mobile devices execute a multi-stage boot process with many
different components. Each of these stages has its own rollback-protection
counter, allowing OEMs to independently update each component while still
protecting against rollback attacks5 .
4 https://source.android.com/security/verifiedboot/verified- boot#rollbackprotection
5 https://developer.trustedfirmware.org/w/tf_m/design/trusted_boot/rollback_pr
otection
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Google added rollback protection to Android 8 and made this mandatory
for devices from Android 9 onward. Android Verified Boot does the rollback
verification checks using the version information in the verified boot metadata6 , and prevents the device from booting if downgraded firmware is detected 7 .
Apple takes a slightly different approach, using an online signing server to
provide rollback protection for iOS and iPad devices. Rather than containing a
simple version number, the anti-rollback memory contains a random value that
is sent to Apple when requesting an update. The OTA update server signs the
update along with the anti-rollback value and the device’s unique identifier.
The result is that if a software update package is successfully validated, the
device can be certain that it is newer than the most recently installed version
of the same component, and that it is guaranteed to be the most recent version
available at the time that it was downloaded [15].
Validating software versions against locally stored anti-rollback values comes
with certain limitations. In a situation where OEMs have issued multiple security updates in quick succession, a device that has not been updated recently
cannot ascertain if an update is the most recent one. In this case, it is possible
to run and update the device with software that is newer than the version held
in the rollback counters, but nevertheless outdated.

4.3

Secure storage

Devices hold many types of data, including application data, OEM configuration, cryptographic keys, DRM-protected media, certificates, and personal
information such as biometrics, messages, and passwords. Different types of
data have different levels of sensitivity; they require require protection from
different kinds of threats, and have different performance requirements. Fulfilling these requirements in a coherent way requires careful design of the storage subsystem. In this section we discuss some of the tools that can be used to
achieve this goal.

4.3.1

Memory Technologies

Secure nonvolatile memories can be classified as multiple-time programmable
(MTP), few-time programmable (FTP), or one-time programmable (OTP), depending on their programmability. MTP memories such as flash memory or
electrically-erasable programmable read-only memory (EEPROM) can be reprogrammed many times, making them suitable for mutable data such as antirollback counters. These memories are built to provide endurances on the or6 https://android.googlesource.com/platform/external/avb/+/master/README.md#Ro
llback-Protection
7 https://source.android.com/security/verifiedboot/verified- boot#rollbackprotection
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der of a million write cycles8 .
Where reprogrammability is not required, device manufacturers can use
OTP memories. Once an OTP memory bit has been written, it cannot be returned to its original state. This makes OTP memory a good choice for data
such as RoTs. In addition, OTP memory requires relatively little space on a
chip and requires few manufacturing steps, making it relatively cheap. These
properties make OTP memory a popular choice for low-cost Internet of Things
(IoT) devices that will not be reprogrammed after manufacture9 .
OTP memories can be classified into electronic fuse (eFuse) and antifuse
memories. An eFuse is a strip of metal that can be programmed by passing
a large current through it, vaporizing the metal and breaking the circuit9 . The
memory can then be read out by attempting to pass a small current through the
strip, which will fail if the particular bit has been programmed. This approach
has the downside that the broken circuit is visible to microscopy, allowing data
to be read out, and it is possible in some cases that the metal will regrow, allowing manipulation of the data9 .
An alternative to eFuse-based memory is antifuse memory. An antifuse memory cell is based on a field effect transistor (FET) constructed using normal complementary metal-oxide semiconductor (CMOS) processes10 . It is programmed
by applying a high voltage to the gate terminal of the transistor, causing breakdown of the oxide layer and providing a conducting path. As with eFuse-based
memory, antifuse memory, once programmed, cannot be rolled back to nonprogrammed state. However, unlike eFuse memory, the oxide breakdown is
invisible, meaning that confidential data such as secret keys are better suited
to storage in antifuse-based memory. Moreover, the oxide layer does not regrow, providing greater integrity than eFuse-based memory.
These advantages, as well as improved yields and lower powere consumption, has resulted in a gradual replacement of eFuse-based memory by antifusebased memory.

4.3.2

Access control to secure memories

The access control requirements of secure storage depend on its ultimate use.
Some areas of memory must remain confidential—for example, cryptographic
secrets. Both read and write access to these must be restricted to the trusted
OS or certain trusted applications (TAs). Conversely, other areas of memory
must not be improperly modified, but can be read without any impact on
security—for example, untrusted software can safely read the bit that determines whether or not secure boot is enabled, but must not be able to modify
it. In ARM terminology, these are referred to as confidential and public fuses,
respectively [20, p43].
8 https://www.synopsys.com/designware- ip/technical- bulletin/advantages- ofmtv.html
9 https://semiengineering.com/the-benefits-of-antifuse-otp/
10 http://semiengineering.com/the-case-for-antifuse-otp-nvm-for-secure-reliab
le-socs/
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It may also be desirable to write-protect a region of memory so that it can
no longer be written. This is necessary even with OTP memory, as one possible
value for each bit is represented as an unprogrammed state, and bits with these
values can still be flipped. This can be achieved by writing a lock bit [20, p43],
which prevents further writes to the memory in question. In contrast, the TEE
provides only those hardware and software components that are necessary to
support TAs.

4.3.3

Cryptography on top of secure storage

Where MTP memory cannot be located within an SoC due to its size or manufacturing considerations, cryptographic mechanisms are used to provide secure storage despite the possibility that an attacker might intercept or modify
communications between the SoC and the external storage.
One technique is to use an encrypted file system, which encrypts (and potentially authenticates) data before sending it to external storage, allowing decryption only by a key known to the TEE. The data encryption key must still
be stored inside the SoC, protected by access control mechanisms that ensure
that the storage encryption key is accessible only to the component of the TEE
responsible for secure storage. This is commonly achieved by deriving the key
from the HUK (Section 4.1.1).
Even if an encrypted file system provides authentication, an attacker may
attempt to replay old data from secure storage to the SoC. Roll-back protected
memory block (RPMB) is a type of memory that provides an active interface by
which an SoC can securely communicate with non-volatile storage, not only
providing authentication of data being read and written, but also protecting
against replay attacks by making the external storage device take an active part
in the protocol, so that the SoC can ensure that the data it receives is the most
recent state of a particular external storage device [96]. The mechanism for this
protocol involves a shared key, stored in the flash device and in the SoC, which
is used to generate and verify message authentication codes (MACs), used to
authenticate all read and write operations that access the secured area. Most
current flash device types such as eMMC, UFS and NVMe include a fixed-size
RPMB partition (configured during device manufacture).

Chapter 5

Hardware-assisted Isolation
Mechanisms
In a conventional computing platform, the trusted computing base (TCB)—the
components of the system that, if they behave incorrectly, can cause a violation of the system’s security guarantees—encompasses the hardware, operating system (OS), middleware services, as well as the code of the application
itself. On the other hand, traditional OSs and applications have become so
large and complex that the task of adequately securing them has become increasingly difficult. A trusted execution environment (TEE) provides a secure,
integrity-protected processing environment where security-critical functionality can be executed, in separation, and isolated from the traditional operating
system. To this end, the TEE must provide processing, memory, and storage
capabilities which cannot be manipulated by any means from outside the TEE.
Generally, a TEE does not host complete user-facing applications. Instead, the
security-critical functionality required by an application, such as its cryptographic functionality and key storage, is encapsulated into a separate trusted
application (TA) which is run isolated within the TEE. Consequently, a TEE
allows the OS, middleware, and the non-security related portions of an application to be excluded from the system’s TCB.
Figure 5.1 shows a device as a series of distinct execution environments,
each with its own set of features and services. The rich execution environment
(REE) ➀ hosts a traditional, “feature rich” OS ➁, services and applications, such
as Android, iOS Windows, Linux or OS X. In contrast, the TEE ➂ provides only
those hardware and software components that are necessary to support TAs ➃.
Typically a TEE management layer ➄ provides application programming interfaces (APIs) for TAs within the TEE. TAs typically do not act on their own,
but are invoked as needed by their respective client applications (CAs) ➅ residing in the REE. The REE is subject to access control which prevents it from
accessing TEE resources unless it does so via well-defined APIs exposed by the
TEE. This access control may be implemented through physically isolating the
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Figure 5.1: Generic system architecture of a TEE-equipped computing device
adapted from [119].

TEE (e.g., by applying a discrete co-processor), applying isolation enforced by
hardware logic (e.g., a processor secure environment such as ARM TrustZone
or Intel Software Guard Extensions (SGX)), cryptographic sealing, or a combination thereof. Transitions between the REE and the TEE are facilitated by
hardware mechanisms for TEE entry ➆.
Figures 5.2a to 5.2c illustrates different options for the architectural realization of TEE hardware. In Figure 5.2a the hardware platform features a discrete, dedicated security co-processor ➀ outside the physical system on chip
(SoC) that contains the central processing unit (CPU)(s). The external security
co-processor is fully isolated from the CPUs on the SoC, and contains its own
memory and peripherals. This enables minimal coupling between the TEE and
the REE, which is beneficial for resisting side-channel attacks which stem from
physical characteristics of sharing hardware resources. In some cases, external
co-processor designs may feature additional tamper-proofing to hinder physical attacks against the TEE. However, designs featuring external security coprocessors are costly, the co-processors are generally less powerful compared
to the main on-SoC CPUs, and transferring data between an on-SoC CPU and
a security co-processor incurs relatively high overhead. Figure 5.2b shows an
alternative security co-processor design, where the discrete co-processor is embedded on the SoC ➁ together with the on-SoC CPUs. This allows it to more
readily share resources, such as memory and peripherals, with the main onSoC CPUs while still being strongly decoupled and isolated from the REE.
Yet another alternative realization of hardware support for TEEs is the processor secure environment shown in Figure 5.2c. A processor secure environment architecture enables the main on-SoC CPUs ➂ to operate in different security states depending on whether it is executing TEE or REE software. In a
processor secure environment the on- and off-chip resources, such as memory
and peripherals, need to be shared between the processor states corresponding
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to the TEE and the REE. Consequently processor secure environment designs
typically feature hardware access control logic which decide which areas of
memory and / or peripherals may be accessed from which CPU security states.
The CPU itself contains hardware logic (e.g., a dedicated instruction or interrupt) to trigger a mode switch from the REE state to the TEE state. Because the
TEE and the REE execute on the same processor, a processor secure environment is generally more cost-effective than a dedicated security co-processor,
and allows the TEE to benefit from high-performance processing capabilities
of the main CPU. On the other hand, because the CPU must be time-shared
between the REE and TEE both processing environments cannot be active simultaneously. The resource sharing between the two environments also leads
to a tighter coupling between the TEE and the REE where physical properties of
the underlying hardware, e.g., timing characteristics and cache utilization, may
inadvertently leak information about the TEE operation to the REE. Processor
secure environments are also more susceptible to micro-architectural weaknesses, such as transient information leakage through side-channels caused by
speculative execution (see Section 9.1.2).
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Split-world architectures

The processor secure environment in Nokia’s radio application processor (RAP),
Texas Instruments (TI)’s M-Shield and the currently widely deployed ARM
TrustZone are all based on the notion of a split-world architecture, where hardwareenforced isolation inside the CPU separates execution performed on each core
into the “normal” execution environment (REE), and a single TEE. In this section, we discuss ARM’s TrustZone implementations as representative examples of split-world TEEs.
ARM microprocessors are a family of reduced instruction set computer
(RISC)-based computer designs widely used in computing systems which require reduced cost, heat, and power consumption compared to the processor
architectures found in personal computers. The ARM family includes three
different classes of processors;
Cortex-A series application processors are deployed in mobile devices such as
smartphones and tablets, laptop computers, networking equipment and other
home and consumer devices.
Cortex-R series real-time processors are deployed in embedded devices with
strict real-time, fault tolerance and availability requirements such as wireless
baseband processors, mass storage controllers as well as in safety critical automotive, medical and industrial systems.
Cortex-M series of embedded microcontrollerss (MCUs) are geared toward Internet of Things (IoT) systems requiring minimal cost and high energy-efficiency
such as sensors, wearables and robotics.
The ARM architecture supports two variants of TrustZone; one for CortexA application processors [18], and TrustZone-M for the Cortex-M series of
MCUs [19]. Due to security requirements in mobile OSs such as Android [7],
TEEs based on TrustZone are today deployed in all Android smartphones based
on ARM application processors. TrustZone has also been used as a security
foundation in other application domains, including industry, automotive, and
aerospace [211].

5.1.1

TrustZone

Figure 5.3 depicts the architecture of TrustZone for Cortex-A application processors. It introduces two protection domains: the REE (referred to in TrustZoneterminology as the normal world) and the TEE (the secure world). At any given
point in time each individual processor core in an ARM SoC operates exclusively in a state corresponding to one of the worlds, alternating between normal and secure execution in a time-sliced fashion. The processor state is determined by the Non-Secure (NS) bit in the individual core’s Secure Configuration Register (SCR). Transitions between the non-secure and secure state is
mediated by a secure monitor ➂, which is a security software module that is
part of the low-level firmware. The secure monitor is responsible for securely
preserving the processor state whenever a world transition occurs.
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Figure 5.3: TrustZone TEE architecture. ➀ – ➆ indicate the sequence of events
during a transition from the normal world to the secure world.

The normal and secure worlds in TrustZone are orthogonal to the traditional hierarchical protection domains [229] that enable the separation of privilege between user applications and the OS kernel. ARM processors implement
separate privilege levels through exception handling facilities; when encountering an exception, the privilege level can either increase or remain the same,
and when returning from handling an exception, it can either decrease or remain the same. For this reason, the privilege levels in the ARM architecture are
referred to as exception levels (ELs). The ARMv8-A architecture defines four
exception levels, EL0 to EL3, where EL3 is has the highest level of privilege.
User applications typically run at EL0, and the OS kernel at EL1. In a virtualization environment, the hypervisor executes in EL2. The secure monitor executes in EL3 (also referred to as monitor mode in the ARMv6-A and ARMv7-A
revisions of the ARM architecture).
Figure 5.4 illustrates the relationship between exception levels and splitworlds in ARMv8-A. The normal world EL0 and EL1 have corresponding counterparts in the secure world, called secure EL0 and secure EL1, respectively. The
secure world lacks EL2, i.e. a hypervisor mode for the secure world in the ARM
architecture revisions up to ARMv8.3-A. The ARMv8.4-A architecture revision
also adds secure EL2. We discuss virtualization in TrustZone on page 56. Secure EL0 is typically reserved for TAs, whereas the TEE OS kernel runs secure
EL1. In contrast to its normal world counterpart, secure EL1 has unconstrained
access to the whole physical address space, including memory that belongs to
the normal world.
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Figure 5.4: ARMv8-A exception levels. Adapted from [25].

Figure 5.3 illustrates the sequence of events in a transition from the normal
world to the secure world. First, the client application in the normal world
that invokes the client library ➀, which implements a communication API with
the respective TA. The client library issues a system call to a TEE OS driver ➁
residing in the REE OS. The TEE OS driver implements a marshaling scheme
and calling convention understood by the TEE OS and secure monitor. The
TEE OS driver can trigger a world transition from the normal world EL1 by
executing a Secure Monitor Call (SMC) instruction ➂, or via certain hardware
exception mechanisms ➃. A subset of processor exception lines (namely interrupt request, fast interrupt request, external data abort, and external prefetch
abort) can be configured such that the exception is to be handled by software in
the secure world. If that is the case, the processor will trigger a world transition
when receiving such an exception. Regardless of whether a world transition is
triggered by a SMC instruction or via an exception, as a result of the trigger
execution will trap into the secure monitor in EL3 ➄. When in EL3, the processor is always executing in the secure state regardless of the value of the SCR
NS bit. The secure monitor will perform a world switch, and a return-fromexception to restart processing in the restored secure world. The TEE OS ➅ can
then check for incoming call parameters per established convention with its
REE driver, determine the recipient TA, and invoke the corresponding service
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hook in the TA’s library API ➅.
TrustZone in ARMv8-A
In the original TrustZone implementations for ARMv6-A and ARMv7-A, the
secure monitor was part of the secure OS, and its exact function specific to a
particular secure OS implementation. In ARMv8-A the code running in EL3 is
more clearly separated from the TEE OS, allowing key platform management
functions to be set apart from the world switch logic and be placed in discrete
EL3 firmware. The most important of such services is power management, but
EL3 firmware can also include platform specific services and refinements.
As a consequence the software interfaces visible from the firmware to the
TEE and the REE OS implementers required interoperability. These are specified by the following three documents from ARM:
SMC Calling Convention (SMCC) [27] specifies how registers are to be used
for arguments and return values and how the SMC instruction is to be invoked
when requesting a service from the secure world.
Power State Coordination Interface (PSCI) [26] specifies a standard for system
and processor power management, including boot, hotplug, idle, and system
shutdown and reset.
Software Delegated Exceptions Interface (SDEI) [28] defines a software equivalent to non-maskable interrupts.
In addition to specifications, ARM is backing an open-source effort to provide a reference implementation of the EL3 software stack, the Trusted Firmware
project1 . Trusted Firmware implements the SMCC, PSCI and SDEI specifications and provides a reference implementation for boot integrity.
Memory and peripheral isolation
In order to enforce memory isolation between the normal and secure worlds,
the memory infrastructure in TrustZone-enabled SoCs have been extended with
the addition of the TrustZone Address Space Controller (TZASC) and the TrustZone Memory Adapter (TZMA) components. The TZASC is a component on
the Advanced eXtensible Interconnect (AXI), which allows specific memory regions in dynamic random access memory (DRAM) to be configured as secure
or non-secure. The NS bit that indicates the current execution state of the processor is propagated on the AXI bus with each bus transaction. The TZASC
enforces that accesses to secure memory are only allowed if the processor is
executing in the secure state. However, memory configured as non-secure is
accessible from both the secure, and the non-secure processor states. Programming the TZASC requires secure state access. The TZMA provides similar access control functionality for off-chip read-only memory (ROM) or static RAM
(SRAM). To provide memory isolation at the cache-level, the cache line tags
1 https://www.trustedfirmware.org/
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of the processor also store the NS bit to indicate whether cache line access is
granted in secure or non-secure state.
In a typical ARM system most peripherals are not connected directly to
the main AXI bus, but to a simpler, lower power Advanced Peripheral Bus
(APB). For backwards compatibility with existing peripheral designs, the APB
protocol does not carry the bits related to the TrustZone security state of the
bus transactions. Instead, peripheral access control occurs at the AXI-to-APB
bridge that translates transactions between the high-speed AXI and the lowpower APB. Each AXI-to-APB can mediate accesses for up to 16 peripherals on
its local APB based on an input signal fixed by the system designer. The signal
is used to determine if the peripheral is configured as secure or non-secure.
Similar to the TZASC and the TZMA, the bridge will reject non-secure transactions to secure peripherals. In systems equipped with a TrustZone Protection
Controller (TZPC), the security state of peripherals connected to the APB can
be dynamically configured at run-time.
The TZASC, TZMA and TZPC are all optional components which may or
may not be present on specific SoC designs; older SoC implementations do not
incorporate such memory controllers at all; so any form of run-time partitioning of secure and non-secure regions is not possible. Unless the SoC incorporates either dedicated on-SoC memory for the secure world, or a hardwired
partition scheme, TrustZone isolation may not be usable to its full extent. However, it is typically less expensive to incorporate a single large memory device
and partition it into secure and non-secure regions than it is to provide separate dedicated memories for each world. ARM specifications also leave the
number of memory regions and the granularity of configurable regions as implementation defined.
Virtualization in TrustZone
Over the years, as TrustZone deployment has grown especially in consumer
devices, a number of TEE OSs (Table A.1) have emerged from different vendors . Despite industry efforts to standardize the APIs between the REE and
TEE OSs [113], and the TEE OS and TAs [114], the majority of contemporary
TEEs are either based on proprietary APIs, or provide proprietary extensions
to standard APIs. Unfortunately those dependencies on proprietary APIs and
vendor-specific libraries limit the portability of TAs between TEE OSs from different vendors. The high cost of porting TEE OSs TAs across devices additionally points to that the corresponding CAs also are TEE specific, thus preventing
service providers from taking full advantage of standardized TEE functionality
As a result, some original equipment manufacturers (OEMs) have opted to host
multiple TEE OSs in secure EL1 [52] in order to support a wider range of CAs
and their TAs. This, in turn, poses a number of architectural challenges, such as
ensuring logical isolation between kernel components belonging to each TEE
OS that share secure EL1. Typically this requires the TEE OSs to be modified,
i.e., requires collaboration between different TEE OSs vendors.
Another challenge that stems from the original TrustZone architecture is its
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Figure 5.5: ARMv8.4-A exception levels. Adapted from [25].

inability to protect the REE OS from the TEE OS. Software in EL3 and Secure
EL1 have unconstrained access to the entire physical address space, including
memory mapped by the REE OS. This property has been exploited in privilege escalation attacks, where vulnerabilities in the TEE OS are leveraged to
compromise the security of the REE OS kernel. Conceptually the original TrustZone architecture suffers from over-privilege of the secure EL1 software, since
the split between the normal and secure world is in actuality asymmetric, akin
to separation between privilege levels; the hardware only enforces that NonSecure accesses to memory are isolated from secure memory regions, but not
vice versa.
To address this challenge with respect to secure EL1 the ARMv8.4-A revision of the ARM architecture adds virtualization support in the secure world [25].
Concretely this means the addition of a new exception level, secure EL2, to the
available privilege modes. This, paired with a second stage of address translation controlled by a secure partition manager (SPA) at secure EL2, enables
separation among distinct TEE OSs. The SPA is effectively a minimal hypervisor that partitions distinct TEE OSs or platform-specific firmware components
into separate secure partitions at secure EL1 or secure EL0. Figure 5.5 illustrates
the ARMv8.4-A exception levelss. Similar to traditional virtualization, the partitioned “guest” TEE OS controls the first stage of address translation from the
guest’s virtual address (VA) space to an intermediate physical address (IPA)
space. The second stage or address translation from IPAs to actual pointer authentications (PAs) is performed by the SPA, thus allowing it to decide which
areas of physical memory each secure partition has access to. Secure partitions
effectively provide sandboxed environments that enable: 1) distinct TEE OSs
at secure EL1 to be isolated from each other, 2) the REE OS to be isolated from
TEE OSs, 3) platform firmware to be isolated from TEE OSs.
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Figure 5.6: TrustZone-M architecture.

5.1.2

TrustZone-M

TrustZone-M [19] is a variant of TrustZone for the ARMv8-M MCU-class CortexM processors. In terms of functionality, TrustZone-M replicates the properties
TrustZone, but differs significantly in terms of its architectural realization. Like
TrustZone, TrustZone-M introduces secure state non-privileged and privileged
processor modes in addition to the conventional non-secure state counterparts.
Cortex-M processors implement two stacks in non-secure state, the main
stack and the process stack. The stack pointer (sp) is banked between processor modes, i.e., multiple copies of a register exists in distinct register banks.
The register bank, and consequently the version of the stack pointer (SP) register in use, is determined by the current processor mode. Register banking
allows for rapid context switches when dealing with processor exceptions and
privileged operations. Application software on Cortex-M processor executes
in thread mode where a stack-pointer select (spsel) register determines whether
the application uses the main or process stack. When the processor executes an
exception it enters a handler mode. In handler mode the processors always use
the main stack.
In TrustZone-M sp registers used to address the main and process stacks are
banked between the non-secure and secure states. Figure 5.7 illustrates the set
of SP registers in a ARMv8-M processor equipped with TZ-M. The MSP_ns ➀
and PSP_ns ➁ represent the main and process stack pointer in non-secure state,
whereas the MSP_s ➂ and PSP_s ➃ represent the corresponding stack pointers
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Figure 5.7: Stack pointer management in TrustZone-M.
in the secure state. The remaining general purpose registers are shared (not
banked) between the non-secure and secure states.
Also similar to TrustZone, the memory management is extended to allow
partitioning the device’s physical memory into secure and non-secure regions.
In addition, TrustZone-M introduces a new non-secure callable (NSC) memory type. Whereas secure memory regions contain the secure program image
and data, the NSC memory regions contain secure gateway veneers, i.e., branch
instructions which point to the actual subroutine code in secure memory. Enforced by hardware, non-secure world code is allowed to call secure world
code only via these secure gateway veneers.
Memory regions and their security states are defined either by a Secure Attribution Unit (SAU) or an Implementation Defined Attribution Unit (IDAU).
The specifics of the IDAU are left up to the hardware manufacturer, but typically the IDAU enables the definition of up to 255 static memory regions either
based on a hardwired memory map, or one configured though one-time programmable (OTP) memory. The optional SAU on the other hand allows the
adjustment of the memory layout at run-time by up to 8 additional non-secure
or NSC memory regions at run-time. The SAU is configured through a set of
memory mapped registers placed in a secure region of memory. In cases where
a region mapping conflicts between the IDAU and SAU conflicts, the mapping
with the highest security level takes precedence; with secure memory being
the highest, followed by NSC memory and non-secure memory. For instance,
if an address is defined to be non-secure by the SAU and secure by the IDAU,
the address is considered to be secure.
Figure 5.6 illustrates the transition to and from the secure state in TrustZoneM. Whereas transitions to the secure world in TrustZone are initiated through
a dedicated hardware exception that traps into the secure monitor at EL3, in
TrustZone-M the context switch to secure state occurs automatically as the program flow of non-secure state execution ➀ targets specific call gates in a NSC
memory region ➁. Each such call gate is identified by a secure gate (SG) instruc-
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tion, a virtual opcode that has to precede the memory location in NSC memory
to which a inbound branch can jump. The veneer located immediately after the
call gate branches into the actual secure subroutine entry point in secure memory ➂. The purpose of NSC memory is to prevent non-secure program code
to branch into invalid entry points in secure program code (such as into the
middle of subroutines, a common exploitation technique for run-time attacks
that exploit memory vulnerabilities). Calls from the non-secure state targeting
secure memory outside NSC regions, or non-sg instructions in the NSC will
fail in a secure fault, a new type of hardware exception that always traps into
the secure state. Note that the TrustZone-M design makes do without an explicit NS bit stored within the processor; the security state is determined by the
address of the currently executing instruction. If the address lies within secure
memory, the processor is in the secure state, otherwise the processor is in the
non-secure state.
Two new instructions are available to secure world software in order to
transition into the non-secure state: branch and exchange (to) non-secure (BXNS)
and branch with link and exchange (to) non-secure (BLXNS) ➃. The BXNS
instruction is used by functions executing in the secure state to return to the
non-secure state on function return. The BLXNS instructions allows the secure
world code to call a function in the normal world code. When transitioning
from the secure to the non-secure state, the return address and processor state
are pushed onto a secure state main stack in secure memory. The link register
of the processor is set to a predefined FNC_RETURN value. To return to the
secure state, the non-secure state attempts to branch to FNC_RETURN (as this
is the return address found on the stack). Upon detecting FNC_RETURN the
processor will instead restore the processor state and the true return address
saved on the secure state main stack will be targeted. This elaborate mechanism prevents normal world code from manipulating the destination address
returned to in secure state. Since general purpose registers are shared between
the secure and the non-secure states, secure world software is additionally responsible for sanitizing any sensitive information held in general purpose registers when transitioning into the non-secure state.
TrustZone-M also extends processor exception handling to facilitate interrupts which are handled by interrupt service routines (ISRs) that can be configured to execute in secure state [22]. When an exception is taken the hardware
saves the processor context onto the stack corresponding to the security state
which was active before the exception arrived. Exception priorities can be set
such that non-secure exceptions are allowed to preempt secure state code. In
this case, the processor hardware saves the secure state processor context onto
the secure state main stack. The saved context includes a return address, which
indicates the address of the next instruction to be executed in the interrupted
program. The link register visible to the non-secure exception is set to a predefined EXC_RETURN, which indicates which SP corresponds to the stack frame
and what security state the processor was in before the entry occurred.
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Enclave architectures

Split-world architectures rely on the traditional, hierarchical model of protection where software executing at a higher privilege, principally the TEE OS,
provides logical separation of TAs from one another. This makes split-world
TEEs susceptible to some security pitfalls that are well understood in the context of REE OSs. In general, all software that runs with a higher privilege
level than application software is inherently trusted and part of the application’s
TCB, simply because anything with greater privileges than the application will
have greater access to the underlying machine than the application has. Consequently, the trustworthiness of a TEE implementation relies on the correctness
of both the secure hardware, as well as the ostensibly secure software stack.
Furthermore, split-world architectures lack bidirectional isolation: while the
TEE is protected from software in the normal world, the opposite is not true.
Recall that in TrustZone, secure world software that can operate with physical
memory addresses can not only access any secure memory, but has full access
to REE memory as well. If an attacker can exploit software vulnerabilities in
the TEE OS to breach the separation between TAs, or between the TEE and
the REE, they can potentially undermine the trustworthiness of the entire platform. The original rationale for processor secure environments was to exclude
the large and complex REE OS from the system’s TCB. A smaller TCB generally
leaves less room for implementation flaws. As the complexity and size of software inside the TEE increases, so does the likelihood of implementation flaws
inside the TEE, which may introduce security weaknesses and vulnerabilities.
This, in turn, disincentivizes OEMs and other stakeholders, who rely on the
trustworthiness of the TEE from opening the TEE ecosystem for third-party
TA developers, simply because more code running in the TEE means a greater
risk for software flaws in the system.
Enclave architectures aim to decouple the notion of privilege from the notion of
the trusted computing base. They do so by providing strong isolation between
each (unprivileged) TA using unconditionally trusted hardware, such that the
(privileged) OS does not become part of the TCB. This allows each isolated
enclave to reduce its TCB to just the TA (and a small amount of supporting
code) executing within the enclave, and the hardware that provides the underlying execution environment and isolation. The hardware-enforced isolation
not only protects each enclave from client applications and the OS, but also
from other enclaves on the system, effectively making each enclave its own
distinct TEE. This prevents TAs from posing a security risk to one another. In
addition, as enclaves do not necessarily possess more privileges than regular
userspace processes, the REE kernel also maintains a level of protection against
a potentially compromised TA. This reduces the risks involved in allowing software developers to take advantage of TEE functionality in applications and
may thus remove some of the disincentives that have prompted OEMs to limit
TEE usage to a restricted set of TAs.
To date, enclave architectures have not seen widespread deployment in mobile devices. At the time of writing, the only commercially-deployed enclave-
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system, in contrast to split-world architectures whose isolation depends on the
security of the secure-world OS.
type TEE architecture is Intel’s SGX [181, 182] which is principally used to enable trusted remote computation in a public cloud setting. However, enclavetype TEEs have rapidly become the predominant design paradigm in emerging
TEE architectures. In this section, we provide and overview of SGX as a representative example of an enclave-type TEE architecture (Section 5.2.1). We later
discuss recent academic enclave architectures (Section 5.2.2) and enclaves in
the next generation ARM architecture (Section 12.1.10).

5.2.1

Intel SGX

An application that uses SGX can create an enclave, consisting of a region of
protected memory containing both code and data, and that can only be read
or written by the code stored within the enclave. Code within the enclave can
be executed by jumping to a defined entry point of the enclave using an ecall
instruction.
The initial enclave state is measured by the processor during enclave initialization, yielding an MRENCLAVE value, a hash of the enclave metadata concatenated with the contents of each page of the enclave’s memory state. The
enclave must also be signed by an authorized developer, whose public-key
fingerprint—denoted MRSIGNER—also forms part of the TA identity.
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SGX protects against physical and cold-boot attacks [134] by encrypting the
contents of enclave memory before it leaves the processor SoC [133]. A random
memory-encryption key is generated on every boot, and the encrypted data
uses a combination of message authentication codes (MACs) and a Merkle tree
to ensure the integrity of data read back from off-chip memory.
Each processor supporting SGX contains embedded secrets accessible only
to the SGX hardware. Various SGX instructions will then use these secrets to
derive keys that are specific to a particular TA or developer. Encrypting data
with these TA-specific keys seals the data to a particular processor and TA, such
that only the same TA running on the same processor will be able to decrypt the
sealed data. SGX provides hardware-backed (non-volatile) monotonic counters that can be used for rollback protection. Together, these are sufficient to
provide rollback-protected secure storage.
Rather than implementing the entirety of SGX in hardware, Intel placed
some functionality into so-called architectural enclaves: enclaves signed by Intel
that have access to some additional features of the processor. There are currently two architectural enclaves: the launch enclave and the quoting enclave.
The launch enclave is used to validate the public key used to sign an enclave
against a whitelist of authorized developers, and to compute a launch token for
the enclave, which is validated by the einit instruction before the enclave is
allowed to run. The quoting enclave is used for remote attestation and will be
discussed below.
SGX supports two kinds of attestation: local and remote. Local attestation
allows a piece of data to be authenticated to an enclave as having come from another enclave on the same machine with a particular identity. Each enclave can
obtain a report key, derived from a combination of a processor-wide secret and
the enclave identity—including whether the enclave is in debug or production
mode, the enclave signer, (optionally) the enclave hash. Other enclaves cannot
access this report key directly, but one enclave can use the ereport instruction
to have the hardware build a predefined ‘report’ structure containing the identity of the current TA and some application-defined data, as well as a MAC
over the rest of the report computed with respect to the report key of some
other TA (the ‘target TA’). An enclave running the target TA can access this key
and directly validate the MAC over the report, assuring itself that the report
was obtained by an ereport instruction in the specified TA.
Since the report key used for local attestation is derived from a hardwarespecific key, a report structure cannot be validated on a remote machine. Remote attestation is a two-step process in which an enclave produces a report
verifiable by a special quoting enclave provided by Intel. The quoting enclave
has access to a secret embedded into the processor at manufacturing time that
allows it to authenticate itself to Intel. After authenticating itself, it obtains an
Enhanced Privacy ID (EPID) [68] anonymous credential that can be used to
sign a report, such that the report can be verified as coming from a real quoting enclave, without linking the message to a physical processor. This allows a
remote party to trace the provenance of a message to a particular TA.
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Emerging Enclave TEEs

A growing body of academic work demonstrates that the isolation boundaries
provided by processor secure environments are not always meaningful. Intel
SGX, in particular, has received criticism for not defending against side-channel
attacks (Section 9.1) by design. Side-channel attacks may enable an adversary,
who is able to gather statistics from the CPU regarding the execution of an enclave, to deduce private information from within the enclave. Characteristics
such as the enclave program’s memory access patterns may leak information to
the adversary without them directly violating the enclave’s isolation. Emerging enclave architectures, such as Sanctum [83], MI6 [63], and Keystone [165]
build upon a similar premise as SGX enclaves, isolating the enclave software
from the underlying OS using primitives based in hardware (and software),
but extend the security properties of the isolation to also cover a threat model
that includes side-channel attacks.
The overarching principle behind many of these architectures is an “immutable commitment of resources” to an enclave, which ensures that no other
process (or even the OS) competes for said resources with the enclave. The
resource commitment can enforced by either a spatial or temporal separation
of resources, or a combination of both. Architectures using spatial separation
partition caches so that cores executing enclave code receive a dedicated set
of cache lines that are spatially separated from cache lines used by untrusted
code. With temporal separation, caches are flushed whenever a core transitions
from enclave mode to non-enclave mode, preventing the cache state from leaking enclave data to non-enclave code. This prevents side-channel attacks that
are based on the cache-timing (Section 9.1).
This challenge is exacerbated by modern processors supporting out-of-order
execution, where control-flow mis-speculation can be used by an adversary to
tamper with enclave execution (e.g., the Foreshadow attack against SGX [70]).
This makes it necessary to clear microarchitectural state when transitioning
between enclave mode and non-enclave mode. This is particularly challenging given the wide variety of microarchitectural state and resources that may
be shared. For example, even though the enclave’s cache lines are spatially
separated from untrusted code, the cache as a whole can only handle a fixed
number of requests at a time. If the shared cache cannot take any more requests, cache misses in the per-core caches will stall the processor, causing timing variations on cache misses which can be detected by untrusted software.
By measuring such timing variations, untrusted software can potentially infer
characteristics about an enclave’s memory access patterns.
In Chapter 12, we will review a number of new TEE architectures that attempt to overcome many of these challenges.
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Security co-processors and multi-TEE architectures

As we saw in Chapter 2, the dominant mobile TEE design, processor secure
environments, was chosen because of the desire to keep the bill-of-materials
costs low. The drawbacks of current processor secure environments, such as
the susceptibility to micro-architectural and other side-channel attacks, have
prompted research into sophisticated side-channel resistant enclave architectures, such as Sanctum and MI6 discussed above, but also justify the inclusion of dedicated security co-processors. A separate dedicated co-processor
equipped with its own internal memory, caches, and other supporting hardware components such as cryptographic accelerators, are likely to be more
resistant to side-channels and microarchitectural attacks originating from untrusted software running on the main processor. In this section we will explore
TEE designs that are either based solely on a dedicated security co-processor,
or supplement on-board processor secure environments by other types of hardware security modules. We refer to the latter as multi-TEE system architectures.
Prominent examples of multi-tee system architectures include Apple’s Secure Enclave Processor (SEP) [12] and Google’s Titan M chip [188]. The inclusion of a tamper-resistant hardware security module (HSM) in addition to
a processor secure environment has the benefit of reducing the attack surface,
thereby limiting the scope for side channels and invasive physical attacks. It
can also greatly simplify some TEE uses cases, such as those requiring secure
access to peripherals. These can be accounted for at SoC design time by ensuring that peripherals used as e.g. a secure path to a user are hardwired to be
accessible only from a discrete HSM.

5.3.1

Intel Security & Management Engines

In 2012 Intel launched it’s first smartphone SoC, designed to provide support
for the Android operating system on Intel x86 processors. At that time, the
existing SoCs developed for the smartphone and tablet market by companies
such as TI, Nvidia, Qualcomm and Samsung were all based around ARMbased processors. Intel’s SoC platform, codenamed Medfield [156], is based
around an Intel Atom processor combined with all the necessary input/output
(I/O) interfaces to complete a smartphone design. The Medfield SoC incorporates a dedicated “security engine”, a discrete co-processor that provides secure
storage via eMMC NAND flash and OTP fuses, cryptographic acceleration
and random number generator (RNG) as well as security timers and counters [142]. The security engine hosts a programmable TEE environment, called
“Chaabi”2 that supports the necessary TAs required by Android, i.e. keymaster,
digital rights management (DRM) etc.
2 https://android.googlesource.com/platform/hardware/bsp/intel/+/4cfb5f6f9d071
12035bacdc3959a66feab938de1
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The notion of an independent, isolated security co-processor was not new
to Intel. Since 2007, Intel’s “mainstream” chipsets, e.g., the Core family of
microprocessors, have included an embedded computing environment commonly referred to as Management Engine (ME) [222]. ME was first introduced
for implementing Intel’s Active Management Technology (AMT) in its mainstream chipsets. AMT is an advanced (remote) system management feature
originally introduced in Intel’s gigabit Ethernet controllers. It was the first application to be moved to ME. Security applications soon followed, the first being integrated Trusted Platform Module (TPM) functionality (marketed under
the Intel Platform Trust Technology (PTT) moniker). In contrast to a conventional, discrete TPM chip, ME integrated TPM is realized as TA within the ME.
Similar to processor secure environments, the principal motivation for integrating TPM functionality as part of the ME firmware is a reduced bill-of-materials
compared to a discrete TPM chip. SGX enclaves also leverage ME by utilizing
the ME’s cryptographic acceleration, monotonic counters, and secure timer.
The security engine for mobile chipsets and ME for the mainstream chipsets
have gone through a number of iterations throughout different generations of
Intel architectures. In current Intel terminology (as of 2017) the security engine and ME are referred to as the Converged Security and Manageability Engine (CSME), with different firmware sets for mainstream, server, and mobile
chipsets respectively.
On Intel’s modern server chipsets (starting with 2017 “Lewisburg” chipset)
ME is complemented by another co-processor, the Innovation Engine (IE) [177].
Whereas ME is a closed system that solely runs Intel’s platform software and
applications, IE is intended as an isolated execution environment open to system designers (e.g., OEMs) to run customized firmware in. The combination of
ME and IE therefore also constitutes a multi-TEE architecture, where different
discrete co-processors are utilized by different stakeholders.

5.3.2

Apple Secure Enclave Processor

SEP [12, 173, 174] is a security co-processor in Apple iPhone, iPad, and MacBook devices introduced in 2018 and later. SEP was introduced for iOS devices
using the A7 SoC with the release of the iPhone 5S, the first phone manufactured by Apple based on the 64-bit ARMv8-A architecture. In addition to SEP,
it featured a TrustZone-enabled ARM application processor cluster. TrustZone
in iOS is used for REE kernel integrity protection, while SEP is responsible
for key management and cryptographic operations for application data protection, including file-level encryption as well as fingerprint and face data from
the Touch ID and Face ID biometric sensors. SEP prevents the main application
processors from gaining direct access to sensitive biometric data and cryptographic keys. Only a small amount of dedicated SRAM is available to the SEP,
and similarly to TrustZone, SEP must therefore also utilize external DRAM
shared with the main application processor. To do so securely, DRAM allocated
to SEP is protected by 1) TZASC protected memory regions (TZ0 for SEP, and
TZ1 for TrustZone), and 2) memory encryption, based on an ephemeral mem-
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ory protection key generated at boot time using SEP’s dedicated RNG. The
memory protection key is created by the Secure Enclave Boot ROM, which acts
as the root-of-trust (RoT) for SEP code integrity. SEP itself runs a Secure Enclave OS based on a customized version of the L4 microkernel. Later iterations
of SEP employ authenticated encryption to ensure the integrity of the enclave
memory (A8 SoC and newer) and run-time replay protection based on nonces
stored in on-chip SRAM (A11, and S4 SoCs and newer). The replay protection
is extended to data stored by SEP on the REE file system in A12 and S4 SoCs,
by including an anti-replay counter stored in non-volatile memory in a discrete
Integrated Circuit (IC). Communication with the application processor occurs
via an interrupt-driven mailbox and shared memory in unprotected dynamic
random access memory. On MacBook devices based on the Intel architecture,
SEP is part of the T2 Security Chip [11], which apart from SEP also integrates
a system management, a controller, an image signal processor, an audio controller, and an SSD controller. The T2 chip also implements a hardware trusted
path from the monitor lid hinge to the device’s microphone, which ensures that
the microphone is disabled whenever the lid is closed.

5.3.3

Google Titan M

Google’s Titan M chip [188] is an evolution of the Titan HSM [228] deployed
in Google’s cloud platform. However, in contrast to Titan, Titan M is geared
towards mobile devices. Specifically Titan M is designed to meet the the security needs of Google’s Pixel line of Android devices, starting with the Pixel
3 launched in 2018. Similar to Apple’s SEP, Titan M is a separate, physically
isolated chip from the main ARM processor. Unlike SEP Titan M does not
share memory or persistent storage with the main processor. However, Titan
M is based on a Cortex-M3 MCU with only 64 Kbytes of RAM. Consequently
it is limited to providing low-level primitives for use by software running on
the more powerful TrustZone processor secure environment. The Titan M chip
stores rollback counters used by Android’s verified boot functionality, and key
material for the Android Strongbox keystore, a hardened version of the previous processor secure environment-based keystore. In addition, Titan M is
hardwired to the Pixel’s side buttons, providing a trusted, unforgeable path
to button presses by users. This functionality is exposed to third-party apps
that rely on user interaction to confirm a transaction, giving a higher level of
assurance that the user, and not malware, has confirmed the transaction.
While Apple’s SEP and Google’s Titan-M are custom hardware solutions
designed to meet the needs of specific operating systems, a logical next step for
the development of multi-TEE architectures is the addition of such functionality to general purpose SoCs. Qualcomm secure processing unit (SPU) [215] is
an on-SoC embedded secure element available in Qualcomm hardware starting
from from the Snapdragon 855 SoC. Integration on-glssoc means that the SPU
is fabricated on the same silicon die as the main processor. This has two benefits compared to a discrete security chip such as the Titan M, while still being
isolated from the main processor: 1) reduced bill of materials cost for OEMs,
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and 2) a small advantage in terms of power efficiency. The SPU can replace
Titan M on Android devices as the security element protecting cryptographic
keys placed in Android’s Strongbox keystore, but in addition can also function
as an integrated SIM (iSIM).

Chapter 6

Cryptographic hardware
As we have seen previously, many platform security building blocks like trusted
boot (Section 4.2.1), remote attestation (Section 2.4), and secure storage (Section 4.3) rely on the use of cryptography. Hardware platforms provide cryptographic functionality as a service to both the platform itself and applications,
in the form of secure storage for key material, acceleration of cryptographic
operations, and hardware random number generation.
Hardware support for cryptography is necessary for a number of reasons.
The first is performance. Cryptography implemented in software may require
a substantial share of the central processing unit’s (CPU) capabilities, and consume significantly more power than an implementation using specialized hardware. For example, an ARM Cortex-A9 core at 800 MHz (often used in embedded devices such as screens and cameras) can encrypt only around 20 Mbytes/s
using the AES-256 algorithm if the whole CPU is dedicated to this task1 , even
though modern mobile networks are capable of transferring hundreds of megabytes
per second. Moreover, many types of data such as video streams require significant additional processing after decryption. The second reason is that softwarebased implementations are less secure: cryptographic keys reside in normal
memory and so are vulnerable to runtime attacks (discussed in Chapter 8),
or attacks against the random access memory (RAM) itself (discussed in Chapter 10). As the operating system (OS) provides isolation between processes, any
compromise of it can lead to leakage of key material. Also, the software implementations of random number generators (RNGs) and storage mechanisms are
often vulnerable to differential power analysis and side channel attacks [44],
discussed in Chapter 10. These issues can be avoided by implementing cryptographic primitives atop purpose-built hardware.
Cryptographic libraries normally provide plugin mechanisms so that applications can take advantage of cryptographic accelerators and hardware-protected
data stores without hardware-specific changes.
1 https://www.design-reuse.com/articles/36013/cryptography-hardware-platform-forsocs.html
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Cryptographic modules

Hardware-based cryptographic modules can improve performance and security. As symmetric cryptographic operations such as bulk data encryption and
decryption widely outnumber asymmetric operations such as key establishment and digital signing, symmetric cryptography is the most common target
of hardware acceleration, whereas both symmetric and asymmetric operations
benefit from hardware-backed isolation mechanisms.
Hardware assistance need not necessarily occur at the level of an entire
cryptographic primitive, such as encipherment of a block or the signing of a
chunk of data. Vendors often choose to accelerate only the most computationally intensive sub-components of an algorithm, such as multi-precision modular exponentiation. This saves valuable space in the processor design and cuts
down on design costs. In practice, this means that the overall cryptographic
primitive may remain software driven, and some pre-processing such as data
origin verification or the initialization of key material takes place in normal
software.
The extent to which a cryptographic module’s configuration is exposed to
the software using it will influence the overall level of security that the module can provide. At one end of the spectrum, traditional hardware security
modules (HSMs) expose little of their internal state. For example, in the cryptographic module for Intel vPro Platform Security Chipset, keys for encryption
and message authentication are directly loaded from internal secure storage
to secure registers, and are not visible to any software or firmware. Operations such as Advanced Encryption Standard (AES), Secure Hash Algorithm
256 (SHA-256), Secure Hash Algorithm 1 (SHA-1) and large-number arithmetic
are performed by the Converged Security and Manageability Engine (CSME)
hardware block [36]. This prevents compromised software from obtaining raw
key material.
There are a number of ways in which system on chip (SoC) designers implement hardware acceleration:
Special instructions for cryptographic operations: In this case, the CPU provides instructions that perform all or part of a cryptographic operation. This
is convenient from a backwards-compatibility point of view, as there are no
shared resources that need to be managed by the operating system.
For example, ARMV8-A (Cortex A53/A57) and newer include a singleinstruction multiple-data (SIMD) and floating-point unit that provides such
instructions [21].
Similarly, Intel processors since 2010 include the Advanced Encryption Standard New Instructions (AES-NI) [265] extension to perform AES algorithm
rounds and key expansion [21].
Cryptographic modules packaged inside the main processor: Qualcomm’s
secure processing unit (SPU) hosts a cryptographic subsystem (the cryptographic
management unit (CMU)) providing hardware blocks for accelerating cryptographic operations. Supported operations include hashes, block ciphers, and
asymmetric cryptographic operations for Rivest-Shamir-Adleman (RSA) and
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elliptic-curve cryptography (ECC) [216]as well as a hardware key store [215].
Similarly, ARM provides the CryptoCell-300 and CryptoCell-700 families of
cryptographic accelerators as off-the-shelf blocks that can be integrated into
processor designs [231]. The CryptoCell-700 family integrates with ARM TrustZone to provide a root-of-trust (RoT), cryptographic accelerator, and a hardware key store. This tight integration is useful for access control, e.g. to provide
for encryption keys that can be used only by secure-world software [31]. ARM
CryptoCell-312P is targeted more for low-power and small-area designs and
comes with security enhancements to protect against side channel attacks [232],
for example nRF610 system in package2 .
Cryptographic modules packaged separately into a security co-processor: This
approach is used by the Offload Cryptography Subsystem (OCS) module in the
CSME subsystem [36, 135], and Google’s Titan M. Titan M has built-in hardware accelerators that can be initialized with keys provided by firmware or
with device-specific and hardware-bound keys generated by the Titan M’s Key
Manager module [188]. Similarly Intel’s Management Engine (ME) contains
accelerators, as well as a hardware key store that can load keys directly from
storage to internal registers for AES or HMAC operations [36]. Apple’s Secure Enclave Processor (SEP) provides cryptographic acceleration, but is also
integrated with the direct memory access (DMA) path between storage and
main memory, so that the SEP can perform highly efficient disk encryption [11]
without exposing the encryption keys to the main CPU.
In CPU designs where cryptographic accelerators are shared, the corresponding hardware and software stacks must be engineered to avoid concurrency issues and race conditions. These may lead to leakage of keys or cryptographically sensitive data if software designs do not provide proper separation
under all circumstances [24].
The Federal Information Processing Standard 140-2 (FIPS 140-2) standard
provides guidelines for development of hardware cryptographic modules. Modules can be certified at one of several qualitative levels ranging from one (the
least secure) to four (the most secure) [101]. The fourth level requires coprocessors with tamper-resistance and the ability to self-erase if attacks are
noticed. For example, Qualcomms’s Snapdragon Cryptographic module and
ARM’s Cryptocell 712 and 713 are certifiable to FIPS 140-2 [233] 3 .

6.2

Random number generators

In addition to cryptographic operations themselves, random number generation is essential for cryptography. However, secure and reliable sources of
randomness are difficult to obtain in digital systems, which are highly deterministic. It is therefore common for a processor to include a hardware RNG;
2 https://community.arm.com/developer/ip-products/processors/trustzone-for-armv8m/b/blog/posts/nordic-announce-first-cortex-m33-based-chip-with-trustzone
3 https://www.qualcomm.com/news/onq/2014/11/07/cryptographic-module-snapdragon805-fips-140-2-certified
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Figure 6.1: A physical noise source of noise is digitized and post-processed to
provide a source of high-entropy random values.

the use of a hardware implementation allows its designers access to stochastic
physical phenomena such as electronic noise.
Even if the system has the ability to monitor a noisy analog source like thermal noise [255], atmospheric noise [136, 86], hard disk seek timing [255], mouse
movement [274] or radioactive decay [267], the noise in such processes is often
strongly autocorrelated. The quality of random number generation is critical
to cryptographic security; e.g. the Digital Signature Algorithm (DSA) and the
Elliptic Curve Digital Signature Algorithm (ECDSA) signature algorithms are
particularly sensitive to the quality of the random number generation, allowing full recovery of the private key when even a few bits of randomness are
known [197, 196]. Therefore, random number generation typically happens in
two phases: 1) generation, and 2) refinement, as illustrated in Figure 6.1.
In the second phase, raw random data is postprocessed to remove bit-tobit correlations and other imperfections, producing a high-quality random bitstream. The post-processing step is also important to protect against faultinjection attacks against the physical source of randomness [20].
The random output is then used for key generation, for generating unique
identifiers or secrets that will be provisioned into the device during manufacture, nonces, initial counter values, and challenges for challenge-response
authentication [195], among other cryptographic uses.
Testing and validating random number generator implementations for their
security properties is a difficult mathematical endeavor. Several international
and national standards have been written to support such evaluations, e.g.,
NIST SP800-90b [255], ISO 18031 [144], and BSI AIS-31 [69].
In some cases, certification against these standards results in the publication
of information on the design of cryptographic systems. An example of this
in a mobile chipset is is the Qualcomm SPU [216], which takes advantage of
electronic noise that causes electronic oscillators to drift apart from each other,
allowing their values to be combined to produce a stream of random output.
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This output is post-processed using a pseudorandom number generator [45]
to produce the final output for use by software.
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Chapter 7

Run-time protection
mechanisms
On mobile platforms applications are often strongly isolated within their own
sandboxes (Chapter 3) and written in memory safe languages such as Kotlin
for Android [126] or Swift for iOS devices [14]. Nonetheless, both the platform itself and various application components are written in “low-level” languages such as C/C++, that make them vulnerable to memory safety errors.
To address this, the research literature has since the late 90s been rife with
various approaches to address security vulnerabilities stemming from memory errors. A typical approach is to retrofit programs written in C/C++ with
mechanisms that prevent memory errors or their exploitation. Such schemes
range from approaches that only prevent some memory errors, such as stack
canaries that detect out-of-bounds memory writes on the stack [84], to mitigation techniques that prevent specific exploitation techniques, e.g. control-flow
integrity (CFI) solutions that prevent code-reuse attacks [1]. A notable early
success story is the widespread deployment of WˆX memory policies that prevent an attacker from directly injecting new code into the executable memory
space of a program [185, 206]. Unfortunately, the deployment of other comprehensive run-time protection mechanisms has been limited due to large performance overheads or compatibility issues. Consequently, many software-only
protection schemes—for instance, sanitizers such as Address Sanitizer [234]—
are only used during development, in order to detect (and correct) memory
safety violations during testing. This is poised to change with the recent influx
of hardware-assisted memory safety primitives geared towards efficient realization of protection schemes in consumer hardware. One example is the ARM
pointer authentication that is deployed in all recent Apple devices [13]). These
should be efficient enough to be deployed in production. We will next look
at various existing and upcoming hardware primitives for run-time memory
protection.
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Intel 64 architecture

The Intel 64 architecture has introduced two major run-time protection extensions in recent years: Intel Memory-Protection Extension (MPX) and Controlflow Enforcement Technology (CET). First, we will discuss Intel MPX, which
was introduced in the Skylake architecture in 2015 and is one of the first runtime memory protection extensions in contemporary CPUs. MPX prevents
memory safety issues by providing new instructions for run-time detection
of buffer overflows and other spatial memory errors in legacy C/C++ programs. CET is narrower in scope, and specifically addresses code reuse attacks
(Section 8.3) by providing CFI [1]. Although static (compile-time) CFI policies are not exact and can be circumvented [72], they are well understood and
are applicable to legacy software with minimal impact on performance and
compatibility. While CET is only now being deployed in the Tiger Lake architecture [162], the specification was released already in 2016. CET is supported
by both the Windows and GNU/Linux operating systems (OSs). We will next
explore these two architectures in more detail.

7.1.1

Intel Memory-Protection Extension

Intel MPX provides hardware-assisted instrumentation to detect spatial memory errors. Buffer overflows, and spatial memory errors in general, are a prevalent security issue in programs written in C/C++ [250]. The research literature has proposed several approaches for mitigating these issues by introducing run-time bounds checking for pointers. The approaches either leverage fat pointers, that include information about the bounds of pointers in the
pointers themselves, or store bounds information separately from the pointers. While fat pointer schemes can be efficient, they typically require changes
to the pointer layout and size in order to accommodate the included bounds
information. The changed layout can cause compatibility issues, for instance
with pointer arithmetic, or break assumptions on the memory layout of structures. MPX takes the latter option and stores bounds information separately
and thus avoids compatibility issues inherent to fat pointers.
Prior schemes implemented in software—e.g. Baggy Bounds Checking [3]
and SoftBound [193]—suffer from performance issues due to slow bounds lookup.
MPX mitigates the overhead of the lookup by providing dedicated instructions
for storing and retrieving pointer bounds. The bounds access is accelerated by
a table walk performed in microcode, similar to the virtual memory page table walk used by the processor’s memory management facilities. In addition,
MPX provides new registers for storing bounds information and instructions
for checking pointers against the bounds information in those registers.
The store and load instructions for bounds information use a two-level addressing scheme (Figure 7.1) based on a pointer’s storage address (i.e. the address at which the pointer itself is stored, not the pointed-to address). The first
lookup table is the Bound Directory (BD) which is used to lookup a Bound
Table (BT) that is then the index needed to fetch the correct entry. On 64-bit
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Figure 7.1: MPX bounds metadata addressing in 64-bit mode.

systems the BD is 2GB in size, whereas each individual BT is 4MB. Reserving physical memory for these is unwieldy, and so, MPX supports on-demand
memory mapping by the OS. Whenever a memory page of the BD or a BT is
first accessed, it will cause a specific fault, that allows the OS kernel to step
in, map the necessary memory, and then resume process execution. While this
approach is feasible in user space, it significantly hinders the use of MPX in
environments that cannot handle page faults, e.g. the kernel itself [220].
Similarly to the other hardware extensions discussed in this chapter, MPX
is used by the compiler instrumenting a program with explicit instructions for
manipulating and checking bounds. Compiler support for MPX was introduced in GCC v5.0, but was later dropped in v9.1 [105]. In addition to bounds
store, load, and check instructions, the compiler must also allocate registers
for storing the bounds for pointers in registers. The calling convention is then
modified to propagate the bounds of pointer function arguments by using the
new bounds registers. Many allocation-based schemes cannot narrow bounds,
that is, create bounds to a smaller portion of an allocation. This can lead to
security issues by allowing within-allocation memory corruption [108]. In contrast, MPX is pointer based and does allow bounds narrowing. However, aggressive bounds narrowing is incompatible with common programming patters, such as iterators and retrieving a pointer to the enclosing structure from a
pointer to an element of the structure. Consequently, narrowing was sparsely
deployed in the GCC MPX instrumentation.
As indicated by the dropped GCC support, Intel has deprecated MPX [251].
The Linux kernel followed suit with the removal of MPX support in v5.6 [163].
This is likely due to multiple factors, including compatibility and performance
issues [201]. As reported by [201], MPX is outperformed by the software-only
AddressSanitizer (although direct comparison is problematic in that, in contrast to MPX, AddressSanitizer is allocation-based and does not support narrowing but does detect use-after-free errors). The metadata storage scheme
of MPX can, depending on the program, incur substantial memory overhead;
increasing memory consumption by 100% on average. In order to avoid this
overhead, proposed uses of MPX in research literature typically do not leverage the built-in bounds storage but only use the MPX registers and check in-
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structions. For instance, SGXBounds [158] provides bounds checking inside
Software Guard Extensions (SGX) enclaves (Section 5.2.1). The smaller address
space of an enclave allows the bounds to be encoded in the higher bits of pointers without increasing pointer size. Other projects use MPX for coarse-grained
enforcement, e.g. to provide in-process memory isolation [155], to accelerate
CFI [189], or to realize execute-only memory [212].

7.1.2

Intel Control-flow Enforcement Technology

Intel CET provides hardware-assisted control-flow integrity [141] for mitigating control-flow hijacking attacks. CET consists of two mechanisms: a hardwareprotected shadow stack that securely stores return addresses, and Indirect Branch
Tracking (IBT) that constrains the control-flow of forward branches. In contrast
to MPX, CET—and CFI in general—does not attempt to address the underlying
memory error, instead it restricts how control data (such as corrupted function
pointers) can be used at run-time. First, the shadow stack prevents an attacker
from altering function returns by modifying the unprotected return address
on the program stack. Second, IBT provides coarse grained CFI to ensure that
function calls or jumps always branch to valid addresses. This ensures that
function calls always target valid function entry points, thus limiting the utility of attacks that alter code pointers. These defenses significantly limit an
adversary’s capability to exploit memory errors to achieve their goal.
The CET shadow stack works by adding a new attribute to memory pages
that identifies shadow stack pages and enables the memory management hardware to mediate accesses to those pages. Any explicit access of shadow stack
pages is prohibited. Instead, call and return instructions implicitly write and
read it via a new shadow stack pointer (SSP) register. When CET is enabled, a
function call not only pushes the return address to the normal stack, but also
to the shadow stack pointed-to by the SSP. Subsequently, as a return is executed, the hardware loads the return address from both stacks, and in case the
addresses differ, issues a control protection exception (which indicates that the
return address has been corrupted).
IBT is implemented as a state machine with two states (Figure 7.2). It starts
in the IDLE state until it encounters a jump or call instruction and sets the
state to WAIT_FOR_ENDBRANCH. To use IBT, the program must have been instrumented such that any valid jump or call targets—such as function entry
points—are marked with the endbranch end branch instruction. When an end
branch instruction is executed in the wait state, the state is reset back to idle.
Any other instruction executed in the wait state causes a control protection
exception that indicates an invalid control-flow transfer. While not included
in the simplified state machine, IBT also allows the feature to be disabled or
suppressed, for instance to support legacy code.
The GCC compiler introduced support for CET shadow stacks in version
8 [122, Section 3.18.46]. At the time of writing, Microsoft is introducing CET in
the Windows operating system via hardware-enforced stack protection [167].
Similarly, many Linux distributions already include CET support, and patches
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Figure 7.2: Intel CET IBT state machine.
are being reviewed for the mainline Linux kernel [268]. Hardware support for
CET was deployed in the Intel Tiger Lake architecture in October 2020 [162]
and AMD Zen 3 since November 2021 [2].

7.2

ARMv8-A architecture

Similar to Intel MPX and CET, ARM provides Memory Tagging Extension
(MTE) that targets memory safety itself, and pointer authentication and Branch
Target Identification (BTI) that addresses CFI. The ARMv8.3-A architecture
first introduced pointer authentication that allows “signing” and verifying pointers, in practice enforcing CFI by protecting the integrity of function pointers
and return addresses when stored in memory. The BTI extension introduced in
ARMv8.5-A, provides a CFI mechanism similar to the IBT feature of Intel CET.
Meanwhile, ARMv8.5 MTE uses memory tagging to allow efficient detection of
both temporal and spatial memory errors. While this hardware support is still
not widely deployed, these extensions have gained traction on iOS and recent
Apple system on chips (SoCs) supporting pointer authentication and Google
working on supporting these extensions on the Android platform.

7.2.1

ARMv8.3 pointer authentication

As discussed in Section 7.1.2, pointers are an attractive target in run-time attacks because they can allow exploits to hijack the normal operation of a vulnerable program, including enabling the execution of arbitrary malicious code.
Memory-safety mechanisms, such as Intel MPX, try to prevent memory errors from happening, and mitigation techniques such as Intel CET mitigate
the exploitation of corrupted pointers. Another approach is to try and determine whether a pointer has been corrupted before it is used. The ARM pointer
authentication extension, available in ARMv8.3-A SoCs and later, adopts this
approach by providing hardware primitives for signing and verifying pointers [214, 21]. This allows protected systems to sign pointers before storing them
in memory, where they might be corrupted by an attacker, and then verify the
pointers before they are subsequently used. The idea of cryptographically pro-
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Figure 7.3: The PAC is stored in the sign-extension bits of a pointer.
tecting pointers is not new in research, in particular different software-based
encoding or masking approaches have been proposed for protecting function
return addresses [213]. However, with hardware support, pointer authentication can typically offer better performance and security. A more recent precursor is Cryptographic CFI, which realizes a scheme similar to pointer authentication using AES acceleration on Intel systems to generate message authentication codes (MACs) [176].1
Pointer authentication “signs” pointers using a tweakable MAC to generate a short MAC—called the pointer authentication code (PAC)—and embeds
it in the sign-extension bits of the pointer itself (Figure 7.3). Depending on system configuration, specifically the size of the virtual address (VA) space and
use of pointer tagging, this allows a MAC ranging from 3 to 31 bits in size. A
typical 64-bit ARM Linux configuration would use a 16-bit PAC. The PAC is
calculated based on the pointer’s virtual address, a hardware-protected 128-bit
key, and an application defined 64-bit modifier. The choice of MAC algorithm is
implementation defined, with the QARMA algorithm by Qualcomm being one
possibility. The algorithm is realized in hardware and can be designed for dedicated pointer authentication use. For instance, the QARMA algorithm is optimized for hardware implementation and a pointer authentication operation realized with it is expected to complete in four cycles on a 1.2GHz core [37]. This
efficiency will likely allow the security mechanism to be used outside testing
environments, and indeed, the Apple A-series SoCs starting from A12 support
pointer authentication [13].
Pointer authentication use
The pointer authentication extension provides a set of key registers to hold the
pointer authentication keys, and a set of instructions for signing and verifying
pointers. A common set of key registers are shared between all exception levels
(ELs), but accesses to key registers can be configured to trap into a higher exception level to facilitate key management across different protection domains.
Consequently, the firmware must configure pointer authentication to allow desired use. For instance, in order to allow the OS kernel to manage keys for userspace processes, pointer authentication must be configured to allow access to
key registers in EL1. In order to use pointer authentication, an application is
then instrumented with pointer authentication instructions to sign and verify
1 While [176] mention the possibility of embedding the MAC into the pointer itself, their actual
implementation elects to use a separate hash-table to store the MACs. This allows longer MACs
without modifying pointer layout.
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pointers where needed. This approach is quite flexible and allows different
protection schemes to be implemented by altering how the 64-bit modifier is
assigned to pointers (e.g. modifiers based on pointer type [166] or pointer storage address [87]).
Pointer authentication use in user space has been supported by the Linux
kernel since v5.0 [223], with initial support for protecting the kernel itself introduced in v5.7 [175]. The GCC 9.2 and Clang 9.0 (and later) compilers support the use of pointer authentication to sign function return addresses [104,
77]. The Apple ecosystem, starting with Xcode 10.1, has also started to roll out
support for using pointer authentication to protect function pointers in iOS
applications [13]. However, adoption, in particular outside relatively closed
ecosystems such as iOS, is challenging because pointer signing breaks application binary interface (ABI) compatibility if applied beyond the local scope by
instrumenting pointers other than return addresses. Nonetheless, support for
ABI versioning and other mechanisms are currently planned, to accommodate
more widespread use of pointer authentication in heterogeneous systems [56].

ARMv8.6 pointer authentication extensions
On successful PAC verification, the PAC bits are cleared from the pointer, allowing it to be used. This is necessary as the memory management unit (MMU)
expects the PAC bits to be sign-extended, and will issue a fault when translating a malformed pointer. Pointer authentication verification failures leverage
this to detect corrupted pointers without immediately raising a fault. Instead,
on failure, the hardware first clears the PAC bits and only then flips a predetermined bit to ensure that the pointer cannot be used. Signing works similarly,
pointer authentication always first writes the correct PAC into the pointer, and
only then checks whether the input pointer was malformed, and if so, flips a
single bit to ensure the resulting signed pointer fails verification. Unfortunately
this allows an attacker to generate arbitrary signed pointers when a verification
is followed by a signing without intermediate use of the pointer [40].
To address this vulnerability, ARMv8.6-A introduces two enhancements to
pointer authentication: PAuth2 and FPAC [245]. First, the PAuth2 feature modifies the scheme for embedding PAC by replacing the overwriting and clearing
of the PAC with a exclusive-or operation. With PAuth2, a failed verification
will thus cause an incorrect PAC to be generated, which is then exclusive-ORed
into the PAC bits of the corrupted pointers, resulting in a garbled PAC. Subsequent signing first generates the correct PAC for the corrupted pointer but then
exclusive-ORs it into the now garbled PAC bits, thus ensuring that the pointer
cannot be used. Second, the FPAC feature allows the verification instructions
to be configured such that they immediately fault on verification failure. This
not only prevents the attack described above, but also helps debugging by ensuring that authentication failures cause an immediate effect.
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Figure 7.4: MTE provides a lock-and-key mechanism checks that pointers accessing tagged memory have an address tag that matches the allocation tag of
each accessed 16-byte memory granule.

7.2.2

ARMv8.5 Memory Tagging Extension

Memory tagging has been around for various purposes since the 1970s, e.g. in
the Burroughs machine that used memory tags to implement typed memory [159].
Recently, ARMv8.5 MTE introduces memory tagging for run-time memory
safety by realizing a “lock and key” type scheme for memory accesses [21]. Using MTE, memory can be marked with a 4-bit allocation tag such that any checked
access of the memory must be performed with an address marked with the corresponding address tag (Figure 7.4). Similar to pointer authentication, tags are
embedded into pointers. Consequently, the use of MTE decreases the possible
PAC size by one byte. MTE allows probabilistic detection and prevention of
both spatial and temporal memory errors [235]. By assigning a random tag
to each memory allocation an out-of-bounds or use-after-free memory dereference has only a 16−1 ≈ 6% probability of succeeding. This can allow efficient
error detection both during development and in deployed applications [23].
Similar to the pointer authentication extensions, MTE does not automatically protect programs. Instead, a protected program must be instrumented
with added MTE instructions to tag memory and pointers where needed. MTE
provides new instructions for manipulating address tags in pointers, including an instruction for generating random address tags from a subset of the 16
possible tags. Other instructions can then be used to write allocation tags into
memory based on the tag in given input pointers. Stack variables, for instance,
can thus be conveniently tagged by generating a first random tag and then
incrementing the tag for each subsequent variable stored in a stack-frame slot.
Allocation tags must be explicitly set and always apply to a naturally aligned
16-byte granule. The alignment and size restrictions can necessitate changes to
program memory layout, e.g. that variables stored in tagged memory always
occupy at least 16 bytes irrespective of actual variable size. A naive approach
could thus result in significant memory overhead; however, in practice MTE
can be combined with static analysis to decrease unnecessary coloring and
thus decrease the overhead [244]. In practice, MTE also requires support from
memory allocators to tag dynamic allocations, with support being made available in the Scudo allocator of LLVM [170]. At present, MTE is supported by
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Clang compiler through hardware-assisted AddressSanitizer, HWASAN [81].
It is supported on the Android platform for both testing through HWASAN [8]
and as a mitigation in the Scudo memory allocator [9].

7.2.3

ARMv8.5 Branch Target Identification

The BTI extension for ARMv8.5-A realizes a coarse-grained forward-edge CFI
scheme [21] similar to Intel CET’s IBT (Section 7.1.2). The scheme can be selectively enforced by marking specific memory pages with the GP flag to indicate
that they are guarded pages. It adds the new bti instruction that can be used
to mark valid targets for indirect branch instructions. Whenever an indirect
branch instruction with link is executed (e.g. a call using a function pointer),
the processor state register PSTATE.BTYPE flag will be set to indicate the type
of branch instruction. Similarly, the state register is also set whenever jump or
other branch instruction is executed, but only within a guarded page. When
executing an instruction within a guarded page, the hardware faults unless the
executed instruction is a valid BTI target for the PSTATE.BTYPE.
BTI target types are encoded only in two bits, allowing only coarse grained
CFI. Only two separate CFI labels are used: c for function calls, j for branch
without link, or alternatively jc for either. For comparison, Intel’s IBT only
supports one class of valid branch targets. The hardware is designed to cooperate with pointer authentication by recognizing pointer signing instruction
as valid targets, i.e. if pointer authentication is used to sign the return address
immediately on function entry, then no additional BTI instruction is needed.
Although BTI is relatively simple, it should effectively mitigate many attacks
by restricting the use of corrupted code pointers.

7.3

CHERI

The CHERI instruction set architecture (ISA) extension for architectural capabilities [263, 261] have recently gained significant traction in the research community. Capability-based addressing replaces regular raw pointers with capabilities that are integrity protected and include pointer bounds and additional
access permissions. In contrast to pointer-based schemes such as Intel MPX,
capabilities are unforgeable, and can only be created in specific circumstances
using dedicated instructions. Capability-based addressing was already used
in systems such as the IBM System/38 [137]. However, these systems typically
employed slow lookup tables for book-keeping. In contrast, CHERI, and the
M-Machine before it [74], encode all relevant information in the capability itself
and thereby forgo costly metadata lookup.
A CHERI capability is double the architecture pointer size, e.g. 128 bits on
64-bit systems. By exploiting redundancy in the information, the added bits are
sufficient to encode a type, permissions and both bounds (Figure 7.5). In addition, the hardware tracks a separate 1-bit capability tag for each 128-bit chunk
of memory to mark capabilities, and separate them from other data stored in
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Figure 7.5: The memory layout of a CHERI capability. In addition to the 128bit capability stored in memory, CHERI also maintains an unforgeable 1-bit
validity tag to mark valid capabilities.
memory. Most importantly, the capability tag cannot be set though normal
memory manipulation. Instead capability provenance is guaranteed by only
allowing their creation and modification through specific instructions. Furthermore, capability derivation is guaranteed to be monotonically decreasing in
power, i.e. the permissions of a derived capability must always be a subset of
the source capability’s permissions and bounds. There are exceptions, such
as the initial capability that must be created at boot to allow access to system
resources. The CHERI type system also provides a mechanism for controlled
non-monotonicity, which can be used to realize CFI and compartmentalization.
Although capabilities do not directly address temporal memory errors, the
unforgeability and architectural nature of CHERI facilities efficient implementation of delayed re-allocation schemes. Specifically, because capabilities can be
unambiguously detected in memory, it is possible to accurately and efficiently
sweep the memory to verify the absence of references to freed memory and
invalidate any such references by invalidating the capability. Such a sweep can
be further optimized by minor architectural additions for detecting tag presence efficiently, e.g. new instructions for reading tags without reading the associated memory, and new page table attribute to identify pages that contain
capabilities [100].
The first published CHERI implementation was for the MIPS ISA [263].
However, CHERI was intentionally designed as an extension that can be applied to different architectures. It is also designed as a hybrid system, i.e. it can
be deployed in systems that mix raw pointers with capabilities. This is possible by providing a default data capability that is used when addressing via raw
pointers. A single process can thus be partially instrumented without necessarily compromising the security of CHERI protected code sections. At present, a
CHERI implementation is also available for the 32- and 64-bit RISC-V architectures [261]. Furthermore, the ARM Morello program is set to introduce CHERI
support for the ARMv8-A 32- and 64-bit architectures [30].
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Chapter 8

Software-level attacks
In Part II, we discussed the design and implementation of hardware platform
security in contemporary mobile devices. In Part III, we will explore the potential vulnerabilities in, and attacks against hardware platform security in mobile
devices.
The traditional design of platform security architectures were based on the
assumption that hardware platform security is inviolable. But recent developments have questioned this implicit assumption. Although hardware platform security is based on hardware-based building blocks such as TrustZone
extensions, their trusted computing base (TCB) still consists of software and
firmware components to a significant extent. Like any low-level software, such
components are vulnerable to software attacks such as those that exploit memory vulnerabilities. To date, these are, by far, the most frequent source of vulnerabilities found in hardware platform security architectures. In Chapter 7,
we already encountered some hardware security mechanisms intended to defend against such software attacks. In this chapter, we will discuss different
types of software attacks against trusted execution environments (TEEs).
Although software vulnerabilities feature prominently in attacks, the underlying hardware mechanisms may also come under attack. Modern hardware architectures are complex. Their features can interact in unexpected ways
leading to new types of vulnerabilities. In Chapter 9, we will take a look at
different types of CPU-level attacks: these are attacks exploiting microarchitectural hardware features such as caching, pipeline speculation, and out-of-order
execution. In this chapter, our focus will be on software attacks, i.e. attacks that
mostly leverage the imperfect interaction or protections between software and
memory. Such exploits can be mounted by a remote adversary and allow for
potentially widely applicable attacks.
In some settings, a local adversary may have physical access to the device.
In Chapter 10, we will consider these types of attacks. Examples include sidechannel attacks that require physical access (such as monitoring power consumption or electromagnetic emissions from the device) as well as fault injection attacks, i.e. physically inducing faults in hardware components.
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Memory vulnerabilities

Modern mobile operating systems employ stringent isolation between applications to limit the reach of compromised or misbehaving programs and users.
However, software is also becoming increasingly complex and thus more prone
to software defects that might constitute vulnerabilities. Such vulnerabilities
can be broadly categorized into “high-level” design errors and “low-level”
memory vulnerabilities. The former materialize when the abstract program
logic or design is faulty regardless of specific implementations. The latter are
typically implementation-specific and materialize from the specific way a program is realized as machine code for specific hardware. In this book we focus
on the latter; these are also the vulnerabilities that the defenses presented in
Chapter 7 address. We call such vulnerabilities memory vulnerabilities or memory errors.
These errors can further be divided into spatial and temporal memory errors [250]. An example of the former category are the well-known buffer overflows. More generally, this category includes any memory error that violates
the memory boundaries of an object. The latter are errors that violate the lifetime of objects. An example of this category are use-after-free errors where a
pointer to an object is used after the object has been freed. Use-after-free errors
become exploitable when the underlying memory is reallocated such that the
pointer to the freed object points to, and allows modification of, another object’s memory that has been allocated at the same memory address. A memory
vulnerability alone could be used to blindly launch a denial-of-service attack
by corrupting the internal state of the program and causing it to misbehave.
However, the attacker might have different goals, ranging from information
leaks—e.g. as in Heartbleed [249]—to system takeover.

8.2

Code-injection attacks

One of the early examples of exploits utilizing memory-vulnerabilities is the
Morris worm from 1988 [203, 243]. It exploited multiple vulnerabilities in Unix
utilities, including a spatial memory error in the fingerd daemon. The specific error was missing input validation that could be exploited to cause a stack
buffer overflow. The worm exploits this to inject executable code onto the program stack and overwrite the function return address so that the program executes the injected code upon return form the main function. Such injected code
is called shellcode because they often invoke a system call to launch an attackercontrolled shell (typically /bin/sh).
To construct the payload, an attacker needs some knowledge of the target
memory layout. In the case of the Morris worm, the payload must be offset correctly such that the injected return address is written into the expected
memory location, in this case, the frame record of the target function. Moreover, the attacker must also know the shellcode’s memory address because
that is used as the injected function return address. At the time, this could
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be achieved by simply analyzing common binaries that would, at run-time,
be mapped to identical addresses in memory across different systems. Commonly deployed randomization defenses today, such as address-space layout
randomization (ASLR), may force the attacker to find another information leak
or resort to active probing in order to figure out the correct addresses and offset. While WˆX policies (Chapter 7) prevent most code-injection attacks, they
are still possible, for instance when attacking just-in-time compilers that must
write new executable code into memory [219]. Nonetheless, the prevalence of
defenses against code injection has motivated new advanced attack techniques
that can bypass WˆX.

8.3

Code-reuse attacks

Code-reuse attacks utilize pre-existing program code to achieve desired attack behavior. The first example of such attacks was the return-into-libc attack
demonstrated in 1997 [209]. As the name suggests, the attack works by corrupting the return address of a function such that it jumps into the beginning
of a libc function. By injecting the desired function arguments onto the stack,
this technique effectively calls the chosen function with attacker-controlled arguments. The libc library is a useful target for code-reuse attacks because
it is often mapped into a known memory range and provides functions with
general-purpose functionality. Although return-into-libc is limited to existing
functions, it allows the injection of multiple bogus stack frames to induce a
sequence of attacker-controlled function calls. This technique has later been
expanded and refined into return-oriented programming (ROP) attacks.
Return-oriented programming: Introduced in 2003 [236], ROP is an advanced
code-reuse technique that allows more flexible attacks without being constrained
to only chaining calls to pre-existing functions. It is similar to return-into-libc,
but instead of functions it uses small program fragments—called gadgets—
consisting of only one or a few instructions. Each gadget ends in an indirect
branch instruction, typically a return, that is used to load the address of the
next attacker-chosen gadget. This allows the gadgets to be chained such that
they effectively form an alternate instruction set that the attacker can use to realize desired functionality. In fact, ROP attacks exploiting gadgets in libc have
been shown to provide a set of gadgets that is expressive enough to support arbitrary computation; often referred to as a Turing-complete set of instructions.
As with code-injection, randomization defenses can mitigate ROP attacks
by randomizing the run-time addresses of gadgets. However, techniques for
probing the memory layout of a victim process have been shown to be sufficient to realize just-in-time ROP that can circumvent even run-time (re)randomization
by making gadget discovery part of the attack chain [242]. Return-address protection, such as Intel Control-flow Enforcement Technology (CET) or shadow
stacks (Section 7.1.2), can prevent return address corruption. But the same technique can be used by corrupting code pointers, such as plain function pointers
or virtual function tables [59]. While forward-edge control-flow integrity (CFI)
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schemes also protect function calls and jumps, they are often coarse-grained
and allow multiple targets for a given call site. Nonetheless, defenses like Intel CET (Section 7.1.2) and ARM pointer authentication (Section 7.2.1) that can
be used to enforce integrity of control flows, effectively mitigate code-reuse attacks by restricting the availability of gadgets. The prevalence of such defenses
has prompted research into advanced data-only attacks.

8.4

Data-only attacks

Data-only attacks do not alter control-flow data such as function pointers or
return addresses. Regardless, they can still be leveraged to mount denial-ofservice attacks by corrupting the data of a program or to leak sensitive data.
A prominent contemporary data-leakage attack is the Heartbleed vulnerability that utilized an over-read to leak sensitive program data [249]. Heartbleed
exploited TLS/DTLS heartbeat messages that cause the server to respond by
echoing a message back to the client. The vulnerable implementation relied
on a user supplied length-field that allowed an attacker to supply an incorrect length to cause the response to include uninitialized memory possibly still
containing sensitive data. This could be exploited to read up to 64 kilobytes
of unrelated server memory. Even without control over the over-read memory,
Heartbleed has been shown to enable leakage of confidential information such
as private keys.
Although data-only attacks do not directly manipulate control data, they
can influence the behavior of a program by altering the decision-making data
used by a program, for instance, by overwriting the current user ID or file
paths. Moreover, recent work on data-oriented programming (DOP) has shown
that data-only attacks are powerful enough to achieve Turing-complete exploitation similar to ROP [138]. This type of attack has begun to appear in the
wild, as demonstrated by the FORCEDENTRY exploit [49] against the iMessage messaging application. Because no control-flow data is directly manipulated, the individual control flows of the program remain within the controlflow graph (CFG) and the attack remains unhindered by defenses such as
CFI. Demonstrated DOP attacks still depend on data-pointer manipulation
using memory vulnerabilities and can therefore be prevented using pointerprotection schemes. Another insight is that current DOP attacks alter program
behavior in detectable ways, which can be leveraged for protection or attack
detection [80].

8.5

Attacks on TEEs

As with all software, implementations of trusted applications (TAs) or the TEE
operating system (OS) can exhibit software defects and architectural weaknesses that may lead to vulnerabilities. Recall that the rationale for TEE isolation is to shield trusted code from malicious behavior by the rich execution
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environment (REE) or its applications. By isolating only the security-critical
functionality, the software implementation of the TEE can be kept relatively
small—compared to REE kernels that can consist of millions of lines of code—
allowing its correctness to be more easily verified. However, the codebases for
modern TEE implementations, especially in mobile devices using processor
secure environments such as ARM TrustZone, have grown in size to the point
were confidence in the correctness of code in the TCB is weakened [75]. This is
exemplified by a long history of critical implementation bugs in TEE software,
including:
• Input validation errors [221, 237, 48, 51, 53, 54], where an attacker exploits
undefined behavior in a TA, for example by a buffer overflow or useafter-free.
• Confused-deputy vulnerabilities [172], where a client application (CA) abuses
the valid behavior of a TA in order to violate some security policy.
• Insecure software installation [46, 52], enabling loading of arbitrary software, or the rollback of already patched TAs or the TEE OS version to a
previous, vulnerable version.
There are two reasons why TEEs are prime targets for software attacks:
Firstly, they expose a large attacks surface through REE interfaces [75]. Hardening REE system services and kernel interfaces can help limit the exposure,
but ultimately TAs rely on their own input validation and that of the TEE OS
for protection against malicious inputs. Secondly, TEE software often lacks
defenses against run-time attacks [46, 237], which are commonplace for REE
OSs. This may be due to resource constraints within the TEE [199], or due
to inherent hardware limitations. For instance, in the first generation of Intel
SGX-capable processors, memory permissions cannot be changed after enclave
initialization [57]. This makes it difficult to combine countermeasures based
on address space randomization with policies for data execution prevention.
This limitation was lifted in the second generation Software Guard Extensions
(SGX) hardware [182].

8.6

Attacks on hardware-assisted memory defenses

Run-time memory-protection mechanisms are a promising step forward but
are not a panacea. Prior research has also shown many existing of defenses are
either incomplete or have theoretical limitations. Allocation based memoryprotection, such as ARM Memory Tagging Extension (MTE), can be worked
around by corrupting other memory objects within the same allocation [109].
Coarse-grained CFI mechanisms, such as Intel CET, prevent many attacks, but
still allow control-flow bending attacks that alters intended functionality while
adhering to the CFI policy [72]. Practical deployment and performance considerations further limit defense effectiveness, even for hardware-assisted mech-
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anisms; for instance, Intel CET offers only coarse-grained CFI and ARM MTE
only supports 4-bit tags.
Phasing in new hardware to a disparate set of customers and devices is
also a slow process. Meanwhile, new features prompt research into attacks
that circumvent them. One recent example is the Project Zero attack that circumvent ARM pointer authentication [40]. The attack exploits the specifics of
how authentication failures are handled in order to realize a gadget for signing
arbitrary pointers. It can be partially prevented in software; ARM has since
updated the pointer authentication specification in ARM-A v8.6. Nonetheless,
this exemplifies a challenge of applying hardware-based mitigation: a new
hardware fix does not help already deployed hardware, and the generally slow
hardware update cycle means old, vulnerable, devices remain in use..
Theoretical limitations coupled with implementation-specific flaws indicate
that memory vulnerabilities will continue to be a problem for the foreseeable
future. Nonetheless, the increasingly sophisticated attacks indicate that runtime protection mechanisms (Chapter 7) indeed make exploitation of modern systems more challenging. Controlled application ecosystems and use
of hardware-assisted isolation mechanisms (Chapter 5) also serve to restrict
the vulnerabilities that do occur. As such, although we might not be rid of
software-level attacks any time soon, there is an increasing range of tools and
mechanisms that allow the mitigation and management of associated risks.

Chapter 9

CPU-level attacks
In Chapter 8, we discussed attacks against vulnerable software. In this chapter
we will discuss attacks that take advantage of vulnerable hardware.
We consider two kinds of attack: side-channel attacks, where an attacker violates the confidentiality of a security boundary by examining the effect of the
victim code on shared resources, and fault-injection attacks, where an attacker
violates the integrity a victim behind a hardware-enforced security boundary.

9.1

Side-channel attacks

Side channel attacks take advantage of resources that are shared between multiple processes, allowing an attacker to make inferences about the state of other
processes beyond what is allowed by their defined interfaces. A side-channel
attack has two main stages: first, the data to be taken must find its way into the
shared resource. This may occur accidentally, or with some encouragement by
the attacker. Secondly, the attacker must have a way to read out the contents
of the shared resource in question. There may be more than one way to read
data from a given resource, providing increased bandwidth and accuracy by
taking advantage of features of particular conditions in which a side channel
may occur.

9.1.1

Cache-timing side channels

Cache-timing side channels allow an attacker to infer the memory access patterns of a program; if this pattern is dependent on secret data, then it can lead
to a vulnerability. Cache-timing side channels have been a major concern for
implementations of the Advanced Encryption Standard (AES) encryption algorithm, which was designed to be efficiently computed using table lookups [55].
The reliance on table lookups allows cache-timing attacks to determine the indices that are looked up, which can then be used to infer the key.
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Central processing unit (CPU) caches are generally set-associative [204, p. 497].
Physical memory is divided into blocks, and the cache into sets of cache lines
that can each store a single block. The lowest-order bits of each physical address provide an offset into a block; the next-lowest bits are used to associate
an address with a cache set. Then, when a block is loaded into the cache, the
cache selects a cache line from its associated set, and uses it to store a copy of
the block, along with a tag used to disambiguate it from other blocks assigned
to the same set.
Processes with separate address spaces can still share cache lines. As a result, memory access times can be used as a readout process for this side channel.
Loads from more-recently accessed memory address will complete faster, as
they can be loaded from caches nearer to the CPU.
The Prime+Probe attack [202] is based on the principle that, since blocks
from different processes map to the same cache sets, an attacker can detect
whether another process—the victim—accesses a given address by loading similarlyaligned regions of their own memory, thereby filling the cache set corresponding to the target address with their own data. Then, after the victim process
has run, the attacker reads back the same memory again. If the victim has not
accessed the target address, then this will be fast; otherwise, the attacker’s data
will have been evicted from the cache, and the load will be slow. This allows
the attacker to make inferences about the memory access pattern of the victim. Prime+Probe is not perfectly reliable, as the blocks used to probe a given
cache set can be evicted by loading any block associated with same cache set,
resulting in false-positives.
The Flush+Reload attack [266] works in the more restricted case where the
attacker shares a memory page with the victim. Then they can use the more
precise Flush+Reload cache-timing attack, which tests for the presence of a
specific block. In order to do this, the attacker and victim processes must access
the same physical address. This can occur if the same shared library is mapped
into both their memory spaces, or if pages are deduplicated by a hypervisor.
In this case the attacker can load from the same physical address as the victim,
and if this completes quickly, then this specific block is in the cache and must
definitely have been loaded. This is in contrast to Prime+Probe, which can
detect memory access only at the level of cache-sets rather than blocks.
While the above attacks were initially demonstrated on the desktop-centric
x86 architecture, later work has shown that the attacks can also be conducted
on a ARM architectures and mobile operating systems [168, 273]. Such attacks
have also been shown to be capable of leaking secrets from ARM TrustZone,
even when launched from a non-privileged Android application [271].

9.1.2

Transient execution vulnerabilities

Even where a program’s memory access patterns are not secret-dependent,
modern processors use speculative execution [204, p. 434], allowing execution
to continue while the CPU waits for inputs to arrive from uncompleted instructions or from distant banks of memory. When the CPU guesses wrongly
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what the inputs will be, the speculative execution will be erroneous, and when
the inputs eventually arrive, the CPU will roll back the speculative execution
and start again with the correct inputs. Nevertheless, the speculative execution has microarchitectural side effects that are not rolled back. In particular,
speculatively-executed memory accesses affect the state of the cache, resulting
in a cache-timing side channel between the speculative and non-speculative
executions. If an attacker can trick the processor into speculatively executing
secret-dependent memory accesses, then they can extract secrets using one of
the previous attacks.
The Meltdown attack [169] takes advantage of the fact that kernel memory
was mapped into the process address space, and protected by memory access
control mechanisms. Intel CPUs would speculatively execute past a load from
kernel memory, allowing the instructions immediately following the load to
leak the secret data using a cache side-channel before the access control bits
are obtained and an exception is raised. A variation on Meltdown, known as
Foreshadow [71], uses the same underlying vulnerability to also read data from
Software Guard Extensions (SGX) enclaves.
Spectre [149] vulnerabilities rely on branch misprediction to create secretdependent side channels in software whose memory access pattern is normally
independent of all secret values.
One approach is to use speculative execution to bypass a bounds check.
An attacker may be able to obtain secret data through an apparently nonvulnerable data-dependent memory access by means of a buffer over-read,
using speculative execution to ignore any bounds checks that prevent the overread from being executed non-speculatively.
Another method is for the attacker to poison the indirect branch predictor by repeatedly jumping between appropriately aligned addresses in the attacker’s address space. This will make the CPU speculatively jump to an arbitrary attacker-controlled address when it reaches the targeted branch instruction. These speculative mispredictions can be chained together to realize any
computation desired by the attacker, similarly to a return-oriented programming (ROP) attack, described in Section 8.3.
The Load Value Injection attack [256] combines aspects of the Meltdown
and Spectre attacks. Whereas in a Meltdown attack, the attacker speculatively
loads data from the victim’s memory space, Load Value Injection reverses this,
tricking the victim into speculatively loading data belonging to the attacker.
This is then used to trick the victim into revealing secret data through a side
channel.

9.1.3

Mitigations

Cache-timing side channels are avoided by eliminating secret-dependent memory accesses. This means that not only must secret-dependent access data
always follow the same pattern, but the control flow must also follow the
same pattern so that instruction fetches do not reveal secret data. Some languages provide tools that can assist. For example, the HACL* formally-verified
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cryptographic library [276] defines a secure integer interface that prevents nonconstant-time operations and usage as an array index.
Trusted execution environments (TEEs) can also isolate the cache usage of
their trusted applications (TAs) from other applications. For example, the Sanctum [83] TEE architecture flushes the per-core caches whenever a core transition from enclave mode to non-enclave mode takes place. Shared caches are
partitioned so that TAs have dedicated cache sets that are not shared with untrusted code, preventing the cache-timing attacks presented above.
More ‘forensic’ approaches have been suggested that attempt to detect the
microarchitectural behaviors characteristic of cache-timing attacks. CloudRadar [272]
uses CPU performance counters to identify the execution of cryptographic
code, and then attempts to correlate these events with anomalously large numbers of cache hits or misses that are indicative of a cache-timing attack against
cryptographic code.

9.2

Fault-injection attacks

Whereas a side-channel attack allows an attacker to infer state that they should
not be able to access through normal interfaces, a fault-injection attack allows
an attacker to modify state that they should be unable to modify through normal interfaces.

9.2.1

Rowhammer

Rowhammer [148] takes advantage of the electromagnetic coupling between
dynamic random access memory (DRAM) cells in high-density memory chips.
Each row of cells has a wordline that is used to activate it when a memory access occurs. Repeatedly accessing two different rows causes the wordline to
be toggled high and low repeatedly, causing the charge in some adjacent cells
to leak more quickly than normal, to the point of flipping between DRAM refreshes. Rowhammer can be used across the TrustZone normal-/secure-world
boundary, and this has proven to be exploitable in practice [73].

9.2.2

CLKSCREW

The CLKSCREW [252] attack induces faults by using the the control that the
rich execution environment (REE) has over power-management functionality
to introduce glitches through the clock and power inputs. The attacker takes
advantage of the fact that different cores have independent voltage and frequency domains, allowing software running on one core to introduce glitches
in another process without causing itself to fail. The effectiveness of this attack
was demonstrated by using it to extract AES keys from a TA, and to load a
self-signed TA.
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Mitigations

Fault-injection attacks can be mitigated in two main ways: first, by preventing the fault from being injected, and secondly, by making faults difficult or
impossible to exploit when they do occur.
Where the shared resource is a well-defined entity, fault-injection attacks
can be prevented with appropriate access control. For example, one defence
against Rowhammer attacks is to physically separate security domains from
one another, as in [65] or [61], which place a certain number of guard rows
between regions of memory used by software in each security domain, making
attacks less likely to succeed.
Error correction and other forms of redundancy can also be used to mitigate fault-injection attacks, since they force an attacker to correctly modify
several pieces of state simultaneously. One example is the use of error correcting memory, which can detect and correct the random memory errors caused
by Rowhammer attacks. Another is to perform computations more than once
and compare the results, as suggested by [252]. An alternative to redundancy
is randomization, which aims to limit the probability that an attack will be successful. For example, by inserting random loops of no-op instructions into the
program, the attacker can modify the timing such that a CLKSCREW attack
is unlikely to be correctly targeted, and therefore preventing reliable exploitation.
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Chapter 10

Physical attacks
In Chapter 8 and Chapter 9, we showed how a potentially-remote attacker can
exploit vulnerabilities in both software and hardware. In this chapter, we will
show what more an attacker can achieve with physical access to the device.
An attacker with some level of physical access to a device is able to interact with the device in ways that do not form part of a defined interface such
as a network protocol. This is necessary due to the tendency of designers to
isolate security elements such as subscriber identity modules (SIMs) and TitanM [50] in separate devices with a relatively small attack surface; this prevents
the CPU-level attacks from Chapter 9, forcing attackers to find new attack surfaces to exploit.
Some of these attacks are non-invasive—e.g., observing electromagnetic
emanations even at some distance from the device—while others are highly
invasive—e.g., applying laser pulses to the exposed circuitry of a chip.
We will characterize attacks along a spectrum of invasiveness:
• Non-invasive: The attack can be mounted without physically tampering
with the device in any way.
• Non-destructively invasive: The attack requires some physical tampering such as opening the device’s enclosure, but does not cause any permanent damage and allows the device to be returned to its original form.
• Physically-evident: The attack causes irreversible physical damage to the
device, and it is afterwards physically evident that an attack has taken
place.
• Destructive: The device is permanently disabled or degraded by the attack.
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Figure 10.1: Illustration of a power trace of a modular exponentiation operation, adapted from [151].

10.1

Power analysis

Power analysis attacks uncover confidential information by analyzing a device’s power consumption pattern over time. Logic gates consume energy
while their transistors are in the process of switching, meaning that the operations being executed by the device and the data being operated on have an
effect on power consumption.
Depending on where the power consumption is measured, such an attack
may be non-invasive—e.g. if the device runs from external power through a
line which can be tapped—or non-destructively invasive—e.g. if the attacker
needs to open up the device in order to gain access to the power rails of a
particular component of the device.

10.1.1

Simple power analysis

The power consumption of a device varies most noticeably according to the
type of operation that is taking place. By observing power consumption patterns where instruction flow depends on data, attackers can identify which
branch has been taken at a given point in the program, allowing an attacker to
identify secret-dependent operations.
As an example of an operation that can be targeted by an simple power
analysis (SPA) attack, consider an implementation of the Rivest-Shamir-Adleman
(RSA) encryption and signing cryptosystem. It has decryption and signing operations of the form
message ≡ ciphertextkey (mod n)
using a naïve implementation of the square-and-multiply algorithm [82, p. 956].
Careful observation of the power trace collected during the operation can yield
the secret key value. Figure 10.1 illustrates the power consumption patterns of
a hypothetical square-and-multiply operation, showing how each bit in the exponent can be reconstructed from the trace.
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A straightforward countermeasure against SPA attacks is to ensure that that
the same sequence of instructions will always be executed, no matter the values
of the data being processed. This normally incurs a performance cost, as it
requires that all possible branches to be computed every time. However, it is
not a perfect countermeasure, as the same instruction may consume different
amounts of energy when provided with different data.
An alternative is to take the opposite approach: rather than trying to eliminate all secret data from the power traces, a program can perform additional
random operations in order to create noise in the power trace, at the cost of
computational overhead. SPA attacks are practical only for large power variations or high quality traces, but not on noisy measurements [151]. This is
especially important for embedded devices like smart cards, that execute operations sequentially and so are more vulnerable to SPA than devices with a
more advanced central processing unit (CPU) or ones based on an field programmable gate array (FPGA) [153].

10.1.2

Differential power analysis

Whereas SPA focuses on identifying computational characteristics in the shape
of an individual power trace, differential power analysis (DPA) uses the statistical properties of many traces in order to identify subtle fluctuations that,
within any individual trace, are overshadowed by noise and other measurement errors [150]. This allows DPA to more easily detect data-dependent changes
in power consumption.
For example, in [150], the authors identify a function D that yields a bit
which will be correlated with another bit that is computed during a Data Encryption Standard (DES) encryption operation, if and only if a particular part
of the key has been guessed correctly. They then compute the difference between the average power traces when D yields the bit 0, and when D yields
the bit 1. Where the partial key is guessed incorrectly, these differences will approach zero as more traces are averaged. However, if the partial key is guessed
correctly, then these differential traces will contain spikes where the power consumption traces depend on the computed value. This process can then be used
to undo the final round of the encryption operation, allowing a similar process
to be applied to another part of the key. This process is repeated until the whole
key is known.
In addition to the countermeasures described in Section 10.1.1, further mitigations are needed to protect against highly-sensitive DPA attacks. One such
technique is to systematically randomize sensitive data while it is being processed. For example, algorithms can be implemented so that secret data is
masked with a random value during computation, and only unmasked after
the relevant computation has finished. An attacker who extracts intermediate
values of the computation using DPA will only obtain the useless masked values. This requires the adaptation of algorithms to work with masked input and
output values [151].
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Electromagnetic emissions

Electric currents produce magnetic fields. When these currents change with
time, an electromagnetic (EM) wave is produced, which can travel over a long
distance, or be conducted along a power cable or other output. When a device performs a computation, these waves can be detected, revealing information on the computation and its data. Many EM eavesdropping attacks can be
conducted non-invasively, and unlike most of the other attacks presented in
this chapter, in some cases they can even be exploited from a distance without
physical access to the device.
Exploitation of unintended emissions has a long history, with the phenomenon
having been observed in cipher machine components during the Second World
War [60, p. 90], and having been actively exploited by the 1950s [264, p. 91] to
track radio receivers being operated by the Soviet Union in Britain.
This vulnerability first appeared in the open literature in the 1980s [157],
most famously by Van Eck’s demonstration of eavesdropping on computer
monitors from a distance of 50m [92]; the signal from the monitor was received
using an antenna, amplified, and combined with an artificial synchronization
signal that allowed the captured emissions to be viewed on a normal display.
One approach is to reduce the strength of the emitted signal either by electromagnetic shielding, or by increasing the distance between devices and potential attackers [60, p. 91]; this can be achieved with static infrastructure with
fencing or other physical measures, or with shielding inside the device that
will reduce the available signal, and force the attacker to remove it, potentially
rendering the attack physically-evident.
The designer may also attempt to reduce the strength of the emitted signal. One such approach was to replace the fonts used to display sensitive text
with a low-pass filtered version that produced weaker emissions when displayed [157]. Careful hardware design can also reduce EM emissions. Asynchronous hardware designs—which avoid the use of a component-wide common clock—and dual-rail logic—which represent each bit with two physical
values whose EM emissions will approximately cancel each other out [217]—
produce less emissions and so are less vulnerable.

10.3

Fault-injection attacks

Fault-injection attacks are active attacks in which an attacker operates a device under conditions that cause it to deviate from its normal operation. In
this way, transient faults during execution are introduced, to force the device
to leak sensitive data, alter its control flow, or produce incorrect computation
results. For example, an attacker can cause a fault during an RSA decryption
or signing operation in such a way that the result of the computation contains
information that can be used to recover the RSA private key [43]. Faults can be
caused by altering any of a wide variety of conditions, such as supply voltage,
clock frequency or quality, ambient temperature, or radiation [218]. Different
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approaches allow for different levels of precision in the faults that can be generated, but may also be more or less invasive and may require differing levels
of sophistication on the part of the attacker.

10.3.1

Glitching

One way to inject faults is to temporarily alter the voltage on a processor’s
power supply rail, or to prematurely flip the clock signal at a precisely-determined
time—this alteration is known as a glitch—so that the digital logic of the device
no longer functions correctly, causing spurious values to be placed into registers or other parts of the processor state [64]. A common approach is to target
a fault at a conditional jump or test instruction [43] with the intention of bypassing an access control check. Such faults can in many cases be injected from
outside the device, making the attacks non-invasive, e.g., SIM cards rely on an
external source of power which can serve as an attack point. Other devices,
such as mobile phones, may not expose their clock or power supply rails outside the device, therefore requiring at least some level of disassembly and modification of the device before mounting a voltage glitching attack, thus making
the same attack at least non-destructively invasive in those devices.
These glitches can be produced in many different ways; perhaps the simplest is to use a transistor connected between the power supply rail to be
glitched and ground; then, the transistor is switched on for a short period,
briefly reducing the power supply voltage to near zero. The voltage glitch
can then be further controlled by a FPGA device that manages the attack timing [64]. Commercial voltage-glitching tools are available, such as ChipWhisper 1 , allowing these attacks to be performed without expert knowledge.
As a countermeasure, some embedded processors include a voltage regulator that attempts to maintain the stability of the power supply, independently
of the input voltage [43]. Voltage regulation requires energy storage, normally
in the form of a capacitor. These cannot be easily incorporated into a chip, and
must be connected externally. This provides an opportunity for an attacker to
bypass the regulator by connecting the voltage glitch source to the capacitor
pin [64], but nevertheless prevents the attacker from carrying out the attack
noninvasively. On-chip clock generators can be used in the same way to protect against clock glitches.
Alternatively, these attacks can be mitigated through duplication [43], with
protected operations being executed multiple times in order to compare their
results, thereby allowing glitches to be detected.

10.3.2

Focussed fault injection

Semiconductors are sensitive to light and charged particles, which can be used
to introduce faults into a chip [43]. When a photon or ion hits a semiconductor
with sufficient energy, it can ionize a region of the chip [239]. This causes a
1 https://www.newae.com/chipwhisperer
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non-conducting transistor to conduct, which can flip the output of a gate or a
memory cell.
In order to exploit this phenomenon, it is necessary to precisely target a
burst of light or ions at a specific region of the chip. In one experiment [239],
this was achieved by directing a flash of light into the camera port of a semiconductor probing station set to 1500× magnification. Both a laser and white
light—such as from a flashbulb—can be used as a light source, but lasers can
produce a better-collimated beam that is more easily targeted. Best of all are
focused ion beams, which have a very short wavelength and so can be focused
on very small regions of the chip. The energy needed to induce a bit-flip depends on what is being attacked: the trapped charge used to set the value of a
flash memory cell is much less than the charge that must be displaced in order
to flip a static RAM (SRAM) cell. This attack is highly invasive, and will likely
be physically-evident, as it is necessary to remove part of the packaging from
the chip in order to expose the die.
There are two main ways to defend against this attack: the first is to shield
sensitive regions of the die from external sources of light by covering them with
a metal layer. This can be defeated by attacking with infrared or X-ray light,
both of which possess some penetrating ability [239]. The other is to design
circuitry so that its security cannot be compromised with only a single fault,
and to include duplication and error-detection mechanisms that will allow the
chip to detect or correct faults once they have been introduced [239]. Similar
methods are also proposed as defenses against more the coarse-grained power
and clock glitching attacks described in Section 10.3.1.

10.4

Microscopy and probing attacks

The most invasive attacks involve destructive modification to device components or even the dies of chips. For example, it is possible to remove metal
layers from a die by soaking it in hydrofluoric acid for several seconds [154],
thereby allowing photographs to be taken of different layers of the chip, combined with depth measurements that can be taken using a confocal microscope [187]. This allows much of the original design to be reconstructed. In
some cases, this reconstruction is sufficient for the attacker’s goals: for example, programming some types of read-only memory (ROM) results in visible
changes to the structure of the chip, allowing data to be read out from microscope images [79]. Publicly available tools can process these images to read
the data in the ROM [164]. Such attacks can be mitigated by choosing memory
technologies whose visible structure does not change after being written. For
example, antifuse memory does not visibly change after programming, unlike
eFuse memories whose broken metal links are clearly visible [79].
More advanced attacks can use microscopic probes to interact with the circuit electrically, to read out the contents of buses or insert faults directly [239].
Techniques such as bus encryption can provide some protection, but the data
must be decrypted somewhere in order to perform computation, and does not
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prevent an attacker from injecting faults. Another defence is to insert a ‘sensor
mesh’, one or more long space-filling wires that cover sensitive circuitry. If the
wire is broken by an attacker seeking access to the functional layers of the device, then this can be detected by the chip, which can respond with measures
such as overwriting any sensitive data [154]. However, even with the strongest
countermeasures, it is impossible to completely prevent a determined attacker
from compromising a system’s hardware. For this reason we must design highsecurity systems so that they can tolerate at least some level of hardware compromise.
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Part IV

What Next?
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Chapter 11

Dealing with hardware
compromise
In the previous three parts of this book, after exploring the “What?”, “Why”,
and “How?” of mobile platform security (Parts I and II), we examined a range
of attacks (Part III). In particular, the spate of software and side-channel attacks against hardware-assisted trusted execution environments (TEEs) have
made it clear that placing unconditional trust in the inviolability of hardwareassisted security mechanisms is not reasonable. Modern processor hardware
is necessarily complex in order to meet performance requirements essential for
their viability in a competitive market. The complexity has led to characterizations like “hardware is the new software” [47]. This implies that design and
implementation vulnerabilities are likely to continue.
In this part, we take a brief look at various possible strategies in designing and using TEEs in the face of possible compromise. We will discuss both
preventive and reactive techniques.
First, in this chapter, we will look at possible approaches that can be taken
to mitigate the impact of hardware compromise in current TEE architectures.
In Chapter 12, we will discuss some novel hardware extensions, both from
academia and industry, that can strengthen the security of next generation
TEEs.

11.1

Multiple TEEs

Recall from Figure 5.1 that there are different architectural design patterns that
can be applied concretely realizing a TEE. The dominant design pattern today
is the processor secure environment found in both ARM TrustZone and Intel
Software Guard Extensions (SGX). In this style, the same processor executes
both rich execution environment (REE) and TEE software with logical isolation achieved via hardware support. The reason why this design pattern has
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become dominant is economic: it avoids the increased bill-of-materials cost of
a physically distinct TEE realization [178]. Since logical separation implies a
greater degree of sharing between the REE and TEE than does physical separation, this approach leads to a greater attack surface, especially for side-channel
attacks.
An alternative is to resort to physically distinct external security co-processors
despite the increased cost. As we noted in Chapter 5, there is already a clear
trend in the market in this direction with Google’s Titan and Apple’s Secure
Enclave Processor (SEP) which complement ARM TrustZone in their respective smart devices.
One mitigation is to use a second TEE in the form of such a co-processor
to ensure the integrity of remote attestation even in the event of an attack
that compromised confidentiality (but not integrity) of the primary TEE. Recent inclusion of specialized hardware units (like Google Titan), support such
approaches by introducing a co-processor in commodity hardware. When ensuring attestation integrity, all sensitive key material is stored within the coprocessor, such that if the larger general-purpose TEE is compromised, the keys
remain confidential thus preventing an adversary from impersonating a valid
machine.
Although these additional TEEs are currently used to protect systems resources only, it is possible to design schemes using multiple TEEs so that even
in the event of hardware compromise or failure in some of them, some security
guarantees could still be maintained [4].

11.2

Application-specific techniques

TEE functionality is used to design solutions that provide security and privacy
guarantees in various applications. If there is a vulnerability in the TEE itself,
and an adversary successfully exploits it to circumvent these guarantees, it
may leave behind tell-tale cues in the state of the particular application under
consideration. By monitoring for such cues, it may be possible to detect and/or
account for potential TEE compromise.
An example of such application-specific mitigation can be seen in the design of proof of elapsed time (PoET) [143], a Sybil-resistance mechanism [91] proposed by Intel as a replacement for proof of work (PoW) [145] used in Bitcoinlike blockchains. PoW is used to choose which participant in the blockchain
(playing the role of block “miners”) wins the right to append the next block
in the blockchain. To do this in a fair manner, PoW requires miners to solve
a cryptographic puzzle for a given block. The miner who finds the solution
first is declared the winner. The probability of winning is proportional to the
amount of computational work that the miner has at its disposal. The scheme is
fair in the sense the available computational resources is the only factor that influences the chance of a miner winning. However, the computation necessary
is wasteful, leading to the extravagant energy consumption associated with
PoW.
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PoET aims to achieve the same probability distribution for a miner winning
the right to append the next block. But instead of relying on a computational
puzzle, PoET relies on having the processor wait for a certain duration of time
(chosen randomly from the desired distribution), and issue a certificate from
the TEE attesting that the processor has indeed waited for the specified time.
The miner with the least waiting time is the winner.
The designers of PoET wanted to mitigate the impact of an adversary compromising a small number of TEEs. Rather than attempting to detect compromise, their approach is not allow a TEE to win the next block if its rate of
winning in the recent past has exceeded a certain threshold. A TEE may exceed
the threshold either because the adversary has compromised it or because of
sheer good luck. By suitably choosing the threshold, the latter possibility can
be made sufficiently small. While this strategy does not account for all possible
ways in which an adversary who compromises a small set of nodes can take
advantage of the system, it does prevent an attacker with a single compromised
machine from winning arbitrarily many blocks.
Although PoET is an example in a non-mobile setting, similar applicationspecific mitigation may also be possible in mobile device settings. Applicationspecific mitigation can be seen as an instance of cross-layer design for security, a
term coined by Frank Piessens [210]. Abstractions used in computer science
to cleanly isolate one layer or building block from another can deprive the designer of the ability to design and deploy novel mitigations. Piessens notes
that application-specific information (e.g., about which data is confidential) is
typically lost during compilation. By making such information available at
run-time, large classes of attacks can be defended against. In other words,
while “leaky abstractions” [210] can lead to side-channel attacks, carefully mediating useful information across abstraction boundaries can also help the defender. An example of this approach is HardScope [200] where a small number
of additional processor instructions (and accompanying logic) combined with
compiler support for instrumentation, can enforce variable visibility (scope)
information at run-time and can thus be used to prevent various data-oriented
attacks that exploit memory vulnerabilities.
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Chapter 12

Towards next-generation TEEs
In this chapter, we will discuss potential approaches that can be used to strengthen
the security guarantees in the next generation trusted execution environments
(TEEs). We will cover both academic proposals, including some early ones, as
well as recent industry developments.

12.1

CPU-based TEE architectures

12.1.1

AEGIS

AEGIS [246] was the first published example of an enclave-based trusted execution architecture, with processes being provided with a tamper-evident or
tamper-resistant processing environment.
The AEGIS architecture follows a “critical section”-like approach: a program will signal to the processor that it should enter tamper-evident mode
with an enter_aegis instruction, which also specified the number of subsequent bytes to measure before continuing with their execution. This measured code section can then perform additional checks of other code sections
and the execution context. While in tamper-evident mode, the program can
use a sign_msg instruction to remotely attest the code section marked by the
enter_aegis instruction executed to enter tamper-evident mode. Once the
sensitive computation is complete, the program executes an exit_aegis instruction to return the processor to its normal execution mode.
[246] also explores the trade-offs that need to be made when deciding how
to apportion trusted functionality between the processor and the operating system. The authors argue that a security kernel is more flexible and requires less
modification to the processor, but that this approach requires the verification
of more trusted code and may reduce performance.
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Late-launch-based TEEs

Flicker [180] uses the late launch functionality of modern Intel x86 central processing units (CPUs) to provide a TEE. These CPUs implement the skinit instruction, which stops all other execution before measuring and executing a
designated piece of code in cached memory. This measurement process is integrated with the Trusted Platform Module (TPM), allowing persistent sensitive
data associated with that piece of code to be protected by sealing.
Flicker uses late launch to execute a trusted application, whose data is protected by virtue of the fact that no other code runs concurrently with it, and that
at completion the application erases any sensitive data and returns the system
to its original state.
SMART [97] provides similar functionality for non-x86 devices, describing
hardware modifications needed to provide late launch on an embedded CPU.

12.1.3

Sanctum

Sanctum [83] modifies the RISC-V architecture to provide enclave-type TEEs,
with the explicit goal of mimicking the functionality of Software Guard Extensions (SGX) as closely as possible. Sanctum provides memory isolation, with
isolation also extending to the last-level cache; this prevents the use of cachetiming side-channel attacks against enclaves.

12.1.4

Keystone

Keystone [165] is another enclave-type TEE for the RISC-V architecture. However, unlike Sanctum, Keystone is built as a software layer atop an unmodified
RISC-V architecture, allowing its functionality to be configured according to
the needs of the application in question. However, though the architecture
itself is unmodified, Keystone requires that the hardware platform provide
trusted boot and hardware randomness; and that the manufacturer perform
key provisioning (Section 4.1.1). Nevertheless, realizing these is significantly
less burdensome than implementing a fully hardware-based TEE.

12.1.5

MI6

The MI6 processor [63] is designed to provide secure enclaves that are resistant to microarchitectural side-channel attacks despite aggressively speculative
out-of-order execution. MI6 partitions the entire memory hierarchy which, for
instance, facilitates protection against cache bandwidth side-channels not covered by Sanctum. Thus, MI6 enclaves are guaranteed not to share cache lines
with other software. Other MI6 changes eliminate a number of smaller timing
differences in the cache-access pipeline. A new purge instruction is used after protection domain transitions, emptying the pipeline, resetting the branch
predictor, and flushing the L1 cache.
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TrustLite & TyTAN

TrustLite [152] provides enclaves for embedded devices without a memory
management unit (MMU). Each enclave is configured so that its working memory can be read only when the CPU is executing an instruction from a permissible memory region, and its code cannot be overwritten at all.
This approach protects enclaves from the operating system (OS), with only
slightly greater hardware complexity than a split-world architecture, but without the need for a security kernel. This makes TrustLite suitable for small embedded devices that lack the resources to run a normal security kernel. TyTAN [67] builds a complete FreeRTOS [38]-based system around TrustLite on
top of the Intel Siskiyou Peak platform.

12.1.7

Sanctuary

Sanctuary [66] provides user-space enclaves using TrustZone, taking advantage of access control features included in Arm’s TZC-400 TrustZone Address
Space Controller (TZASC). Rather than basing access control on just a secure/normalworld bit, the TZC-400 allows access control based on the source device. Sanctuary dedicates cores of a multi-core processor to the execution of enclave code,
with access to the memory allocated to an enclave being restricted to this core
only. This protects enclaves even from a compromised OS. Only one enclave
can run at a time on a given core, thereby protecting enclaves from each other.
Unlike normal TrustZone-based systems, Sanctuary trusted applications do
not run in secure mode, providing a greater level of isolation between enclave
code and the security kernel; this significantly reduces its attack surface.

12.1.8

TIMBER-V

TIMBER-V [262] provides enclave functionality with highly efficient dynamic
memory management, and suitable for implementation on low-end processors. In addition to typical enclaves, supported by trusted user mode, TIMEBERV also adds a trusted supervisor mode that can be used to realize trusted system services within an untrusted operating system. TIMBER-V is based on
a memory-tagging architecture, where each word of memory contains several
“tag bits” that can be used for access control. TIMBER-V uses two-bit tags, representing normal memory, enclave memory, trusted entry point, and trusted
supervisor memory.
These tags allow applications to interleave regions of memory whose access is restricted to different security domains: client applications (CAs) can
only access normal memory, trusted applications (TAs) can access enclave and
normal memory, and the trusted supervisor can access everything. In addition, the CPU switches between different security domains according to the
tag applied to the instruction being loaded.
This approach allows memory to be transferred between an application and
its enclave very efficiently, by simply adjusting the tag on each word.
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CURE

The CURE enclave architecture [41] attempts to collect all previously proposed
techniques for enclave hardware support into one design, prototyped on RISCV. Enclave memory (temporally dedicated to CPU cores) is configured with
dedicated cache ways, thereby mitigating the risk of side-channel attacks. Enclave identifiers are not only included into core memory management, but also
added to system bus arbiters for both CPU and direct memory access (DMA)
controller; this allows peripherals to be temporally associated with enclaves.
Such an approach has not been fully explored in prior designs.
The authors claim that CURE is flexible enough to implement different
kinds of hardware-assisted enclaves (as viewed from the OS), including kernelspace enclaves for isolating individual parts of kernel operations such as memory management, virtual machine enclaves for traditional workload separation, as well as subspace enclaves, which can be seen as an isolation/fragmentation
mechanism usable at the highest privilege levels to protect against memory
corruption vulnerabilities or for trusted computing base (TCB) minimization.
The opportunity to be flexible in what types of enclaves to support stems from
that the trust boundaries of an enclave is memory and not specific to privilege
levels or applications; thus it is possible to construct enclave boundaries within
traditional execution units, similarly to what can be achieved with hardware
capabilities such as CHERI [263].

12.1.10

Arm Confidential Compute Architecture

In 2021, Arm released its plan for its next generation architecture (ARMv9.3A).
As part of this hardware update, the isolation features that constitute the foundation of Arm TrustZone have been extended to include two new memory
isolation contexts, one to be used for the EL3 firmware, and the other, more
noteworthy, is the realm mode, which is a new “split world” approach proposed
to be used for enclaves, in the form of more dynamic isolation contexts with a
minimal TCB. This new architecture is named Confidential Compute Architecture (CCA), a clear reference to the ongoing enclave specification work at the
Linux Consortium for Intel X86 instruction architecture (X86) hardware (AMD
Secure Encrypted Virtualization (SEV) and Intel SGX/Total Memory Encryption (TME)). Arm notes that CCA can be used both in cloud computing as well
as at the edge (in terminal devices) [29].
The CCAs architecture is depicted in Figure 12.1. The technical details of
the realm mode are to be released over the next few years, but the isolation
of the Realms is achieved by a new memory firewall, the Granule Protection
Table (GPT) applied after memory translation [76]. The GPT is configured by
EL3, and partitions physical memory for Realm mode, Secure mode, Monitor
(EL3) and Non-Secure mode address spaces.
Similar to the Non-Secure (NS) bit in Arm TrustZone, now two bits (corresponding to four possible worlds) will permeate throughout the memory access framework, and especially caches, to map access control configuration to
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ARM Confidential Compute Architecture
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Figure 12.1: Arm CCA: Extending the Arm split-world architecture towards
enclave support
the firewalling. At the moment it remains unclear whether the extended configuration is visible on the internal bus for external hardware components to
react to the distinction. Just like with AMD SEV and Intel TME, the partitioned
address spaces will be assigned their individual memory encryption keys, and
page encryption will be tweaked per address when being encrypted as stored
to dynamic random access memory (DRAM) [76]. This makes the realm memory contents inaccessible to parallel or higher privilege levels, even for such
components that may have configuration rights to the aforementioned firewall.
In contrast to x86 enclave designs, in Arm CCA, enclave key and lifecycle
management, attestation and device authentication are implemented in software, with the realm manager, i.e. the software running in realm hypervisor
mode, playing a central role. It is likely that ARM will propose a common,
open-source base for this software, as was done in the case of Arm Trusted
Firmware which is today the EL3 reference code and definition for e.g. power
management control and world-switching logic in Arm devices. It can be expected that original equipment manufacturers (OEMs) and chip vendors will
adapt such a future common realm manager to their own needs, resulting in
a common baseline for functionality like enclave setup and attestation, but
whether the trust root (keys) will be rooted with Arm or OEMs is unclear at
the moment.

12.2

Beyond TEEs

The TEEs in modern CPUs provide tight integration between TAs and rich execution environment (REE) applications, allowing high performance compared
to the use of secure co-processors. However, in many computationally-bound
applications such as machine learning, the bulk of the work is offloaded to
a co-processor such as a graphics processing unit (GPU) outside of the CPU
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itself. The goal of the following works is to allow generic computation to be
offloaded to the accelerator with minimal hardware modifications and without
sacrificing the isolation provided by a TEE.

12.2.1

Slalom

For existing TEEs, an example of the current state of the art in combining TEEs
with offloaded computation is Slalom [254], which uses cryptography to allow the bulk of the computation for neural network evaluation to be safely
offloaded to an untrusted GPU. Each layer of a neural network has a linear
→
and a nonlinear component, taking as input a vector −
x and outputting a value
−
→
y = f (W x ), where W is a weight matrix. The key observation is that most of
→
the computational complexity is in the linear part W −
x . The TEE can therefore
outsource this computation to the GPU, and use Freivalds’ algorithm [102] to
probabilistically verify the result with lower complexity than the computation
itself. Furthermore, since the computation being offloaded is linear, the TEE
can send cryptographically blinded data to the GPU, at the cost of some pre→
computation. It does this by taking pseudo-random blinding vector −
r ∈ Zn ,
−
→
then precomputing and securely storing an ‘unblinding vector’ W r , where W
has been discretized to an element of Zn . Then, for the online part, the TEE has
→
→
the GPU compute W · (−
x +−
r ), uses Freivalds’ algorithm to verify the result,
→
and subtracts the precomputed unblinding vector W −
r.
Despite the overhead of the verification process, Slalom provides a significant speedup relative to computation in the TEE: 6–20× without blinding, and
4–11× with blinding. Nevertheless, this is slower than evaluating the neural
network using a GPU in the normal way, and so other works consider how to
extend the trust boundary to the GPU.

12.2.2

Secure GPU accelerators

Heterogeneous Isolated EXecution (HIX) [147] allows isolated computation using SGX, an unmodified GPU and minor changes to the I/O interconnect. Suppose an application enclave wishes to send private data to the GPU for computation. First, it communicates with a special-purpose SGX enclave, called the
GPU enclave, that alone is able to control the GPU. The GPU enclave mediates
between the application enclave and the GPU, establishing a shared key that
will be used to encrypt the data. The application enclave encrypts its data and
stores it in a protected region of memory; it then instructs the GPU enclave to
send an encrypted command to the GPU to copy the data to the GPU’s internal
memory via DMA. The data is then decrypted using the normal computational
facilities of the GPU, allowing the desired processing to take place.
As encryption and decryption occur only when data is transferred to and
from the GPU, the overhead is quite low for tasks whose workload is dominated by computation within the GPU. This is the ideal situation, since less
computationally-demanding tasks can be carried out efficiently using the CPU.
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However, because the GPU is unmodified, it is impossible to perform remote attestation of its workloads. This means that an adversary that can manipulate the PCI Express (PCIe) link or replace the GPU itself can defeat the
security of the TEE. Consequently, the TEE as a whole cannot perform meaningful remote attestation unless the operator of the system is trusted a priori.
A later research project presents rack-scale heterogeneous TEEs [275]. This
work specifically targets rack-scale server deployments, where one node on the
rack acts as a secure controller that mediates access to the PCIe fabric. Compute
resources are then completely dedicated to specific users and hard-rebooted
between uses. The secure controller can be remote attested, and due to the
full reboot, the computer resources are known to be in a known state on use.
Whereas other heterogeneous TEEs require hardware changes, [275] can be realized on existing hardware but is restricted to a server setting.
In contrast to HIX and rack-scale heterogeneous TEEs, Graviton [258] adds
TEE functionality to the GPU, allowing remote attestation and explicit support for encrypted data transfers. This mitigates the greatest weakness of HIX,
namely that it cannot protect against an attacker capable of interfering with the
system hardware, at the cost of no longer being compatible with commodity
GPUs.

12.2.3

Morpheus

Morpheus is a run-time security mechanism with goals similar to memorysafety features in contemporary processors (Chapter 7), but takes a starkly different approach [103]. The underlying idea of Morpheus is that correct program behavior depends on defined program behavior specified by the program code, whereas exploitation of memory vulnerabilities depends on undefined behavior. Consequently, Morpheus aims to randomize all undefined
operations of a program implementation, such as memory layout and instruction encoding, in order to prevent an attacker from introducing reliable attacks
against the program. Specifically, Morpheus implements a RISC-V extension
for domain tagging, pointer displacement, domain encryption, churn, and attack detection.
Program memory is split into four domain: code, data pointers, code pointers, and other memory. Initial domain assignments are specified by the compiler. The memory and registers are extended with 2-bit domain tags such that
the hardware can track the tags during computation. The pointer displacement
feature adds a level of memory address translation such that all addresses are
displaced based on a periodically-changing displacement value. Domain encryption is applied to all code and pointers. Churn, i.e. re-randomization, is
periodically applied such that all encrypted domains are re-encrypted with a
new key and the displacement value is set to a new random value. While an
attacker could leak specific randomization values, those values are valid only
until the next churn takes place. Finally, attack detection attempts to detect
probing attempts that aim to find the randomization values and triggers continuous churn when a possible attack is detected.
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The churn is implemented in hardware such that the program needs not
be stopped to perform re-randomization. Instead, the hardware does a linear sweep of memory and keeps track of the progress such that it can transparently use either the new or old displacement and key where appropriate
during re-randomization. Due to the hardware implementation with domaintagging and concurrent churn Morpheus achieves good performance, incurring only a 0.8% overhead on average when measured with the SPEC CPU
2006 C-language benchmarks. The security of Morpheus relies on the churn period being smaller than the time an attacker needs to break the randomization.
Consequently, Morpheus might not be effective against attacks that exploit a
direct information leak to break address-space layout randomization (ASLR).
Nonetheless, even the suggested churn period of 50ms, with the above overhead, is more than sufficient to prevent known ASLR probing mechanisms.

12.2.4

Blinded computing

One way to securely process data without having direct access to it is homomorphic encryption, which allows computation to be performed on the encrypted data directly, without ever revealing the plaintext to the party performing the computation [257]. Slalom, described in Section 12.2.1, is a special
example of this approach. Homomorphic encryption offers strong guarantees
as it protects the data both against side-channels and even malicious programs
that might intentionally attempt to leak the data. Unfortunately, in many cases
homomorphic encryption incurs unacceptable overhead when used for general
computation.
Another approach is to use traditional TEE architectures that provide TA attestation and allow confidential processing of data. However, programs today
need to process an ever increasing amount of confidential data. Meanwhile,
TEE context switches are expensive and increased functionality increases the
likelihood of security-related bugs within the TEE software. Blinded computation presents an alternative that minimizes the need for a separate execution
environment or costly cryptographic measures.
Blinded computation combines software-guided instrumentation with dynamic taint-tracking to provide practical side-channel resistant computation
on blinded data, with a minimal TCB restricted to a small single-purpose TEE.
Its adversary model is similar to a traditional TEE but with strong protection
against side-channels; unlike previous taint-tracking architectures [269], the
adversary can also corrupt any code with run-time attacks such that the adversary can run arbitrary code. A small TEE is used to only provide initial blinded
inputs to a program. The hardware then enforces a policy that prevents any
computation from directly leaking data, or exposing it via side-channels. Unlike static analysis, this approach protects data from being exposed even when
an attacker exploits a software vulnerability to run their own code. Since the
blindedness of the the data is ensured by hardware-enforced access control
rather than cryptographic blinding, this approach avoids the overhead of approaches based on homomorphic encryption.
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Since no blinded data can be written to external peripherals, all output
is passed back to the small single-purpose TEE which then can securely reencrypt the computation results before they are sent back to the client that initially provided the input.
Dynamic dataflow tracking has similarities to prior approaches that, for
instance, use it to prevent confidentiality by tracking information flows from
taint sources to sinks (for instance, passwords and output functions, repsectively) [247]. Blinded computation relies on a compiler instrumentation and
software data-flow verification to prevent the copious false-positives that plague
some naive taint-tracking policies [240].
Best-practices for writing side-channel resistant code show that it is possible to construct code that is side-channel resistant. Recent compiler-based
approaches have further demonstrated that it is also feasible to construct such
code automatically [62]. Blinded computation uses similar techniques to automate software transformation and provide compile-time policy verification.
Note that purely software-based approaches do not prevent memory errors
from directly addressing the confidential data, nor do they provide protection
from a malicious OS, both of which the hardware-enforced policy of blinded
computation protects against. Recent work has also shown that taint-tracking
can be used to prevent micro-architectural attacks such as Spectre [270, 149]; allowing a hardware-based to avoid restrictive policies while still allowing speculation. Taken together, blinded computation provides security comparable
to homomorphic encryption, with some hardware modification, but minimal
development and performance overhead.

12.2.5

In-memory computing

For many decades, computing efficiency has been increasing exponentially in
accordance with Moore’s law, but in recent years the continued miniaturization
and speed-up of CPUs has hit against the limitations of physics. At the same
time, computing has become increasingly data-centric, placing a performance
burden especially on memory I/O.
One emerging, architectural research direction is in- or near-memory computing [192],[230] where memory cells can directly targeted by algorithm computation in programmable logic that either is co-located with the memory framework or physically nearer to it than the CPU on the other end of the memory bus. Although in-memory computing can have obvious performance benefits when processing large amounts of data in use cases such as video filtering or some machine learning algorithms, some obvious security applications can be envisioned for such architectures also: Physical unclonable functions (PUFs) could leverage the physical randomness of memory cells and provide error-correction functionality co-located with the memory, in essence providing device-local key material. Similarly, true random number generators
(TRNGs) are an obvious use-case that could be implemented, based on memory cells as a source of randomness.
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The more architecturally diverse the programmability in devices becomes,
the more difficult it will be to argue about attack vectors and isolation: E.g. if
an attack can be embedded into the memory framework (firmware), can it then
circumvent all existing memory and firewall protections that we rely on today?
If memory is programmable, can we leverage the physical layout of memory
cells as a guaranteed isolation boundary for separating security domains in the
device (in a similar fashion to memory tagging). The next 5-10 years will tell
us this.

12.3

Conclusion

The evolution of hardware security mechanisms on mobile devices is significantly more brisk than it has been in the past. In parallel with the introduction
of new coarse-grained isolation mechanisms like Arm CCA that are suitable
for constructing TEEs and enclave architectures, architectural additions for
integrity and memory safety (like Arm pointer authentication (PA), Memory
Tagging Extension (MTE), Branch Target Identification (BTI) and Intel Controlflow Enforcement Technology (CET)) are already being deployed at scale, and
academic research continues to produce new, even better concepts.
Further hardware innovations are awaiting imminent adoption. With the
breakdown of Moore’s law, speed of computation is increasingly achieved via
heterogenity, incorporating dedicated hardware cores sharing memory access
with general-purpose cores. All forms of digital signal processors (DSPs), including neural processing units (NPUs) and GPUs are good examples of components in such designs. It remains a partially open issue how secure domains
are built across such components in heterogeneous hardware, particularly because such purpose-built cores are usually not equipped with built-in protection mechanisms such as privilege rings or isolation domains that are now
commonly found in general-purpose processors. Another potential design approach for mobile device processors is hardware reconfigurability. Already today, network equipment such as base stations or routers incorporate integrated
field programmable gate array (FPGA) or Coarse Grained Reconfigurable Array (CGRA) hardware for optimizing packet processing speed, routing or cryptographic operations. But the fact that these components are re-programmable,
with very low-level access to memory and arithmetic logic units (ALUs), also
makes them potential entry points for malware and attacks. On one hand, such
hardware can serve as a re-configurable way to implement hardware-assisted
security mechanisms, but on the other hand, they may pose a threat to overall
device integrity.
Finally, new memory technologies such as magnetoresistive random-access
memory (MRAM) and phase-change random-access memory (PRAM) point us
towards a future where system memory will be persistent, retaining state even
across power-cycles. This, too, is a double-edged sword: it can significantly
shorten the boot-up time for mobile devices, and can improve security by allowing security mechanisms (such as system counters in memory) to remain
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unconditionally stateful; but at the same time successful system attacks may
end up becoming memory resident. This may require us to revisit many of
our integrity (and stability) solutions we use today that are based on the presumption that random access memory (RAM) is volatile, such as the role of
boot-up integrity metrics or firmware updates vs. live system patching from
the perspective of memory.
All in all, the field of (mobile) platform security is now an interesting, fast
moving field of research and engineering. We hope this book has provided
you with an overview of the contemporary security architectures in mobile devices, explaining the de-facto mechanisms and tools that has kept our personal
devices safe during the last two decades, outlining what is changing and improving in the immediate future on the platform, and identifying the expected
challenges ahead.
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Appendix A

Commercial TEE deployments
Since TEE technology, and in particular TrustZone, has been deployed in large
scale, a number of TEE vendors have emerged over the years. The majority
of these are with proprietary implementations of the TEE software stack. Table A.1 lists TEE vendors for TrustZone, TrustZone-M and the RISC-V architecture.

1 https://globalplatform.org/wp-content/uploads/2019/07/01-CR-1.0_GP180004Certificate-and-Certification-Report_20190712.pdf
2 https://www.commoncriteriaportal.org/files/epfiles/CC%20Huawei%20iTrustee%20
Software%20V2.0%20Security%20Target%202.1.pdf
3 https://www.trustonic.com/solutions/iot-security/
4 https://www.op-tee.org/
5 https://www.provenrun.com/products/provencore/
6 https://www.qualcomm.com/products/features/mobile-security-solutions
7 https://www.rockycore.cn/index.html
8 https://optimumdesk.com/it-solutions/data-loss-prevention-privacy
9 https://www.sierraware.com/open-source-ARM-TrustZone.html
10 https://www.trustkernel.com/en/products/tee/t6.html
11 https://developer.samsung.com/teegris
12 https://source.android.com/security/trusty
13 https://www.taf.net.cn/Tee_detail.aspx?_ID=2349283b-6311-4617-862c-1122345443
54
14 https://globalplatform.org/certified-products/watchtrust-2-1-1-on-sc9860-2/
15 https://globalplatform.org/wp- content/uploads/2019/09/GP- SE- 2019_02- CR1.0_GP190006-Certificate-and-Certification-Report_20190909.pdf
16 https://www.trustonic.com/technical-articles/kinibi-m/
17 https://www.st.com/en/embedded-software/provencore-m.html
18 https://hex-five.com/first-secure-iot-stack-riscv/
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GP Certification
Functional Security

License

Pingtouge Semiconductor

Vendor

Cloud Link TEE1
Huawei

BSD 2-Clause

TEE

iTrustee2
Trustonic

proprietary

✓

Rocky Core7
Solacia

Suzhou Rong Card Intelligent Technology

proprietary

proprietary

Note

proprietary Formerly Mobicore and <t-base

proprietary Formerly Secure Core

proprietary

Kinibi3
Linaro

proprietary Formerly QSEE

✓

OP-TEE4
Qualcomm

Prove & Run

✓

ProvenCore5

TrustZone

Qualcomm TEE6
SecuriTEE8
SierraWare

GNU GPL

TLK [198]
Google

Nvidia

✓

✓

proprietary

proprietary

MIT

MIT

proprietary GP certification for Mediatek MT6737T

proprietary

SierraTEE9
Samsung

TrustKernel

✓

T610

✓

TEEGRIS11
Trusty12

Taobao Software

✓

Eastcompeace Technologies
Watchdata

✓

proprietary

Yunos TEE
WATCHTRUST14

Gemalto (Thales Group)

N/A

proprietary

TURBOTEE13

Upteq NFC422 v1.015

Trustonic

N/A
RISC-V
N/A

MIT

proprietary

proprietary

Kinibi-M16

Prove & Run

✓

ProvenCore-M17

Hex Five Security

TrustZone-M

MultiZone18

Table A.1: Commercial TEE implementations. The GP Certification column indicates TEEs that have received TEE Initial
Configuration v1.1 functional certification and/or TEE Security certification according to https://globalplatform.org/cer
tified-products/.
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